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An Approach Towards Plant Electrical Signal Based External Stimuli Monitoring System
by
Shre Kumar Chatterjee
Plants have sensing mechanisms which are employed to monitor their environment for
optimal growth. This sensing mechanism can be observed by the change in behaviour in
plants like Mimosa pudica (Touch Me Not) which closes its leaves when touched or Dionaea
muscipula (Venus Flytrap) which closes its trap when an insect gets in it. It has been
established that plants produce an electrical signal response to stimuli that is used to control
various physiological phenomena within the plant. If such electrical signals are extracted and
analysed, information about the external stimuli which caused the electrical signal may be
found. If such an analysis is successful, then plants can be used as a living multiple stimuli
sensor.
This work explores the possibility of extracting information from the plant electrical signal
response to the external stimuli which caused the plant to produce such a signal. Initially, the
plant was treated as a black box system and a simple input (light pulse as stimulus) – output
(electrical signal response) system was modelled through system identification techniques.
Thereafter, an inverse system was modelled for input (electrical signal response) – output
(light pulse as stimulus) to find out if there exists, within the plant’s electrical signals,
adequate information about the time of application and the intensity of the applied stimulus.
Next, classification methods were employed to find out if there was adequate information,
within the raw plant electrical signal response, about the type of stimulus applied to the
plants. More complex stimuli such as Sulphuric acid, Ozone and Sodium chloride solutions
were applied to the plants to find out if the plant electrical signal response could be used to
classify these stimuli in a binary classification scenario. Discriminant analysis based
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classifiers were employed along with simple statistical features which produced classification
accuracy of around 70%.
A decision tree based classification strategy was then explored, using discriminant analysis
classifiers and statistical features, in a multiclass classification strategy with the aim of
enhancing classification accuracy. This exploration involved more datasets which enabled a
prospective study (separate data held out) to be carried out to see the results in a more
realistic scenario. The decision tree based classification system produced an accuracy of
around 90% for both retrospective and prospective studies. In this work, both raw and filtered
signals were used, of which the raw signals produced marginally better results than the
filtered ones.
Lastly, curve fitting coefficients were explored for classification of stimuli by fitting four
different curves to raw plant electrical signals. Classification accuracy of around 90% was
achieved during the retrospective study by using polynomial curve fit coefficients. This
enabled features to be extracted from the entire duration of the time series rather than small
segments of it, in order to see if classification accuracy improved.
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1 Introduction
Our natural environment is one of the most important aspects of our lives, wherever we are in
the world. The basic reason behind this being the supply of food, water and oxygen, which
are required for our sustenance. Two of the main constituents of our environment are the flora
– plants and trees which provide us with oxygen and fruits, vital components required for
human beings, and fauna – the animals. Plants, trees and forests also provide us with cleaner
air by removing some harmful components from the atmosphere such as ozone (O3), sulphur
dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) which in quantity may cause adverse neurological,
cardio-vascular and pulmonary health effects in human beings [1].
As a precaution, many institutions across the globe constantly monitor our environment for
pollutants which may harm us and the flora/fauna, directly or indirectly. Such monitoring
may present us with valuable real-time information that can be used to control or even
prevent any short- or long-term damage to our environment and thereby improve our healthy
maintenance. The monitoring systems employed usually sense one or more environmental
parameters and may cover a particular geographical area. However, such monitoring over
large geographical areas could be quite expensive and complex infrastructure required [2]–
[4].
Therefore, not many countries may be enthusiastic in pursuing it as others, thereby increasing
the chances of long-term damage to their local environment as well as the overall global
environment.
Given such a scenario, if a monitoring system can be developed which is cost-effective and
can be implemented on a large scale, it becomes worthy of being implemented by every
nation for the justified cause of detecting harmful environmental pollutants which affect the
global quality of life. Such a holistic system seems possible when plant electrophysiology is
considered, i.e. electrical signals generated by plants in response to external stimuli. These
electrical signals, which may have embedded signatures capturing the essence of the stimuli
affecting them, may be used as means of sensing the environment in which they grow. Plants
cover around one third of Earth’s land mass [5] in the form of forests, and are globally
distributed. Plants are also affected by the same environmental pollutants as other living
things sharing the same natural environment. Therefore, if electrical signals from a plant
could be used to monitor a certain area around that particular plant, then their abundantly
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distributed presence could be used to monitor a larger area at the same time. The viability of
such an approach seems immense, but several questions rise along with such optimism.
This work aims to answer a few such questions, taking one step closer to realising such a
holistic monitoring system. This may help us take preventative measures in a timely fashion
against any harm to us or our natural environment, from environmental pollutants.
Today, the world is witnessing an increased level of environmental pollution which is causing
harm to our planet and as a result, us, on a global scale. Among all the types of pollution –
air, water, soil, noise and light – air pollution is considered the most harmful to our
environment. Increasing air pollution is one of the possible reasons linked to lung and bladder
cancer [6], asthma [7], various allergies [8] and breathing-related problems [9]. The main
components of air pollution are harmful gases such as tropospheric ozone (O3), sulphur
dioxide (SO2), carbon monoxide (CO) and oxides of nitrogen (NOx), which are emitted by
factories and modern vehicles. This is depicted in Figure 1.1 [10].

Figure 1.1: Typical constituents of air pollution

Ground level and tropospheric ozone (O3) is becoming a serious pollutant, affecting health
and crops globally [11]. Similarly salt (NaCl) pollution of soil and freshwater is another
concern as it has the potential to change the bio-diversity of any region, if the usage of salt is
not monitored properly [12]. When large quantities of SO2 and NOx are emitted into the
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atmosphere from the combustion of fossil fuels, they undergo a chemical reaction to form
acid rain which affects crops and living organisms, as well as structures which are not
immune to acids (such as steel/iron, brick structures) [13].
This work explores the possibility of detecting these three pollutants, easily replicated under
laboratory conditions, from the electrical response generated by plants. For that purpose, a set
of experiments was conducted, using these three pollutants as external stimuli, on different
species of plant, and their respective electrical responses were analysed. The three pollutants
and their effects are discussed briefly below.

1.1 Ground level Ozone (O3) pollution
One of the major components of air pollution today is tropospheric and ground level ozone
(O3) [11], which is the product of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and nitrogen oxides
(NOx), aided by a rise in ambient temperature. Increasing ground level O3, which is
approximately 1.66 times heavier than air [14], is causing serious damage to crops, forest
cover and human health, and has been a topic of research in different parts of the world [11].
O3 is found in varying concentrations in the troposphere, which extends from the earth’s
surface up to 10-15 km elevation (dependant on latitude and time of the year), and the
stratosphere, which extends from the troposphere up to 45-55 km elevation. In the
stratosphere, O2 molecules interact with ultra-violet radiation from the sun to form O3. This
layer of O3 prevents harmful radiation from the sun from affecting humans, wildlife and
plants [15]. The tropospheric O3 is thus a secondary pollutant, contributed from multiple
sources. It has also been suggested that precursors of O3 found in the USA were emitted in
Asia [15], thereby indicating that the pollutant may not be necessarily be locally dervied.
Monitoring of tropospheric O3 has been implemented in different parts of the world for its
perceived adverse health impact [11], [14]–[20].

1.2 Soil pollution due to sodium chloride (NaCl)
Salinity of the soil is a major concern, especially for agriculture, as it leads to a reduction in
crop yield [12]. Apart from affecting crops and vegetation on an immediate basis, there is a
long-term effect of degradation of the soil, which is considered irreversible [12]. The quantity
of croplands, estimated to be around one-third of the total current area, is expected to be
increased with a rise in global climate change [12]. One of the major components of salinity
in the soil is sodium chloride (NaCl). When NaCl permeates the soil, it can be harmful to
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both plants and organisms such as snails, slugs, frogs, newts and earthworms thriving in the
soil [21]. It can also alter the salinity of the groundwater table beneath and will thus increase
the salinity of drinking water, which will harm human and animal health too [22].
If the salt reaches nearby freshwater streams, ponds, and lakes, it will not only affect the
aquatic life [21] living in such waterbodies but also affect the animals and human beings
exposed to such water resources. Apart from being a health hazard and damaging to the
ecosystem, increased NaCl concentrations can also be corrosive to vehicles and infrastructure
such as bridges. The NaCl input to the soil arises from several sources including water
softeners, septic/sewage effluent and de-icing of roads/highways [22]. The amount and scope
of usage of common salt as a de-icer for roads during the winter months across the globe
makes it a major contributor to soil pollution [22]–[32].

1.3 Acid rain – sulphuric acid (H2SO4)
The admixture of wet and dry material deposited from the atmosphere with abnormal
amounts of sulphuric and nitric acid constitutes acid rain. The acid deposition is formed
when large quantities of SO2 and NOx are emitted to the atmosphere from the combustion of
fossil fuels [33], [34]. These pollutants undergo chemical reactions in the atmosphere and
form sulphuric acid (H2SO4) and nitric acids (HNO3) which come down as acid rain. Several
studies on the constituents of the acid rain in different parts of the world and their impact on
different types of plants have been published [35]–[40]. Acid rain alters the chemical
composition of the soil by leaching the base cations (such as Ca2+, Mg2+, K+ and Na+) with
SO42– and NO3– [13]. This affects not only the plants which thrive on land but also the
microbes which are present in the soil [13].
Other obvious pollutants such as carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrogen oxide,
etc., affect the atmosphere, and these are also monitored and researched globally. However,
this work focused on the three pollutants O3, NaCl and H2SO4.

1.4 Monitoring the environment over a large geographical area
The need and scope of environmental sensors is thus apparent, so that monitoring multiple
parameters of the environment (pollutants) which are of interest to us can be undertaken. A
network of such sensors would give us information about the environmental pollutants over a
large geographical area. Such a combination of sensors is called an Environmental Sensor
Network (ESN) and is a useful tool to monitor an area of interest, from a remote location [4].
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One of the major challenges of ESN is power management because often the sensor nodes in
the network are stand-alone and will have to survive without frequent replacement of
batteries [4]. Therefore, the sensor needs to be designed in such a way that the operation it
carries out consumes limited power. It may also be designed to carry out discrete/intermittent
rather than continuous monitoring, thereby reducing power consumption [4].
There has been research into different applications of ESNs to enable monitoring of large
geographical areas, such as [41] whose authors propose a gas-based sensor system network,
which they argue is better than chemical sensors, for monitoring O3 and NO2 in Tokyo.
Sensor networks have also been used in agriculture, where data is required for monitoring
soil water availability, leaf temperature, plant water status, insect/disease/weed infestations,
sunlight intensity, etc. [2]. Such sensors also aid in precision agriculture – defined as a
method to optimize agricultural production by tailoring soil/crop management techniques to
individual fields [42]–[45], by providing real-time information about soil, water availability,
plant health and environment. This, as suggested by many researchers and by users of such
methods, boosts farm production and crop yields and optimizes costs [42]–[45]. Similarly,
ESNs have been also employed for monitoring salinity in rivers [46], which helps managing
salinity in waterbodies by complying with set standards.
Different environmental parameters need monitoring and ESNs already established help in
achieving the required monitoring. However, any project which involve ESNs needs a lot of
planning, manpower and financial resources to enable effective monitoring of the
environment [4]. The possibility of monitoring the environment at the same time as
monitoring crops, over a large geographical area seems to hold potential. Such a system may
be implemented for two reasons – knowing what the ambient environmental parameters are
in real-time and how it is affecting the plants/crops/forests, etc. However, to be implemented
widely, such a system also needs to be economical. That is, it needs to be cheap to employ,
can be left alone for long periods of time without replacement of batteries, and can withstand
harsh environmental conditions without itself affecting any of the parameters which it
monitors [2], [4]. Various methods are already employed by the developed, as well as by
many developing, nations to monitor these factors individually [2], [4]. However, such
monitoring systems could be quite expensive and not all administrations or governments may
be able to afford them. On the other hand, if a reliable sensory mechanism is available, which
can monitor these factors across a large geographical area and is cheap to employ, then it will
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be instrumental in saving precious lives and property, and provide a means of universal data
acquisition system at low cost.
This work proposes to use plants as a monitoring system for the three parameters of focus:
O3, NaCl and H2SO4. Plants, available everywhere freely, can act as a cheap and versatile
sensor system if we know how they react to certain stimuli. Such reaction can be sensed,
categorized and then relayed through a wireless system to a nearby data processing station,
thereby enabling the monitoring of a large geographical area.

1.5 The Plant – environmental stimuli reaction mechanism
(Electrical Signals)
Studies have shown that plants react to their environment by producing an electrical signal,
which may control various physiological processes [47]. Although plants lack a complex
nervous system like animals, they nonetheless produce electrical pulses called the Action
Potential (AP) for non-harmful stimuli [47]. Similar electrical impulses for harmful stimuli
such as burning or cutting, are called the Variation Potential (VP). The mechanism to
transport both these electrical signals occurs through different cells in the plant body. In
addition to these signals, plants also produce a sub-threshold response locally, called the
Local Electrical Potential (LEP) [47]. Chapter 2 gives a detailed overview of these signals,
from a cellular level.
Thus if APs and VPs can be collected from plants, and why they were generated established,
then this would be a step closer to a plant-based monitoring system.

1.6 Thesis organization
Chapter 2 presents a literature review covering:
•

•
•
•

plant electrophysiology, plant structures and how they support electrical signal
response to any stimuli, various transport systems acting within the plant body, types
and mechanisms of electrical signals generated by plants.
all measurement techniques available to extract electrical signals from plants.
types of stimuli which have been used so far to generate electrical signal response in
plants.
signal processing steps employed so far to analyse plant electrical signals.

Chapter 3 presents the extraction of information from the raw plant electrical signal about an
external light stimulus, by using black-box modelling on experimental data. The data
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acquisition setup is described in detail. The results show that there is sufficient information
within the extracted plant electrical signals about the magnitude and on-off time of the
stimulus applied.
Chapter 4 addresses the question of whether there is enough information about the type of
stimulus applied (involving more complex stimulus) embedded within the raw plant electrical
signals? Under laboratory conditions, plant electrical signals were obtained for Ozone (O3),
Sulphuric Acid (H2SO4) and Sodium Chloride (NaCl) as external stimuli. A mapping of such
a stimuli-electrical signal was the first of its kind, filling a gap in our knowledge. Also, if a
small window of the time series of the raw signal contains enough information about the
stimuli, then a sensor system could be designed where the decision time about the
environmental stimuli would be small, since any segment of the incoming plant electrical
response would indicate the stimuli affecting it. The binary classification methodology is
presented in detail. Using simple linear classifiers, accuracies of around 71% was achieved.
Chapter 5 addresses whether raw signals could be used in a multiclass classification setting,
in order to extract information about the type of stimuli applied. Effort is made to improve
classification accuracy and generalization. A decision tree-based multiclass classification
scheme was designed, that explores five different types of classifier and 15 features. The
results were evaluated for independent datasets (prospective study), around 90% classification
accuracy being achieved. Chapter 5 then explores whether stochastic parts of the plant
electrical signals holds more information about the type of stimuli, and thus improve
classification accuracy. The stochastic parts were isolated by appropriate filtering. The best
classification accuracies were found to be ~93% (retrospective study) and ~89% (prospective
study).
Chapter 5 also presents a comparative analysis of multiclass classification (employing
decision trees) of externally applied stimuli using both deterministic (raw) and stochastic
(filtered) parts of the plant electrical signal.
Chapter 6 explores feature extraction from the entire duration of the raw plant electrical
signal response, to obtain as much information as possible. Four different types of fitted
curves and their coefficients are considered. Results of around 90% classification accuracy
were obtained on a retrospective study.
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1.7 Original contributions to scientific knowledge
To our knowledge, this is the first exploration of how the electrical signal response from
plants could be used for detecting external stimuli. More specifically, the objectives of this
work are:
Objective 1: To show a mathematical relationship can be established, in the form of inputoutput models, between raw plant electrical signals and a basic stimulus such as light
pulses. This relationship should be able to quantify the strength and time of application of
the stimulus.
In Chapter 3, we show that there is enough information within the raw plant electrical signal
response about the time of application as well as amplitude of incident light pulses, by using
black-box modelling techniques. Using this method, it is established that there exists a clear
relationship between the incident light pulses (stimulus) and the resulting electrical signal
responses. Three best models are found from a broad range of standard system identification
models which are explored.
Objective 2: To show that the raw plant electrical signals can be used to distinguish
between more complex stimuli using simple binary classification techniques.
In Chapter 4, we apply binary classification methods and show that there is enough
information within the raw plant electrical signal response, about the type of stimuli applied
to the plants under laboratory settings. The classification accuracy achieved is around 70%.
Since this was a prototype exploration, simple binary classification techniques are used.
Objective 3: Following the success of a step-by-step approach to binary-classify complex
stimuli from raw plant electrical signals, to explore a way to successfully classify applied
stimuli from raw plant electrical signal response in a multi-class classification setting.
Also explore whether the classification results can be improved by focussing on the
stochastic part of the time series.
In Chapter 5, we design a custom decision tree for multiclass classification and show that
external stimuli can be classified with an average accuracy of 90%. The results are validated
by prospective study. We present the features and classifiers which will produce consistent
good results for both retrospective and prospective study.
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In Chapter 5, we also show that multi-class classification is possible from only the stochastic
part of the response, obtained using appropriate filtering. We also show that raw electrical
signals produce marginally better classification results than filtered electrical signals.
Objective 4: Explore the possibility of using the entire time series (rather than windowing)
for extracting features for classification of the stimuli applied to the plants.
In Chapter 6, we show four different types of curves fitted to extract the coefficients, which
are used as features for classification with accuracies around 98% in retrospective study. A
prospective study is also done to validate the decision tree structure.
These four objectives are the original contribution to scientific knowledge and have been
disseminated through relevant publications.

1.8 Publications
Published
1. S. K. Chatterjee, S. Ghosh, S. Das, V. Manzella, A. Vitaletti, E. Masi, L. Santopolo,
S. Mancuso, and K. Maharatna. (2014). Forward and Inverse Modelling Approaches
for Prediction of Light Stimulus from Electrophysiological Response in Plants,
Elsevier Measurement, 53, pp. 101-116.
2. S. K. Chatterjee, S. Das, K. Maharatna, E. Masi, L. Santopolo, S. Mancuso, and A.
Vitaletti. (2015). Exploring strategies for classification of external stimuli using
statistical features of the plant electrical response, Journal of The Royal Society
Interface, 12(104), p. 20141225.
3. S. Das, B. J. Ajiwibawa, S. K. Chatterjee, S. Ghosh, K. Maharatna, S. Dasmahapatra,
A. Vitaletti, E. Masi, and S. Mancuso. (2015). Drift removal in plant electrical signals
via IIR filtering using wavelet energy, Elsevier Computers and Electronics in
Agriculture, 118, pp. 15-23.
4. S. K. Chatterjee, S. Das, K. Maharatna, E. Masi, L. Santopolo, I. Colzi, S. Mancuso
and A. Vitaletti. A Decision Tree Based Classification Strategy to Detect External
Chemical Stimuli from Plant Electrical Response, Elsevier Sensors & Actuators: B.
Chemical, In Press (2017)
In draft
S. K. Chatterjee, K. Maharatna. Feature Extraction Using Curve Fitting on Plant
Electrical Signal Response for Classification of External Stimuli.
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1.9 Limitations of this work
The work presented here is a part of an EU-funded project (PLEASED, grant: 296582)
involving five partners, one of whom was responsible for carrying out the experiments and
providing the data. Hence the limitation with availability of data influenced some of the
choices and justification on methodologies used.
The long term objective of this consortium is to build a stand-alone sensor node which should
be able to accurately detect, process and map the electrical signal from the plant to the
stimulus affecting it. This sensor node may thereafter be connected to a Wireless Sensor
Network (WSN) to realize the goal of a holistic monitoring system for the surrounding
environment for factors such as harmful environmental gases, wildfires, pesticide poisoning,
etc. Thus the work presented in this dissertation on classification results achieved, features
proposed, classifiers used etc. forms crucial information for other project partners to use
towards the goal of designing and implementing a plant electrical signal response based ESN.
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2 Literature review
2.1 Introduction
It is scientifically established that a plant senses its environment for optimal growth and there
is a mechanism of electrical signal response to the surrounding environment. This chapter
reviews how such electrical signals are generated, how such signals are recorded, and what
type of signal processing has been undertaken on such signals.
To realize the goal of using plants as biosensors that can monitor the environment, the first
step is to understand how the electrical signals are generated in a plant when an external
stimulus is applied to it. An understanding is needed of how such electrical signals could be
processed with standard signal processing techniques, in order to extract appropriate
information from it. This chapter surveys the literature on the mechanisms behind the
generation of electrical signals in plants, established measurement techniques of such
electrical signals, effects of stimuli applied to plants on the electrical signals, and signal
processing methods applied to electrical signals. It is useful to know the kinds of stimulus
that have been used on plants and the nature of the electrical signals generated, and what kind
of information has been extracted from such signals. Through this review, the gaps in our
knowledge are identified, some of which will be addressed through research presented in
subsequent chapters.

2.2 Discovery of electrical signal generation in plants
In 1872, Burdon-Sanderson [48] and then in 1888, Charles Darwin, demonstrated the
generation of electrical responses in insectivorous plants [49]. Six years after this, Darwin
provided evidence for the propagation of chemical signals (e.g. hormones) in plants. This
evidence compelled other researchers to focus mainly on chemical signals in plants. The
common belief which arose was that animals had neuro-electrical signals (electrical
phenomena generated by the nervous system) and plants had both chemical and electrical
signals [50]. However, in the early 20th century, through discovery of animal hormones and
with the emerging field of endocrinology, more evidence surfaced which suggested that
animals also had chemical signals [50]. This gave a rise to the concept that both animals and
plants generate some form of electrical and chemical signals as a response to external
stimulus. In 1924, J. C. Bose isolated the vascular bundles of a Fern to show that
physiological events, such as those present in animal nerves, triggered excitation, which
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travelled as electrical signals [51]. Much later, in 1973, Barbara Pickard published a review
of many previous publications related to generation of Action Potentials (AP) or electrical
pulses in plants [52].
This review included works such as Burdon-Sanderson’s demonstration of plants like
Dionaea muscipula (Venus flytrap) using AP to control its rapid leaf movements. This work
by Burdon-Sanderson was extremely important as it elaborated on many important aspects of
plant electrical signalling and included characteristics of the electrical signal response (i.e. the
AP in plants) such as the rise times, rate of propagation, and duration. Barbara Pickard’s
review raised several important questions such as: Is phloem transport in plants regulated by
AP? Does AP release plant hormones or short-range control substances (to control different
physiological aspects within the plant body)? and several other such questions.
It was observed that an electrical signal is generated from an external stimulus as a part of
response not only in lower plants (a collective term to describe some of the oldest organisms
on earth such as mosses, liverworts, lichens, fungi and algae) such as Chara corallina, which
belongs to the family of Characeae, and in sensitive (to mechanical stimulation) higher
plants such as Mimosa pudica and Venus flytrap, but these electrical signals also play an
important role in non-sensitive higher plants such as Cucumis sativus (cucumber) [47]. In
1984, an important discovery by Schroeder established that ion channels, similar to those
which exist in the animal body, are present in plants as well [53]. This led to further studies to
find the nature of ion channels, which aid in generating electrical signals in plants and to
verify whether the plant ion channels are in any way similar to those found in animals [53].
Various experiments showed that ion channels in plants, activated by bioelectrical activities
due to external stimulus, may be different to those found in animals [54].
This important historical background, coupled with an understanding of the mechanism
behind the electrical signal generation and conduction in plants, will enable better use to be
made of plants as environmental sensors.

2.3 Environmental sensing mechanism in plants
Plants sense their surrounding environment and try to use it to their advantage. Sunflower
plants are one of the best examples, because they show a sense for direction of light by
bending themselves to maximise photosynthesis. It has also been known for many years that
plants are capable of sensing the climate and temperature accurately by flowering at different
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times consistently. They also show sleep movements by changing orientation of their leaves,
by maximising absorption of light during the day and by minimizing heat loss during the
night, thereby showing a sense of day and night [47]. They also adjust their height, leaf
distribution, etc. according to their growing condition, i.e. a difference in growth when placed
in full sunshine outside or in the shade.
Plants also show sensitivity to mechanical stimulus. Insectivorous plants such as the Venus
Flytrap or Sundew, which usually live in nitrogen- and mineral-depleted regions, assimilate
the necessary nutrients by capturing and digesting insects [47], [55]. These insects get
attracted to the plant’s trap due to its colour or shape or smell, and get stuck in them. The
interesting feature of the traps are, the more effort the insect puts in getting out (providing
mechanical stimulus), the more the trap closes [47]. This is possible due to the sensing by the
plant through its hair-like tentacle tips in the traps, which sends out some form of information
carrying signal [47]. In the Sundew, such information causes the tentacles to bend and push
the insect towards the centre of the leaf. Research has shown that, although information
carrying signals do not get transmitted to the neighbouring tentacles, a slower hormonal
signal causes the tentacles to wrap around the insect and make a secure trap around it. The
secretory cells, situated nearby, then produce digestive enzymes to digest the trapped food
[47], [55].
Thus, there is a neat sensing mechanism which helps higher plants like sunflower maximise
photosynthetic abilities and insectivorous plants to capture their food in a proactive manner.
This sensing mechanism, which is a closed-loop external stimulation and response
mechanism, is adopted by the plant to adapt to varying natural conditions and optimize its
growth.
To gain some understanding of the theory behind such sensitivity of plants to various stimuli,
studies were conducted on the Characean algae, such as Chara and Nitella [55], which are
considered as ancestors of all higher plants. APs were induced in Characean cells by various
stimuli such as sudden changes in temperature/pressure, ultra-violet radiation, mechanical
stimuli, odorants, and even a depolarizing current [47], [55].
Just as in animal nerve cells, APs induced in Characean cells were independent of the
stimulus strength [55]. There was also a refractory period, in which a second AP was not
generated by the application of a stimulus [47], [55]. The AP propagated in both directions
from the point of impact, i.e. where the plasma membrane was first depolarized. The
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propagation rate depended on the type of medium and was found to be faster than sponges
but slower than animal nerves [47], [55]. An AP can only be transmitted if there is a sufficient
flow of ionic current through, and sufficient to depolarize, the next membrane, although
below the threshold. If the adjacent plasma membrane becomes depolarized to a value above
the threshold, a new AP will be generated [47], [55].
So, behind some of the easily observed characteristics of the higher plants such as Sunflower,
Venus flytrap, and through some experiments conducted on lower plants such as Chara and
Nitella, some information about Action Potential is forthcoming that explains the possible
reaction of plants to external stimuli.

2.3.1

Plant sensing structure

This section discusses the basic structures of higher plants and how they support generation
and transmission of electrical signals that carry information about the stimulus which caused
the signal.

2.3.1.1 Epidermis
The outermost cell layer of
the primary plant body is
called the epidermis. The
epidermis

is

the

main

component of the dermal
tissue

system

of

leaves,

stems, roots, flowers, fruits,
and seeds [56]. It is usually a
transparent layer as its cells
Figure 2.1: Plant epidermis (image source: wikipedia)

lack chloroplasts, except for

the guard cells. The cells of the epidermis are structurally and functionally variable.
Epidermal cells are tightly linked to each other and together provide the mechanical strength
required as well as protection to the plant. The epidermal cell walls of the plant organs above
the ground contain cutin, and are covered with cuticle. This cuticle helps in reducing water
loss to the atmosphere [56].
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2.3.1.2

Stomatal cells

On the surfaces of leaves and stems are small pores called stomata (Figure 2.2), which
control the exchange of gases, water vapour and CO2 between the interior of the leaf and the
atmosphere [57]. The stomata are bound by guard cells which control the opening and
closing of the pores. In this capacity they make major contributions to the ability of the plant
to control its water relationship with the atmosphere and gain carbon [56], [57]. The number
of stomatal pores on the epidermis and their aperture determine the amount of gas exchange
occurring between the plant body and the atmosphere. Environmental signals such as light
intensity, CO2 concentration and different plant hormones, control stomatal aperture and
development [57]. The term stomatal conductance is defined as the rate of gas exchange
between the plant and the atmosphere. The stomatal conductance is higher for more stomatal
apertures being open, thereby increasing transpiration (loss of water) and photosynthesis [58].
Stomatal conductance depends on density, size and degree of opening of stomata [59]. The
relationship between elevated O3 and CO2 and stomatal conductance, density, index (ratio of
stomata to epidermal cells), length of guard cells, epidermal cell size and numbers with
respect to crown position and leaf types, of two silver birch clones have been studied [60].
This study provides an important insight about the sensing mechanism in plants whereby the
change in environment is reflected in some form of change in physiological condition of the
plants. This study also reported the relationship between stomatal characteristics and leaf spot
disease, caused by Pyrenopeziza betulicola (a type of fungus), which again provides an
invaluable link between what is affecting the plant and the changes to its physiological
conditions, thereby pointing to some form of sensing mechanism.
2.3.1.3

Guard cells

Guard cells, usually found in two different shapes (Figure 2.2), are located in the epidermis of
the leaves and surround the stomata. They are exposed externally (to the atmosphere) as well
as internally (i.e. interior of the leaf) [61]. Guard cells are known to be sensitive to light, CO2
and temperature fluctuations. The phytohormones abscisic acid or ABA (playing a regulatory
role in different physiological processes), and auxin (plant growth regulator, promoting cell
elongation), as well as reactive oxygen species (ROS), also affect guard cells [61]. Guard
cells are known to help regulate stomatal apertures through influx or efflux of potassium (K+)
ions. When K+ ions are pumped out of the guard cells into the neighbouring cells, the water
molecules follow the concentration gradient (neighbouring cells have higher concentration of
solutes now) and move out of the guard cells as well. This causes the guard cells to deflate
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and close the stomata, thereby controlling rates of CO₂ uptake and water loss and hence
influencing photosynthesis and the water content status of the plant [62]–[64].
Guard-cell volume increases due to the increased uptake of ions such as K+ along with water
molecules. Higher concentrations of K+ in the guard cell wall have been found as a result of
switching light conditions (darkness/light) or as a hormonal response, e.g. ABA [61]. The
ABA starts cystolic calcium (Ca2+) increase in the guard cells, which activates two types of
anion channels – slow activating sustained (S type) and rapid transient (R type). Both
encourage release of anions (negatively charged ions) from the guard cells, thus causing
depolarization. This in turn deactivates the inward rectifying K+ channels and activates
outward rectifying K+ channels. Through this mechanism, there is a loss of turgor in guard
cells and the stomata closes [63], [65]–[67].

Figure 2.2: Two different types of stomata in plants [57]

2.3.2 Generation of electric potential through ion-flow in plant cells
Understanding the ionic conduction and various transport mechanisms within plants will help
an understanding how different stimuli generate the resulting electrical output signals from
the plants. To begin with, the different routes of transport of water, nutrients and ions between
various parts of the plant cells and organs need to be addressed.
In Figure 2.3, three transportation routes can be seen – transmembrane route is across the cell
membrane pathway, apoplastic pathway is the path through the cell walls, and symplastic
pathway is the path through the tiny opening in the cytosol called the plasmodesma [68]. The
plant tissues have two compartments on either side of the plasma membranes. The
cytoplasmic or symplastic compartment is on the inner side of the plasma membrane and the
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apoplastic compartment is on the outer side of the plasma membrane. The plasmodesma acts
as a tiny channel which connects the cytoplasm of plant cells to form a symplastic continuum
[68].

Figure 2.3: Connecting pathways between plant cells

There are three important points for understanding the ionic movement across plant cell
membranes. These are [69]:
•

The plasma membrane of a plant cell is selective in its permeability to ions and
metabolites,

•

Proteins are required to transport inorganic ions (K+, Ca2+, Na+, Cl– etc.), organic solutes
(e.g. sugars) and protons (H+) across the plasma membrane,

•

Enzymes, such as Adenosine Triphosphatase (ATPase) which help decompose ATP into
Adenosine Diphosphate (ADP) – an essential organic compound required during
metabolism, along with channel proteins and co-transporters which are present in the
plasma membrane, all help transport important ions and solutes required by the cell.

By looking into the ionic movement mechanism of a typical guard cell, the opening and
closing of stomata can be understood further.
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Figure 2.4: Ion Channels and Transporters in Guard Cells [63]

In Figure 2.4, different ion channels within the guard cells of plants can be seen. These
channels either contribute to the closing (marked by C) or opening of the stomata (marked by
O). When there is a reduction in the stomatal aperture, the R(apid) and S(low) anion channels
are responsible for Cl– and NO3– efflux from the guard cells [63].
Once the channels are opened, selective pores on the plasma membrane are formed through
which ions can move without inducing any change of the proteins. The ions then move with
maximum velocity through the open channels (approx. 10⁷ ions per second) [64]. Since ion
channels are involved in controlling the membrane potential, the transduction of signals in
plants is very similar to the transduction mechanism in animals. The channels are also
involved in the uptake of ions from the soil, secretion of ions into the xylem sap, etc. [70].
Depending on the opening or closing of the ion channels, also known as ion channel gating,
the plasma membrane can either depolarize, repolarize or hyperpolarize. During membrane
depolarization (membrane potential turning positive), K+ loss occurs through outwardly
rectifying K+ channels which are activated by the membrane depolarization event. This influx
and efflux of K+ ions occur to balance the plasma membrane back to its resting potential. The
difference in the membrane potential (between the two sides of the membrane) occurs due to
active transport (i.e. ions moving against its concentration gradient with the expenditure of
energy) or passive diffusion of ions (i.e. ions moving from high concentration towards lower
concentration without any expenditure of energy) [71]. When membranes hyperpolarize, i.e.
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membrane potential turns more negative, K+ uptake starts passively, via inwardly rectifying
K+ channels.
2.3.2.1 Active and passive transport
Plant cells take in solutes and water molecules through their membranes (plasma membrane
and tonoplast) through the combination of active and passive transport.
Passive transport is described as the mechanism in which a solute moves down its
electrochemical potential gradient (i.e. without any expenditure of energy), whereas in active
transport a solute moves up against its electrochemical potential gradient (i.e. with some
energy expenditure) [72].
The energy expended during active transport may either be obtained from the hydrolysis of
ATP or pyrophosphate (a high-energy polymer of phosphate), or obtained from the movement
of a co-transported solute. It can also be taken from a coupled solute going down its
electrochemical gradient. Coupling between solutes moving in opposite directions (the
downhill movement of one solute to the uphill movement of another) is also a common
phenomenon in membrane transport [72].
The plasma membrane and the tonoplast contain H+ (proton) pumps which move H+ ions
across these membranes by using energy released from hydrolysis of ATP or pyrophosphate.
A positive charge is pumped out of the cytoplasm of the cell, thereby establishing a large
membrane voltage (inside negative, outside more positive) along with a steep pH gradient. A
very large electrochemical gradient can set in, around 400 mV for H+ ions. It is suggested that
the proton pump in plasma membranes moves one H+ ion per hydrolyzed ATP [72].
This H+ electrochemical gradient helps in driving coupled active movement, called secondary
active transport, of other solutes across the plasma membranes. Secondary transport indicates
the reliance on an already established gradient of another ion. For example, the uptake of a
Cl– ion is coupled to the influx of two H+ ions. Cl– ions must involve active transport across
the membrane as the membrane potential is usually more negative than the equilibrium
potential for Cl–. Coupling of each Cl– ion to two H+ ions results in a net positive charge
transfer of +1 into the cell. This is energetically more favorable than a zero or a negative net
charge [72].
Along with H+, even Na+ ion gradients drive secondary transport in plant cells. This was
found in Chara cells as well as in some higher plants. Na+-driven transport may have evolved
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in plants due to the surrounding alkaline conditions (high external pH). In such cases the H+
gradient may not have been sufﬁcient to drive the ionic transport by itself [72].
Recent studies [73]–[75] have also pointed out the role of Calcium (Ca2+) channels in
initiating a large number of processes in higher plants, such as light- and hormone-regulated
growth and development, regulation of gas exchange, formation of buds, etc. Intracellular
organelles store Ca2+ which is about 104 times the concentration of free Ca2+ found in the
cytosol. Thus when the Ca2+ channels in the organelle membrane open up, there is a rapid rise
in the cytosolic Ca2+ concentration [74].
It has been suggested that the influx of Ca2+ in the cytosol plays a crucial role in initiating
ABA-induced stomatal closure during water stress. An increase in the cytosolic Ca2+
concentration may block inward rectifying K+ channels, thereby inhibiting stomatal opening.
The stomatal closure thus may result from the activation of the calcium-stimulated chloride
channels [66].
High environmental NaCl concentration has also been reported to elicit an increase in
cystolic Ca2+ in Populus euphratica (Desert Poplar) [76] and Arabidopsis thaliana (Thale
Cress) [77]. This increase in Ca2+ is generated by extracellular influx and release from
intracellular stores, e.g. vacuole.
2.3.2.2 Phloem and Xylem transport
The ionic channels in guard and other plant cells help regulate various physiological
functions (such as opening and closing of stomata). But how do all these ions get transported
to various parts of the plant body as per various requirements of the cells? To answer this
question, the transportation system within the plant which consists of the phloem and xylem
needs to be understood.
The phloem and xylem form the important long distance transport system of water and
solutes throughout the plant, traversing from the roots through to the leaves. The xylem helps
in the transport of water and nutrients from the roots to the shoots, as well as providing
structural support, and the phloem helps transport the products of photosynthesis such as
sucrose and amino acids, from a source (e.g. mature leaves) to a destination (e.g. roots,
growing fruit, shaded leaves) [78]. The phloem consists of several types of cell such as
parenchyma, sclerenchyma and sieve tubes (phloem vessels).
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So far, ion channels permeating the cell plasma membrane and various transport mechanisms
of solutes and water molecules within the plant body have been discussed. But how does this
ionic conduction and transport system translate into electrical signal propagation? In other
words, what happens when the plants sense an external stimulus? It has been suggested that
the electrical potential generated within the plant body due to stimuli (e.g. wounding shocks,
insect attacks) assist in rapid communication with other parts of the plant for a suitable
response to a similar stimulus. Three forms of electric potential have been identified – local
electrical potentials (LEP), action potentials (AP) and variation potentials (VP) – and it is
suggested that AP propagates through the phloem and VP propagates through the xylem
towards the phloem [79].

2.3.3 Electrical signals in plants - types and features
Plants have the ability to change the internal condition of their cells, tissues and organs from
the effect of various environmental stimuli. Excitability in plants occurs due to the high
sensitivity of protoplasm and all cell organelles to any natural and electrochemical effects
[80]. It has been reported that any type of stimulus causes an initial influx of Ca2+ which
triggers a Cl– efflux via anion channels and leads to massive and quick plasma membrane
depolarization [25]. Slow repolarization of the plasma membrane up to its resting potential
takes place due to activation of K+ efflux. Due to ion channel gating, this electrical wave (due
to influx and efflux of ions) propagates through the sieve tubes.
A wounding/injury induces and sustains an LEP that stops a few millimetres from a dying
cell, and creates an AP and VP [54], [81]. All three signals arise from a transient change in
the membrane potential of the plant cells (depolarization/repolarization phases), but only VPs
and APs make use of the vascular bundles to systematically spread the signals through the
entire plant body [54], [81].
Local Electrical Potential (LEP): This is the sub-threshold response of the plant to a
difference in environmental stimuli such as soil, water content, temperature, air, humidity.
The effect of LEP is local and is not transferred to other parts of the plant [47], [54], [81].
Although it has been theorized that LEP exists at the local site where the change in stimulus
is sensed, not much has been published about it, since most of the literature focuses on AP
and VP.
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Action Potential (AP): This is induced by stimuli which do not do any permanent damage to
the plant, e.g. cold, mechanical, electrical stimuli. APs are generated after a certain threshold
of stimulus is crossed, and once generated, do not alter in amplitude or shape despite any
increase in the strength of the stimulus. The AP is transmitted in all directions through the
plasmodesmata and travels at constant velocity and amplitude long distances in the plant
body through the sensitive phloem cell membranes. Following the generation of an AP, the
plant cell plasma membrane enters a refractory period during which no second impulse will
be transmitted [47], [54], [81].
Figure 2.6 shows an example of an AP
generated in a soybean plant when light
was shone from different directions, a
phenomenon known as phototropism [82].
Positive or negative phototropism indicates
the plant bending towards or turning away
from the source of light respectively (e.g.
sunflower). Four responses are said to
Figure 2.6: AP’s in soybean (Glycine max (L) Merrill)

occur during phototropism – receiving the

induced by changing the direction of white light

directional light signal, transduction of

irradiation [82]

electrical signal response, transformation of
the electrical signal response to a physiological
response, and production of a directional
growth response [82]. Thus, APs are generated
under different environmental and internal
influences such as touch (e.g. mimosa pudica),
changes in light, cold shock, cell expansion
during growth, all of which trigger a voltagedependent depolarization spike in an all-ornothing manner [83].

Figure 2.5: Records of electrical potential changes of
VP type after thermal stimulation of a leaf of

Variation Potential (VP): This signal is Helianthus annuus [84]
generated when the stimulus is damaging or detrimental to the plant such as burning or
cutting. VP, or slow wave potentials, gets reduced in magnitude and speed as it travels from
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the site of injury (stimulus) and its magnitude and shape varies with the intensity of the
stimulus.
Figure 2.5 shows recorded electrical signal response, which may be VP, when the plant was
subjected to heat shock (burning) [84]. The transmission of VP depends on xylem tissue
tension inside the plant, which appears as local change in a hydraulic pressure wave or
chemicals transmitted [80]–[82], [84]. Thus, a VP occurs when a hydraulic pressure wave
travels through the xylem after some form of damaging stimulus affects the plant such as
organ excision or local burning. During a VP event, depolarization starts with an increase in
turgor pressure experienced by the plant cells.
Clearly, VPs and APs are different, between the factors stimulating them, the ionic
mechanisms of the depolarization/repolarization phases of the cells, and the transduction
pathways of their propagation.

2.4 Measuring electrical signals in plants
The two most common techniques employed to measure electrical signals in plants are [81]
•

Intracellular measurement

•

Extracellular measurement

Other techniques often used are
•

The Aphid technique

•

Patch-clamp recording

•

Non-invasive microelectrode vibrating probe technique

•

Non-contact measurement using optical recording [85]

Intracellular measurement can be used to directly record the value of an individual cell
plasma membrane potential, while extracellular measurement can be used to detect the
spatio-temporal total of the depolarization/repolarization process in a large group of plant
cells. Extracellular potential measurements are carried out on the surface of higher plants.
One of the advantages of this technique is that it can be used to record potential differences
over long periods (e.g. several days) as it does not involve any cell altering electrolytes [81].
In higher plants, two types of extracellular measurement can be performed. These are
•

Measurements using inserted metal electrodes

•

Surface recordings
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Measurements using metal electrodes inserted into the plants causes wounding reactions
which can conceal reactions to the external stimulus being studied. Therefore such electrodes
are required to have thin metal tips made of Platinum (Pt) or Silver/Silver-Chloride
(Ag/AgCl)-wires of 0.4 to 1.0 mm in diameter [81]. When inserted into the shoot or leaf vein
of the plants, the metal tips of the electrodes come into contact with tissues covering a larger
group of cells and can support long-term recording of electrical signal responses [81]. This is
shown in Figure 2.7 (1).
The surface recordings are usually done using calomel electrodes, which adopt a suitable
ionic solution and connect a salt bridge between the electrode and the plant, and are noninvasive and physically stable [54]. Surface measurement electrodes are usually moistened
with 0.1 % (w/v) KCl in agar and then wrapped in cotton to provide appropriate contact with
the plant surface. Alternatively, Ag/AgCl pelleted electrodes can also be used for surface
recordings since can be connected to the plant surface by means of a conductive aqueous gel
(commonly used in ECGs) [81].
Intracellular measurements are performed using glass microelectrodes and this technique can
be used to measure potentials over a few hours. This short duration arises from some of the
electrolytes employed within the electrode being diffused within the measured cell and
changes its original bio-electric condition [81]. If the aim is to observe and study the
bioelectrical activity of plants at cellular level, then intracellular measurement techniques
may be employed, which usually involves inserting microelectrodes, with a tip diameter
lower than 1 µm, into the surroundings of a living cell or into the cell body [54]. The
reference electrode, usually made of Ag/AgCl, is typically placed in a bath solution
surrounding the cell. The bath solution and its concentration is appropriately chosen
according to the conditions of the cells to be studied [54], as shown in Figure 2.7 (4). The
electrodes are connected to a high input impedance amplifier and once the amplifier reading
is zero with both electrodes being outside the cell, micromanipulators are used to carefully
insert one of the microelectrodes into the cytoplasm/vacuole of the cell [81].
An important mathematical model defining the relationship between the intracellular and
extracellular measurements of electrical activity in Vicia faba L. has been reported in [86].
In order to record electrical signals with high velocities, it is essential to measure the signals
in the phloem cells of the plant. The phloem offers a very low resistive channel through its
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sieve pores, thus enabling signals to be transmitted over long distances [81]. However, these
phloem cells are located inside the plant body making insertion of microelectrodes difficult.
Often, the microelectrode tip is not correctly inserted into the phloem, as revealed by
microscopic checks after an experiment with dyes inserted into cells [81]. Thus the Aphid
technique was created in which an aphid (small sap sucking insects, also called plant lice,
members of the superfamily Aphidoidea), is allowed to settle down on a mature leaf
overnight (Figure 2.7 (2)). The following day, a laser pulse is used to sever the aphid from its
stylet which it used to puncture the sap in the phloem as shown in Figure 2.7 (3). Due to high
pressure in the phloem, the stylet exudes sieve-tube sap. To this exuding sap, the
microelectrodes are attached. The stylet acts as an effective salt bridge between the cytoplasm
and the microelectrode [81]. The aphid technique has been used to study electrical signalling
in poplar shoots which were stimulated by flame as well as cold shock [87].
Patch-clamp recording can be used to measure ionic currents from a single cell to a group of
cells, yielding knowledge about ionic channels in plants that has been growing for many
years [54]. The patch-clamp technique involves sealing glass capillaries with tip diameters of
around 1 µm to the surface of protoplast or vacuole membranes and then bursting open a tiny
hole in the membrane with a short pulse of around 1 Volt (applied for a few milliseconds).
Through this newly created rupture, the solution within the fine glass capillaries replaces the
contents within the vacuole or the cytoplasm. This method is termed whole-cell recording. In
the inside out patch recording mode, the inner surface of the plasma membrane comes into
contact with the solution in the glass capillary tube. Through these modes, movement of ions
can be tracked using their electronic charges, constituting the electrical signal in the form of
current. Opening and closing of ion channels are indicated by a square wave of current values
across the patch [88].
The non-invasive microelectrode vibrating probe technique comprises a reference electrode
and an ion selectivity microelectrode, which includes a glass pipette, an Ag/AgCl wire, an
electrolyte, and a liquid ion exchanger. The microelectrode vibrates and determines the
voltages between two positions, usually a few microns apart, and is dependent on the ionic
concentration gradient. The concentration gradient can be determined by the voltage gradient
using a curve of pre-calibrated voltage versus concentration of the microelectrode [54]. The
non-invasive microelectrode vibrating probe can be used to measure the ionic or molecular
activity without invading the cell, in contrast to the patch clamp technique.
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Figure 2.7: Measurement techniques for electrical signals in plants [81]

Optical measurements of animal bioelectrical activity, using voltage sensitive dye (VSD), has
been increasingly used and are now being considered for studying plant electrophysiology
[89]. The methodology behind the optical measurement system is to capture and analyse the
optical signals emitted by the VSD which is bound to the plant cells. A charge coupled device
(CCD) camera with a high spatial and millisecond resolution captures the optical signals
which are then converted from slow electrical signals in the plants [89] [85].

2.5

Effects of stimuli on plant electrophysiological signals

Environmental stimuli such as changes in light or mechanical wounding, can induce electrical
signals at any site of the plant’s symplastic continuum (the connected pathways between
symplast, which is the inner side of the plasma membrane of cells).
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This section reviews some stimulus specific electrical signals produced by the plants. It
provides an overview of the kind of experiments conducted on plants to observe the
generation of electrical signal response to various stimuli which, as shown later, will identify
the gap in knowledge.

2.4.1 Light as a stimulus
One of the fundamental requirements of plants to survive and grow is light, which is used for
photosynthesis. So there is some form of fundamental sensing mechanism within plants
directed towards light, which is used to control various physiological processes.
Light-induced generation of APs has been observed in liverwort (Conocephalum conicum)
when it was shaded, and its thallus cells were found to hyperpolarize, whereas they
depolarized upon re-illumination [81]. APs can be transmitted via plasmodesmata to other
cells of the symplast [81]. Simply switching the light on/off does not induce any AP [82]
(only change in direction of the light induces the generation of AP), however liverwort
displayed AP when it was subjected to shade [81] (blocking of light, i.e. subjected to a change
from continuous light to continuous dark). It seems to be ambiguous as to whether a simple
on-off

phenomenon

or

a

changing

direction

of

illumination

encourages

an

electrophysiological response.
Experiments have shown that guard cells are highly responsive to light, and light induced
membrane potential changes could be measured [61]. The cells were found switching from
driving K+ uptake in the light, to K+ efflux in the dark. These were interpreted through
membrane potential changes, thus enabling guard cells to increase their cytoplasmic K+
concentration in the light and lower it in the dark. Hence an osmotic motor is established
which drives stomatal movement. The K+ concentration of the apoplast bordering the guard
cell walls changes in response to hormones, such as ABA, for differing conditions of light.
The concentration increased from 3 mM in light to 10 mM within 20 min during dark
conditions. The concentration of Cl–, increased transiently from 1 to 8 mM, during dark
conditions. However, after 1 hour, the concentration returned to its original value. It was
found that the level of K+ and Cl– tends to increase in the dark [61], [90]. Stomatal opening is
stimulated by K+ as well as Cl–. The dark period induced alterations in K+ and Cl–
concentrations are thus in opposition to the stomatal closure [54], [81], [82], [84], [91]–[93].
Wavelengths of 450±50, 670 and 730 nm have been used to induce APs in three week old
soybean plants [92]. A similar result using ultraviolet (UV) and blue light radiation has been
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reported [94]. Electrical signals from woody plants such as avocado, lemon, olive and
blueberry, have had microelectrodes inserted deep into the trunk of the trees to study
generation and conduction of AP/VP using light intensity and water availability [91], [95].
LED lighting has been used to generate electrical signals in Sansevieria, where changes in the
electrical signals are related to the changes in the rate of photosynthesis [96].
All these studies point to the importance of light as a stimulus for plants, and how the internal
sensing mechanism may take place by ionic conduction for different wavelengths of light.
This is critical for determining the optimum light requirement for plants and a need-based
sensor that can be employed in greenhouses. By need-based sensor is meant an automated
lighting system that will provide adequate amounts of light based on the requirements of the
plants.

2.4.2 Chemical as stimulus
Understanding the effects of various chemicals in generating electrical signal responses in
plants is extremely important for designing a plant based sensing system. This would allow
acid rain or uncontrolled use of fertilizers or pesticides for irrigation to be monitored over a
large geographical area cheaply, and promote effective and timely countermeasures when the
plants respond to a sudden rise in growth inhibiting chemicals in their surroundings. One
approach is to measure the response of plants to the spray of commonly-used chemicals,
addressed here.
Spraying a soybean plant with an aqueous solution of H2SO4 with pH in the range of 5.0 to
5.6 did not induce any APs [80]. However, spraying the plant with 0.1 ml solution or
depositing 10µl drops of aqueous solution of H2SO4 or HNO3 (pH ranging from 0 to 4.9) on
leaves induced APs. The propagation speed of the APs was 55 ± 5 cm/s. These APs are shown
in Figure 2.8.
The duration of a single AP was 0.2 s after treatment by HNO3, and 0.02 s after H2SO4. The
APs were also generated if the pH value of the soil was acidic, without spraying the plant
directly. When the phloem cells are stimulated at any point, the change in transmembrane
potential in cells creates waves of depolarization (AP), which affect the adjoining cell plasma
membranes, initially at their resting potentials [80]. Hence, during stimulation of the phloem,
an AP is propagated over the whole length of the plasma membrane and all along the phloem
with a constant potential. Propagation of each of these impulses is then followed by an
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absolute refractory period during which the fibre cannot transmit a second pulse [80]. This
study is important from the perspective of acid rain as two of the main constituents to
produce this are HNO3 and H2SO4. Pure water has a pH of around 7.0 which is considered
neutral, whereas natural unpolluted rainwater actually has a pH of about 5.6 which is
considered acidic. This acidity is attributed to the presence of CO2, NO and SO2 found in the
troposphere. In urban settlements, especially in the developed and industrial nations, rain
water gets polluted and its pH value is somewhere around 3.0 or lower, because increased
concentration of NO and SO2 combines with water molecules to form a high concentration of
acids in the rain. Since plants that were exposed to a pH value between 0 and 4.9 showed a
measurable electrical signal response, this is an important contribution in understanding that
plant electrical signals can be used to sense acid rain [97]–[99].
The high sensitivity of protoplasm and all cell
organelles to any natural environmental and
chemical stimuli is suggested as the reason for this
excitability [80]. Addition to the soybean plant
soil of an aqueous solution of 2, 4-Dinitrophenol
(DNP), a highly toxic pesticide, induced fast APs
[100].

Figure 2.8: AP from soybean plant. (A) After
single spray with 0.1 ml of H2SO4 (pH: 5.0); (B)
After single spray with 0.1 ml of HNO3 (pH: 3.0);
(C) After single spray with 0.1 ml of H2SO4 (pH:
3.0) [80]

Environmental exposure to DNP usually
occurs when it mixes into water bodies. The Figure 2.9: Durations of AP in soybean plant, after
AP was identified as fast spikes when

application of DNP [100]

measured between two electrodes and was reportedly propagating with a velocity of 1 m/sec
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after 24 hours of applying the chemical. It reaches 2 m/sec during the second day after the
application.
In Figure 2.9, note the duration of the AP varies from around 3 s (A) to 20 ms (B, C), after 24
hours of application. The amplitude was around 60 mV. A very similar result has been
reported, where 3 week old soybean seedlings (having 5-6 well-developed leaves) were
treated with a solution of Carbonylcyanide 4-trifluoromethoxyphenylhydrazone (FCCP)
added to the soil [101]. FCCP is an uncoupler (agents which lower the degree of coupling
between ions) which separates the flow of electrons and the pumping of H+ ions for ATP
synthesis. Thus, FCCP eliminates the usage of the electron transfer energy for ATP synthesis.
A treatment of the soil by FCCP triggered AP in the soybean plants. These APs had an
amplitude of 60 mV and maximum propagation speed of 10 m/s within the first 20 hours of
application of the chemical. The duration varied from 2 s to 0.002 s. After 100 hours of
application of FCCP, the duration was around 0.0003 s and propagation speed was 40 m/s
[101].
Adding an aqueous solution of another insecticide pentachlorophenol (PCP) to the soil also
induced APs in soybean plants [102]. The amplitude of the AP was 60 mV, with the VP
reducing from 75/80 mV to 0 mV within 48 hours of recording. Similarly, use of Carbonyl
cyanide 3-chlorophenylhydrazone (CCCP) on soybean plants to study the generation of AP
and VP, measured the maximum amplitude of AP, duration and speed of propagation [103].
Using chloroform and electrical impulses, the electrophysiological responses were studied in
Goeppertia bachemiana and Donax canniformis plants for their style movements [104].
Salt stress in plants, transmitted to various parts of the plant body via propagating calcium
signalling waves [105], have not yet been studied for the nature of the resulting AP/VP. This
is a research gap which is addressed in this work by conducting experiments with a salt
solution and measuring the plant’s electrical response.

2.4.3 Heat and Cold shock
Experimental study on Aloe vera plants with thermal shock were carried out [106], where the
AP, on being induced due to cold (Figure 2.10) and heat (Figure 2.11), was travelling with a
propagation speed ranging between 67 and 132 m/s. These signals travelled along all the
leaves [106]. Figure 2.11 shows that Channel 1 recorded the electrical measurement from the
leaf where heat stress was applied. Channel 2 recorded the response from another leaf where
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no heat stress was applied. The AP propagated with constant speed and amplitude along all
the leaves of the plant. Heat stress in plants produces heat stress proteins (hsp) which help the

Figure 2.11: Electrical response of Aloe vera
plant due to flaming [106]

Figure 2.10: Electrical response of Aloe Vera
plant due to cold shock [106]

plants tolerate extreme temperatures. Ca2+ has also been suggested as playing a key role in
producing a response in the plants when subjected to elevated temperatures/heat shock.
The importance of exploring the reaction of plants to thermal shock lies in the fact that every
year, there are huge losses in vegetation, and hence economy, due to forest fires. If such plant
electrical responses can be extracted and studied in the field (i.e. non-laboratory conditions),
an adequate sensing mechanism can be developed which will help authorities monitor and
control such forest fires, thereby controlling the losses to precious green cover, animals that
live in such vegetation, and money.

2.4.4 Excision (Pruning and Tipping)
Electrical potentials were monitored in five
avocado plants with 7-9 cm trunk diameters,
3-5 branches, and with 50-70 leaves. Each
tree was kept in a 25 litre inert sandy
substrate filled container [107]. Microelectrodes were inserted into the trunk of each
tree using a microdriller to a depth of 0.50.75 cm into the xylematic tissue. The
reference electrode was inserted into the inert
sand medium. Seven such micro-electrodes were Figure 2.12: Mechanical wounding in Avocado
inserted into the trunk, below the distal apex of plants – (a) tipping (b) pruning [107]
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the tree, which was the tipping site, 2 days before the experiment, Figure 2.12 (a). Again, 2
days before the pruning experiment, the branch closest to the soil was excised.
Microelectrodes were placed above and below the pruning site, Figure 2.12 (b), to record the
propagation of the response signal of the plant. A waiting period of 60-70 min was allowed
for the plant to recover from the initial electrode insertion.
Tipping was carried out 79 s after starting the recording, with a sampling rate of 1 s for a total
duration of 200 s. Electrical responses were detected, in the form of VP propagating from the
stimulus point, down the trunk to the root. The average linear velocity was 8.7 cm/s. There
was a time lag in the response which increased with distance between the stimulation site and
the electrodes.
It was noted that, with increasing distance from
the tipping point, there was a time lag for the
signal to be recorded by the electrodes thereby
confirming it to be a genuine response from the
plant due to the mechanical stimulus. Even the
intensity was reported to reduce with increasing
distance [107].
Pruning was also carried out 79 s after starting
Figure 2.13: Electric potential in Avocado tree(s)
due to tipping [107]

the recording with a sampling rate of 1 s up to a
total duration of 200 s. Electrical signals,

suggested to be VP, were observed to travel at a linear average velocity of ~20 cm/s towards
both upper and lower parts of the stem. Again a linear time lag was noted between the
electrodes, thereby suggesting a genuine electrical response of the plant to a wounding
mechanical stimulus [107].
It has been suggested that active proton-ATPase pumps (primary transport mechanisms) are
not only the source of electrical signal generation within the plant as a result of the
tipping/pruning stimulus, but they also inhibit channel opening (passive transport) and are a
source of ion carriers (secondary active transport). As the opening and closing of ion channels
enable exchange of ions between cytoplasm of the cell and the extracellular environment, a
potential difference is created between the inside and outside of the cell [107].
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Other recent works on plant electrophysiology include monitoring electrical signals from
multiple Cucumis sativus (cucumber) plants in a greenhouse as a response to different
environmental parameters such as temperature, CO2, humidity, and light intensity [108], and
the detection of water stress in fruit-bearing woody plants by the analysis of electrical signals
from Prunus domestica (plum) and Persea americana (avocado) [109].

2.5 Signal processing techniques
Compared with the work carried out for recording plant electrical signals, the application of
signal processing techniques for extracting hidden information within those signals has been
limited. The main application of signal processing in understanding the time and frequency
characteristics of the recorded signal was carried out in [110]. This presented a comparative
study of signals obtained from Aloe vera and Scindpsus Aureus (Pothos) using all three
domains of signal processing method (time, frequency and time-frequency). The time domain
plot showed that electrical signals from Aloe vera had a high fluctuation in amplitude, with a
maximum of 2 mV. This was greater than the maximum amplitude of signals extracted from
Scindpsus Aureus, for which the value was 190 µV. These values are shown in Figure 2.14
and Figure 2.15. Because the amplitude fluctuation is higher in Aloe vera, the standard
deviation of the signal is greater compared with Scindapsus Aureus. Apart from the maximum
amplitudes and standard deviations, other simple statistical parameters such as minimum
value, mean, etc. were also computed to see the difference between the electrical signals.

Figure 2.14: Electrical Signal from Aloe Vera [110]
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Figure 2.15: Electrical signal from Scindpsus Aureus [110]

The time domain will show how the signal varies its amplitude over a period of time, whereas
the frequency domain will show the frequency components of the signal.
The power spectrum estimation (energy distribution of a time series in the frequency domain)
of the electrical signals obtained from both plants was also reported [110]. The Fourier
transform was not used for analysis since the plant signals were random (non-stationary).
Power spectrum estimation, involved the following two steps (Wiener-Khinchin theorem):
•

Estimating the autocorrelation function

•

Applying a Fourier transform to the autocorrelation function

The power spectrum estimation from the two plants are shown in Figure 2.16 and Figure
2.17, where the y-axis represents the power and x-axis represents the frequency in Hz.
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Figure 2.16: Power spectrum of electrical signal from Aloe vera [110]

Figure 2.17: Power spectrum of electrical signal from Scindpsus aureus [110]

Since a time domain analysis presents accurate information about time (amplitude vs. time)
and frequency domain analysis presents accurate information about frequency components
(signal power vs. frequency), neither can be used to glean any information about frequency
components present at a particular time. To obtain such information, a time-frequency
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domain methodology is required. This methodology is especially applied to non-stationary
signals (whose statistical parameters change over periods of time).
In the time-frequency domain, the analysis involves presenting a one-dimensional timedomain/frequency domain signal in the form of a two-dimensional time-frequency density
function. This gives information on different frequency components and the variation of the
frequency component with respect to time. Wavelet analysis, a time-frequency localization
tool, is used to decompose time-series data into a time and frequency domain simultaneously.
This provides both the amplitude of the periodic signal at any given time and the variation of
the frequency over time. Such analysis has been applied to many fields including EEG and
ECG.

Figure 2.18: Five layer wavelet decomposing of electrical signals from Aloe vera [110]

The wavelet analysis, used Daubechies (db3) wavelet with a decomposition scale up to 5
[110]. The results obtained are shown in Figure 2.18 and Figure 2.19. In these figures, a
represents the original signal, a5 represents the low frequency components while (d1) to (d5)
represents the high frequency components. Since electrical signals from plants are unstable,
time-varying, and contain different frequency components at different time intervals, a timedomain analysis provides better information about the signal characteristics [110].
The lifting wavelet was used as a pre-processing step for plant electrical signals obtained after
using heat shock (burn), sulphuric acid, and irradiation, on Aloe vera plants to study their
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transmission speed [111]. Correlation analysis produced the propagation speed of the
electrical signals for the three different stimuli.
Wavelet analysis was used on electrical signals from six different species of plant in order to
study their time-frequency characteristics and identify the occurrence of AP [112]. The db3
wavelet was used as the basis function and decomposed the electrical signals obtained from
six plants into 5 levels. The observed frequency of APs generated in the six different plants
and their amplitudes are shown in Table 2.1.

Figure 2.19: Five layer wavelet decomposing of electrical signals from Scindpsus aureus [110]
Table 2.1: Wavelet Analysis of electrical signals from plants [112]
Plant species

Frequency of total
observed APs
(No. of APs in Time)
5 times in 180 sec

Time taken for
the second AP
to appear
60 sec

Amplitude
value

Jasminum sambac

2 times in 100 sec

65 sec

190 µV

Aloe vera (chinensis)

2 times in 500 sec

260 sec

310 µV

Scindpsus aureus

2 times in 400 sec

100 sec

550 µV

Catharanthus roseus

3 times in 500 sec

60 sec

590 µV

Celosia cristata

2 times in 100 sec

40 sec

200 µV

Crassula portulacea

80 µV

Wavelet packet decomposition and employed a BP neural network classifier have been used
to classify seven different types of plant species by using their electrical signal responses
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[113]. Liu et al. [114] studied water stress related acoustic signals emitted by Broussonetia
papyrifera (paper mulberry) and Populous (poplar), and evaluated suitable de-noising
techniques using wavelet decomposition and thresholding. Although acoustic signals are not
related to plant electrophysiology, it was necessary to review the processing needed to
evaluate whether such techniques could be carried out on plant electrical signals.
Electrical signals from a jasmine tree were analysed and de-noised using wavelet soft
thresholding method [115]. A Gaussian radial basis function based neural network was
employed for forecasting future values of the electrical signals, based on adaptive
characteristics of the plants. It was reported that such forecasting could be used for intelligent
control systems, with the possibility of using it in agriculture.

2.5.1 Blind Source Separation using Independent Component Analysis
Blind Source Separation (BSS) is the process of separating the source signals from a set of
mixed signals, without much prior information on how the mixing occurred or about the
sources of the signals themselves. One of the various methods by which a BSS can be
achieved is the Independent Component Analysis (ICA) technique.
Assuming that the source signals are statistically independent (occurrence of one does not
affect the probability of occurrence of the other) and are non-Gaussian (i.e. not normally
distributed), ICA can be used to separate a multivariate signal (observation of more than one
output variable) into its additive sub-components.
Huang et al. [116] used ICA to separate mixed signals coming from the electrical signals of
the epidermis cells, guard cells and mesophyll cells. They tested the method on simulated
signals and verified with actual surface-recorded electrical signals from plants, using
light/darkness periods as stimuli. The original signal is shown in Figure 2.20, the normalised
signal shown in Figure 2.21, and component signals in Figure 2.22. Since individual signals
from three different cells were to be detected by using ICA, data was collected from three
different sensors fitted to the plant.
By measuring a combined electrical signal using a surface recording system from the leaf of
bean plants, individual cell responses to stimulus could be determined by BSS using ICA
[116].
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Figure 2.20: Light/Darkness induced electrical signals from three Bean plants [116]
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Figure 2.21: Normalized plant electrical signals
[116]

Figure 2.22: Separated signals using ICA [116]

2.6 Summary
This chapter reviewed the electrical signal responses generated by plants to various stimuli,
their extraction methods, and what types of signal processing have been employed to process
extracted electrical signals. Although some work on processing plant electrical signals has
been published, none has attempted to map the electrical signal response of the plants to the
external stimuli affecting them.
In this work, an attempt is made to use signal processing and machine learning techniques to
identify external stimuli affecting the plants, from the resulting plant electrical signal
responses.
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3 Forward and Inverse Modelling for Predicting
Light Stimulus from Electrophysiological
Response in Plants
3.1 Introduction
To find out whether there is sufficient information about any stimulus in the electrical
response of a plant, the possibility of detecting light pulses as a basic stimulus was explored.
It has been shown that as light pulses are applied on plants, an electrical signal with a trend
are generated. The question is whether this electrical signal response can be used to find the
following characteristic parameters of the light stimulus:
•
•
•

switching on (ton) time
switching off (toff) time, and
amplitude of the applied light pulse

To detect these parameters of the light pulse, plants were considered as a black-box system
with a train of light pulses acting as input and the corresponding electrical response as output.
The aim of using the black-box modelling approach, called system identification, was to
explore a series of linear and non-linear estimators to mathematically extract the properties of
the light pulse stimulus from the electrical signal response of the plants.
System identification methodology was adopted to develop a novel dynamical model for
describing the relationship between light as an environmental stimulus and the electrical
response for a Laurus nobilis (Bay leaf) plant, which acted as the main dataset for the
modelling. Various linear and non-linear models were to be compared using suitable
estimators for the main dataset, and then use the parameter settings obtained for the best
models (in terms of percentage fit) on 19 more datasets (i.e. 19 different plants, exposed to
similar light pulses). This was carried out to see whether the parameters used to find the best
models (linear and non-linear) with one dataset produced similar results with other datasets.
Two major classes of system estimator were explored to develop the dynamical models –
linear and nonlinear – and their several variants, for establishing a forward and an inverse
relationship between the light stimulus and plant’s electrical response.
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The purpose was to predict the parameters of the input light stimulus (on-off timing and
amplitude) from the measured electrical response, by finding a solution to the inverse
problem – i.e. where the electrical signal response acts as the input to the black-box system
and the light pulse acts as the output.
The best class of models were given by the Nonlinear Hammerstein-Wiener (NLHW)
estimator showing reasonable data fitting results exceeding other linear and nonlinear
estimators. Consequently, a set of models using variants of NLHW were developed and their
accuracy in detecting the on-off timing and intensity of the input light stimulus were
compared for multiple plants under a similar experimental scenario.

3.2 Review of light induced plant electrical response models
When plants are grown outdoors, sunlight provides the required energy through
photosynthesis. The plants also use the intensity of the available light for sensing and
responding to their surrounding environment [117]. Growing plants in sheltered conditions
such as a greenhouse requires the use of controlled artificial lighting. Controlled-environment
agriculture (CEA) technologies, which includes greenhouse, hydroponics, aquacultures along
with vertical farming, provide alternative solutions for crop production. These solutions are
especially important in locations with limited daylight or adverse environmental conditions
such as drought, flood, storm, and soils with high salt content. They are also useful in cities
where there is limited space for growing crops [117].
Indoor farming has to rely on artificial light sources which provide the necessary conditions
for plant growth without consuming too much energy. Light-emitting diode (LED)
technologies present great potential for providing adequate conditions for optimal plant
growth indoors. Among available artificial lighting sources such as metal halide or sodium
lamps, LEDs present the maximum Photo-synthetically Activated Radiations (PAR)
efficiency of 80-100%.
LEDs, which can emit red, blue, yellow, orange, green and far red, can be combined to
provide high radiant fluence (radiant energy received per unit area of a surface), or can be
used for particular wavelength characteristics due to the LED’s narrow-bandwidth light
spectrum [117].
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To determine the light characteristics required by plants for optimum growth, one study grew
lettuce under red LEDs [118]. Similarly in [119], experiments were conducted on lettuce
under red light (~670 nm) provided by LEDs and high pressure sodium lamps and reported
that the amounts of dry matter gained by lettuce grown using the two different lamp sources
was identical [119]. Chang et al. [120] reported that maximum photon utilization efficiency
for growth in green alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii were observed under red light provided
by LEDs (~674 nm).
Lettuce which were grown under red LEDs were found to have elongated hypocotyls and
cotyledons. This is attributed to the efficiency of red light (650-665 nm) which has a
significant influence on plant growth as the range of red light wavelengths are exactly in tune
with the absorption peak of chlorophylls [121] and phytochromes. Higher photosynthetic
activity in plants can be triggered with a combination of blue and red light than that obtained
using either red or blue light separately.
This effect has been attributed by some to a high content of nitrogen in blue-lightsupplemented plants. However, others have attributed this effect to better stomatal opening,
thereby making more CO2 available for photosynthesis. It has been established that stomatal
opening is influenced by blue-light photoreceptors [122], and may be directly proportional to
an increase in shoot dry matter [123].
If a mathematical relationship can be established between light and growth with an
appropriate model, then such a model can be used for precision agriculture where the light
requirement by the plant can be understood and best provided for it. This will both save
energy (for providing the light) and make it optimal. Although, in this work only white light
pulses have so far been chosen as stimulus, in future coloured lights can be addressed for
conducting experiments on electrical signal responses.
The mechanisms of light-stimulus induced electrical signal generation in plants, in terms of
ionic conduction, are quite well researched. Roelfsema et al. [90] found three physiological
states of the guard cells, which are electrically isolated from other plant cells. These states
were found to be far-depolarized, depolarized and hyperpolarized. The depolarized guard
cells were found to extrude potassium (K+) ions through the outward rectifying channels,
whereas the hyperpolarized cells let in K+ ions through inward rectifying channels. The guard
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cells were reportedly switching from depolarized to hyperpolarized state upon incidence of
light and vice versa for a light to darkness transition [90].
In principle, modelling input-output relations of any dynamical system can be done in two
ways. The first method involves a mechanistic approach where detailed understanding of the
characteristics of physical interactions between the system’s components with the input
stimuli are exploited, through known laws or equations. The second method considers the
system as a black-box and statistically formulates the functional relationship by observing the
output responses to input stimuli. While the first approach is desirable as it gives a complete
understanding of the internal operation of the system, the second approach, known as system
identification, is more suitable for developing a working solution when knowledge about the
interactions between system components is not complete. To model the electrical response of
plants under external stimuli, from the level of existing knowledge, the system identification
approach appeared to be the most appropriate.
In order to explain the plant electrical response due to light stimulus, several mechanistic
models have been proposed by plant scientists. Models proposed in [124]–[127] and [128]
explain the generation of AP and VP, while several models describing the underlying
generation process of AP and VP are reviewed in [81]. These models essentially describe the
generation of different ionic currents across a cell and how these currents lead to a transient
depolarization of the membrane potential. The interactions of these currents with the
transmembrane voltage is described using either a linear or an ohmic or a nonlinear
relationship such as the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz equation [129]. The stimulus occurs in these
models through stimulus-induced calcium current that triggers further ionic currents. None of
these models quantify the time course of the stimulus intensity. Thus an attempt to construct a
mechanistic model is futile, as the relationship between the electrical responses recorded
from the surfaces of plants and that from the cell is not well understood. Furthermore, a
surface recording of the stimulus driven electrical response may show traces of AP or VP or a
combination of both [130]. Hence it was decided to use a black-box modelling approach to
model the relationship between light as stimuli and the corresponding electrical signal
response of the plants.
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3.3 Modelling approach adopted
Rather than an a priori assumption of the relationship between the stimulus and the response
arising from the field of plant physiology, here the relationship was inferred from the data
(time course of response and stimulus traces) by using black-box modelling. An advantage of
this approach over mechanistic modelling is that the same data could be used to construct an
inverse relationship between the input and output, which could provide inference of the
stimulus from the observed electrical signal response.
The input-output relationship of the plants to be modelled was chosen to be a dynamical
rather than a static model, since a dynamical model takes into account the real-time changes
of the internal state variables of a system, expressible using one set of ordinary differential
equations involving time derivatives. Thus a dynamical model is considered more
behavioural in nature than a static algebraic equation-based model. Since the external light
stimulus is responsible for the generation of the electrical response, from the point of view of
plant physiology, the problem addressed here was essentially the inverse problem where the
characteristics of the light stimulus needed to be determined by observing the electrical
response signal. Derivation of such an inverse model was challenging since there may exist a
number of solutions for the same input-output behaviour.

Figure 3.1: Different estimators for black-box modelling

To address these issues, two different classes of system identification techniques were
applied: Linear Time Invariant (LTI) discrete time estimators, and nonlinear discrete time
estimators, as shown in Figure 3.1. Within each class, the most accurate model structure was
chosen, on the basis of obtained accuracies (% fit), for the available input-output data. Four
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different linear Least Square Estimator (LSE) based techniques were used within the LTI
framework: Auto-Regressive eXogeneous (ARX), Auto-Regressive Moving Average
eXogeneous (ARMAX), Box-Jenkins (BJ) and Output-Error (OE), whereas Non-Linear ARX
(NLARX) and Non-Linear Hammerstein Wiener (NLHW) [131]–[133] estimators were
considered within the nonlinear estimation framework.
Figure 3.2 shows that forward modelling considers the input light stimulus as the input to and
the plant electrical response as the output from, the black-box, thereby capturing the physical
cause and effect relationship. The inverse model tries to establish a causal relationship as a
form of a dynamical model using plant electrical response as input to and light stimulus as the
output from the black-box. This gave a working solution for detecting the duration and nature
of light inputs by only observing the electrical response.

Figure 3.2: Forward and Inverse models using light pulse and plant electrical signal response

Based on percentage of fit, the top three model structures were selected, obtained from
exploration with light-induced electrical signal from the Bay leaf plant (treated as the main
dataset). Thereafter, these three estimator structures were used on data generated by an
additional 19 different plants (17 Zamioculcas zamiifolia and 2 Cucumis sativus) under
similar experimental conditions for the forward and inverse modelling, in order to see if the
top model structures still gave faithful estimate of the light pulse as stimulus in a generic
form.
The chosen models are standard templates given in the System Identification literature [131]–
[133]. These models are used in a variety of time-series analyses [131], [134]. The objective
here was not to develop a new modelling tool, but to explore the best models which fit the
plant electrical signal response data. Three standard templates, Linear and two classes of
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Non-linear, were explored for this work. In time series analysis, when the number of
parameters of an estimator becomes comparable to the number of data-points, then it
becomes an ill-posed problem (large P, small N problem [135]). However, this has not been
the issue here because each time series has more than 700,000 points from which the hyperparameters were tuned. In another sense, for selecting the best models, a low number of
datasets were used according to availability. Since this first exploration was to see if the
chosen models (out of a pool of already established models and estimators) produced any
repeatable results or not, a series of steps were followed, which are described in the following
figure.

Figure 3.3: Planned approach to finding the top three models

As can be seen from Figure 3.3, the process started with the 20 Datasets initially available
from experiments conducted by co-researchers in Florence and Rome. It was found that the
models found from one dataset did not produce much consistency of results for other
datasets, which was expected because the morphology of the datasets were not consistent.
System identification evaluation will be more robust when the data is repeatable and
consistent. However, the data from the initial experiments were found not to be consistent.
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The causes of this could be: any variations in the setup for extracting the data from the plants,
the ability of the plants chosen to respond to light as a stimulus, ambient conditions, etc. The
ambient conditions were kept the same as much as possible, and any variations in
temperature and humidity were within tolerance (a minimum of ±10° C is required to initiate
a response from the plants [125]).
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.4 provides a theoretical overview of
system identification techniques, describing the mathematical preliminaries of various
estimators used. Section 3.5 discusses the experiments for obtaining the plant data under light
excitation, Section 3.6 discusses the pre-processing steps carried out on the raw plant
electrical signals, and Section 3.7 discusses the results of the proposed model structures.
Section 3.8 details new experiments which were conducted to gather more data, their results
and analysis.

3.4 Theoretical background of forward/inverse dynamical system
modelling
System modelling or identification can be viewed as a way of mathematically describing a
phenomenon with some physical insight about the system from a measured input and output
dataset. It is regarded as a bridge between the application to real problems and the
mathematical theories of model abstraction [131]–[133]. The application end of the spectrum
of system modelling includes prediction of the input to output characteristics of a model. A
forward system model, where the response (output) needs to be related to the cause (inputs),
is much easier to develop in theory than developing an inverse model where the inputs are
predicted from the observation of output response, as this may result in a one-to-many
mapping. Such a forward model will capture the dynamical characteristics of the response
caused (due to the excitation) by establishing a physical cause-effect relationship. A similar
approach by inverting the input and output may not always indicate physical causation [136]
but is capable of predicting the input (the applied light stimulus) by only observing the output
(the electrical signal response of the plants), and hence was adopted here.
In principle, once formulated, a forward model could also be inverted to produce an inverse
model. However, from the perspective of dynamical system theory, establishing a forward
dynamical model (in terms of a transfer function) first and then inverting the poles into zeros
(and zeros into poles) to form an inverse model, may not always work. This is due to the
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possibility of having zeros in the right half of the s-plane (i.e. non-minimum phase zeros in
the forward model), which get converted to poles in the right half s-plane of the inverse
model, thereby rendering the system unstable.
Therefore, a different approach was needed for solving the inverse modelling problem. Figure
3.2 shows how this was achieved, by inverting the cause (i.e. light pulse) and effect (i.e.
electrical signal response), followed by varying the model structure between these two
observed signals in order to match the cause in the best way.
To solve the inverse problem of predicting the characteristics, such as switching on and off
time and the amplitude of the light pulse stimulus, from the plant electrical response, two
classes of dynamical system parameter estimation technique were adopted: linear and
nonlinear methods. The following subsections briefly describe the theoretical backgrounds of
each of these system identification techniques after describing the main statistical measures
used for measuring the accuracy of model fitting.
The System Identification Toolbox of MATLAB [134] was used to develop the input-output
linear and nonlinear forward/inverse models.

3.4.1 Least squares estimation for system identification
One of the techniques employed to estimate the parameters of a model is the Least Square
Estimation (LSE), which helps by minimizing the difference between actual output and
predicted output values. In this way, parameters can be selected which produce the closest to
actual recorded value of the output. This is best understood by considering equation (3.1)
Error 2 = ( ( actual _ output ) − ( predicted _ output ) )

2

(3.1)

The square of the error is taken to avoid any negative values.
If the measured output and input of an unknown system up to time t are yt , yt−1⋯yt−n and
u t , u t −1 ⋯ u t − m respectively, the system can be described by a linear difference equation with

coefficients ai , i = 1,⋯ , n and b j , j = 1, ⋯ , m as shown in equation (3.2)

yt + a1 yt−1 +⋯+ an yt −n = bu
1 t −1 +⋯+ bmut −m

(3.2)

or,
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yt = bu
1 t −1 +⋯+ bmut −m − a1 yt −1 −⋯− an yt −n

(3.3)

The estimated system parameter vector ( θ ) and the measured input-output vector ( ϕ ) can
be given as equations (3.4) and (3.5) respectively.

θ = [ a1 … an b1 … bm ]

T

(3.4)

ϕt = [ − yt −1 …− yt − n ut −1 …ut − m ]

T

(3.5)

Using (3.4) and (3.5), the system model can be developed, incorporating a modelling error (at
time t)

et represented by equation (3.6)

yt = f (ϕt ,θ ) + et , t = 1,2,3,…, N

(3.6)

We aim to find the certain parameter vector θˆ which minimizes the least squared error ( S )
defined as
N

N

t =1

t =1

S ≜ ∑ et2 = ∑ ( yt − f (ϕt ,θ ) )

2

(3.7)

Usually, f is linear in the unknown coefficients θ . Hence, equation (3.6) can be rewritten as
equation (3.8) and further as equation (3.9) in matrix notation

yt = ϕtTθ + et , t = 1,2,3,…, N

(3.8)

yt =Uθ + et

(3.9)

Now the minimum error equation can be rewritten as equation (3.10)

(

S = eT e = yt T − θ T U T

) ( y − Uθ )

(3.10)

t

or,

S = ytT yt − ytTUθ − ytθ TU T +θ TUTUθ

(3.11)

Thus, we obtain:
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∂S
= − 2U T y + 2U T U θ
∂θ

(3.12)

Hence, the parameter vector θˆ that makes the gradient of S zero is given by equating (3.12) to
zero. This results in equation (3.13).
−1

θɵ = U T U  U T y

(3.13)

Equation (3.13) describes the estimated system parameter for which the minimum of the sum
of squared errors over the time interval t, where 1 ≤ t ≤ N , is obtained, and hence this method
of estimation is called the least square estimation or LSE algorithm. It is worth noting that
θɵ is estimated using the measured input and output data and so it is easy to infer that using

LSE, a parameterized system model can be developed. This technique is the backbone of all
system identification methods [133].

3.4.2 Four linear system models
The accuracy and the efficiency of the system identification process depends on the choice of
suitable model structure. In this section, a few model structures (or estimators) are discussed
from the perspective of their applicability to the system [133]. These model structures are
derived from the realisation that the system can be described by a linear difference equation.
A generalized parameterized linear model can be described by the following equation.

y(t) = G(q−1,θ)u(t) + H(q−1,θ)e(t)

(3.14)

where, y (t ) (or yt ) and u ( t ) (or u t ) are output and input to the system respectively, e ( t ) is a zero
mean white Gaussian noise and θ is the parameter vector to be estimated, G ( q − 1 , θ ) is the
transfer function of the deterministic part (excitation to response) of the system and H ( q −1 , θ )
is the transfer function of the stochastic part (noise to response) of the system. Here q −1
denotes the backward shift operator such that q−1u ( t ) = u ( t −1) .
Equation (3.14) can be further modified as equation (3.15) which is also known as the
equation error type linear LSE.
A(q−1 ) y(t ) =

B(q−1 )
C(q−1 )
u
(
t
)
+
e(t )
F (q−1 )
D(q−1 )

(3.15)
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where, { B , F , C , D } are polynomials representing the numerator and denominator of the
system and noise model respectively and { A} represents the polynomial containing the
common set of poles for both the system and the noise model.

e(t )

C (q −1 )
D ( q −1 )

+
u (t )

1
A(q −1 )

−1

B(q )
F (q −1 )

+

y (t )

Figure 3.4: Block diagram representation for generalized model structure

Figure 3.4 is the block diagram representation of the generalized model structure in equation
(3.15). The generalized LSE can be further customized by considering fewer combinations of
the polynomials {B , F , C , D } at once, which paves the path towards the choice of a suitable
linear estimator for system identification.
3.4.2.1 Auto Regressive eXogenous (ARX) estimator
The basic structure of the ARX estimator is governed by equation (3.16). The exogenous term
is used for the input signal u ( t ) .

A(q−1) y(t) = B(q−1)u(t) + e(t)

(3.16)

Expanding equation (3.16), we get

( yt + a1 yt −1 + ⋯ + ana yt − na ) = ( b1ut − nk + ⋯ bnb ut − nb − nk +1 ) + et

(3.17)

The orders na , nb , nk are the number of poles, zeros and dead time in the system respectively.
The dead time (or the delay) represents the number of samples occurring before the output is
affected by an input sample. The main disadvantage of this structure is that the deterministic
(system) and the stochastic (noise) dynamics are both modelled with the same set of poles,
i.e. the noise is also being processed by the system, which may be unrealistic in many
applications.
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e(t )

+

u (t )

B( q −1 )

1
A(q −1 )

+

y (t )

Figure 3.5: Block diagram representation for ARX model structure

3.4.2.2 Auto Regressive Moving Average eXogenous (ARMAX) estimator
The basic structure of the ARMAX estimator is governed by equation (3.18).
A ( q −1 ) y (t ) = B ( q −1 )u (t ) + C ( q −1 ) e (t )

(3.18)

Expanding (3.18), we get

( yt + a1 yt −1 +⋯+ ana yt −na ) = ( b1ut −nk +⋯bnbut −nb−nk +1 ) + ( c1et −1 +⋯cncet −nc + et )

(3.19)

The orders na , nb , nk are, just like in ARX structure, the number of poles, zeros and dead
time in the system respectively, and n c are the number of coefficients for the error.

e(t )

C ( q −1 )

+

u (t )

1
A(q −1 )

−1

B(q )

+

y (t )

Figure 3.6: Block diagram representation for ARMAX model structure

The major advantage of the ARMAX structure, shown in Figure 3.6, over the ARX structure
is that it models the noise dynamics with better flexibility. Although the ARMAX estimates
using the same set of poles (given by A ( q − 1 ) ), it estimates a different set of zeroes for both
the system (given by B ( q − 1 ) ) and the noise (given by C ( q − 1 ) ) components. Thus ARMAX is
useful where the entire system dynamics is dominated by the stochastic component (noise).
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3.4.2.3 Box-Jenkins (BJ) estimator
The basic structure of the BJ estimator is governed by the equation (3.20).
y(t ) =

B(q−1 )
C(q−1 )
u
(
t
)
+
e(t )
F (q−1 )
D(q−1 )

(3.20)

BJ structure allows the estimation of different sets of poles and zeroes for the system and
noise component, and are defined by {n b , n c , n d , n f } which are the orders of polynomials
{ B , C , D , F } respectively, whereas n k defines the input delay. This structure is especially

useful when noise enters the system at a later stage, e.g. measurement noise.

e(t )

C (q −1 )
D(q −1 )

+

u (t )

y (t )

−1

B(q )
F ( q −1 )

+

Figure 3.7: Block diagram representation for Box-Jenkins model structure

3.4.2.4 Output-Error (OE) estimator
The OE structure, shown in Figure 3.8, only estimates the poles and the zeroes of the system
model, while estimation of the noise model is ignored. The structure is defined by the order
of the polynomials B, F represented by n b , n f and the input delay is nk . This structure can be
used when the deterministic dynamics dominates the overall system dynamics and the
stochastic dynamics has no significant effect.
The estimator has the following structure:

y(t ) =

B(q −1 )
u(t ) + e(t )
F (q −1 )

(3.21)
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For configuring the linear model, only the pole-zero order has been varied, keeping the delay
at a fixed value of one. Note that here the order of the poles equals the order of the zeros.

e (t )
+
u (t )

−1

y (t )

B(q )
F (q −1 )

+

Figure 3.8: Block diagram representation for Output-Error model structure

3.4.3 Two nonlinear system models
Any nonlinear dynamical system whose input and output are u ( t ) and y (t ) respectively, can
be expressed as equation (3.22) [134].

y ( t ) = f ( u ( t −1) , y ( t −1) , u ( t − 2) , y ( t − 2) ,⋯)

(3.22)

where, f ( ⋅) is a nonlinear function representing any arbitrary nonlinearity. The nonlinear
black-box identification is done using two nonlinear model variants and the parameters are
found by estimation of the squared error previously discussed. The nonlinear model variants
are Nonlinear-ARX and Nonlinear-Hammerstein-Wiener having the nonlinearity in parallel
and series connection with the basic linear blocks, respectively.
3.4.3.1 Nonlinear ARX (NLARX) model
In principle, the NLARX is an extension to the linear ARX estimator.
Equations (3.16) and (3.17) describes the linear ARX structure which implies that the current
output is predicted as a weighted sum of past output values and also current and past input
values. By rewriting equation (3.17) as a product form, equation (3.23) is obtained.
 y t −1 , y t − 2 , ..., y t − na , 
y t = [ a1 , a 2 ,..., a na , b1 , b2 , ..., bnb ] 

 u t , u t −1 ,..., u t − nb


where, y t is the current output and

T

{ yt −1,⋯, ut −1,⋯} are

(3.23)

delayed input and output variables

called the regressors. Instead of a weighted sum as described in equation (3.23), the predicted
output y t can be mapped using a nonlinear mapping function f ( ⋅ ) which gives rise to the
NLARX structure. The NLARX is composed of a nonlinear estimator (or simply a nonlinear
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mapping function part) and a regressors part, which in turn is the collection of delayed input
and output variables. The nonlinear estimator can be further composed of a parallel
connection of a linear and a nonlinear function block. Figure 3.9 is the block diagram
representation of the NLARX model [134]. The nonlinearity estimator block maps the
regressors to the model output using a combination of nonlinear and linear functions.
Various nonlinearity estimators, such as tree-partition networks, wavelet networks, sigmoid
networks, neural networks, and custom network (similar to sigmoid function, where the user
can specify the function), can be selected for both input and output blocks. The nonlinearity
estimators represent the nonlinear function as a series of nonlinear blocks which can be
configured.

u
y

u (t ), u (t − 1), y (t − 1),...

Figure 3.9: Block diagram representation for Nonlinear ARX estimator

The generic output is given by (3.24) and is used to define the nonlinearity block.

F ( x) = LT ( x − r ) + d + f ( Q ( x − r ) )
Here,

x is an

m

(3.24)

-dimensional vector of regressors,

LT ( x ) + d

is the output of the linearity

block with d being a scalar and f ( Q ( x − r ) ) representing the output of the nonlinear block,

r is the mean of the regressors and Q is a

m × q dimensional matrix obtained from principal

component analysis of the data.
The following non-linearity estimators for the NLARX model have been explored for our
modelling.
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3.4.3.1.1 Tree-partition networks nonlinearity estimator
When choosing tree-partition as a non-linear function for estimation, a dyadic partition of the
X

-space is carried out. In every partition element Pk , the mapping function F is linear. For

any x,

F ( x ) = d + xL + (1, x ) Ck

(3.25)

When tree-partition is chosen as non-linearity, a binary tree nonlinearity estimator with J
nodes and 2 J −1 leaves is initialized. Each node at level 1 < j < J has two children and one
parent at levels j + 1 and j − 1 respectively. The root node at level 1 has two descendants
whereas nodes at level J are terminating leaves of the tree and one parent. With each node,
one partition element k is associated. The vector of coefficients
observations on the partition element

Pk

Ck

is computed using the

by the LSE.

3.4.3.1.2 Wavelet network nonlinearity estimator
When using a wavelet network (combination of wavelets and neural networks) nonlinearity
estimator, simple wavelet analysis is performed to find the constituent wavelets of the input
time series. The structure of the wavelet network nonlinearity estimator is given by equation
(3.26), where κ ( s ) is the wavelet function.
n

g ( x ) = ∑αkκ ( βk ( x − γ k ) )

(3.26)

k =1

3.4.3.1.3 Sigmoid network nonlinearity estimator
The sigmoid nonlinearity estimator is described by the structure given in equation (3.27)
n

g ( x ) = ∑αkκ ( βk ( x − γ k ) )

(3.27)

k =1

where κ ( s ) is the sigmoid function and is described as

κ (s) =

1
( e + 1)

(3.28)

s
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3.4.3.2 Nonlinear Hammerstein-Wiener model
For certain systems where the output varies nonlinearly with its input, the input-output
relationship can be broken down to a series of interconnected elements, i.e. the system
dynamics is represented by using a linear transfer function and the nonlinearities are captured
using nonlinear mappings of the input and output [134]. In the Hammerstein-Wiener model,
such an approach has been adopted, where a linear block is connected in series with two
static nonlinearities. Figure 3.10 is the block diagram representation of the HammersteinWiener structure [134]. Here, the predicted output

yt is as follows:

 B ( q −1 )

y p (t ) = h 
( f (u (t ))) 
−1
 F (q )


(3.29)

−1
where f ( u (t ) ) is a nonlinear function transforming the input data. B ( q − 1 ) is a linear transfer

F (q )

function with { B , F } being rational polynomials similar to the output error model and h (•) is
another nonlinear function that maps the output of the linear block to the system output.
u (t )

x(t )

w(t )
f

B
F

y (t )
h

Figure 3.10: Block diagram representation for Hammerstein-Wiener model structure

Here, the input nonlinearity is a static function, implying that the output at a given time
depends only on the input at that time. The input nonlinearity can be varied as a sigmoid
network, wavelet network, saturation, dead-zone, piecewise linear function, one-dimensional
polynomial, or some user-defined custom network [134]. Of these, the sigmoid and wavelet
network have already been described above.
3.4.3.2.1 Piecewise linear nonlinearity estimator
A piecewise linear function of inputs with n breakpoints is used as an estimator, where the
function is linearly interpolated between the breakpoints.
3.4.3.2.2 Saturation nonlinearity estimator
A saturation type nonlinearity is defined as a nonlinear function as shown in equation (3.30)
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y = F ( x)

(3.30)

where
a ≤ x < b → F ( x ) = x 


 a > x F ( x) = a 
 b≤x
F ( x ) = b 


(3.31)

3.4.3.2.3 Deadzone nonlinearity estimator
A deadzone type nonlinearity is defined similarly to (3.30) where the function structure is
a ≤ x < b → F ( x ) = 0 


 a < x F ( x) = x − a
 b ≥ x F ( x) = x − b



(3.32)

3.4.3.2.4 One dimensional (single variable) polynomial type nonlinearity estimator
The function is similar to equation (3.30) where

F ( x ) = c1 xn + c2 xn−1 + ⋯+ cn x + cn+1

(3.33)

In (3.33), the polynomial coefficients are represented by c1 , c 2 ⋯ c n +1 and n is the order of the
poles. The input or output nonlinearity can also be ignored. The linear block may be
configured by specifying the orders of the numerator { B } and denominator { F } .
Just as the input nonlinearity is static, so the output nonlinearity is a static function as well.
The output nonlinearity may be configured in the same way as the input nonlinearity. In all
simulations presented in this chapter, the Levenberg-Marquardt search method [134] has been
used by the toolbox to optimize the parameters of nonlinear models with a criterion for
minimizing the determinant of the squared error ( det ( eT e ) ).
The options which have been varied for configuring the nonlinear models are listed in Table
3.1.
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Table 3.1: Nonlinear model configurations

Model

NLHW

Estimators

Variable Parameters
I/O nonlinearity
Linear block

Saturation

No. of units
5 to 40
(increment of 5)
5 to 40
(increment of 5)
N.A

Deadzone

N.A

Piecewise linear
Sigmoid network

Wavelet network
One-dimensional polynomial

Selected by Toolbox
1 to 10
Regressors

NLARX

Tree-partition network

1 to 10

Wavelet network

1 to 10

Sigmoid network

1 to 10

poles

zeros
1 to 10
1 to 10

delay
1
1

1 to 10

1

1 to 10

1

1 to 10
Two sets of
orders – 5 and 10
No. of units in
nonlinear block
Selected by
Toolbox
Selected by
Toolbox
Selected by
Toolbox

1
1

3.5 Experimental design
This section gives a brief description of the experimental set-up used for the initial data
collection of electrophysiological signals of one Bay leaf (Laurus nobilis), two cucumber
(Cucumis sativus) and 17 Zanzibar Gem (Zamioculcas zamiifolia) plants. These three plants
were chosen because of their availability and to limit the number of species for controlled
observation on the variation of responses. A mixture of plants was important to evaluate
robust and generic models that can efficiently reflect the electrophysiological behaviour,
irrespective of the species.
Approximately, 1 week to 2 year old pot-grown plants of different species were chosen for
the experiments. These plants were subjected to a periodic white light stimulus of different
pulse widths. The extracellular measurement of electrical signal responses of these plants
was performed by inserting two metallic Electromyogram (EMG) needle electrodes (Bionen
s.a.s.) into the petiole and stem at a distance of approximately 5 cm from each other. The
setup is shown in Figure 3.11. The reference electrode was inserted into the plant body,
nearer to the soil. A dual instrumentation amplifier EI-1040 [137] with a gain of 1 was
chosen to provide the high input impedance without altering the actual amplitude of the
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acquired signal. Low frequency and amplitude signals require very high input impedance and
very low input bias currents. The EI-1040 provided an input impedance of 10 GΩ and an
input bias current of 0.5 nA. National instruments data acquisition device USB 6008 [138]
was used for analogue to digital (A/D) conversion at a sampling rate of 1 KHz which was
then monitored using LABView 2012 [139] software on a personal computer (PC). This
connection to the amplifier and the data acquisition devices (DAQ) is shown in Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.11: Experimental setup (followed in Rome/Florence) to obtain electrical response
from a Bay leaf plant when exposed to white-light

As bio-electrical signals are reportedly weaker [140], an external electromagnetic field could
induce a lot of noise in it. Therefore this setup (excluding the PC) was placed inside a
grounded Faraday cage as shown in Figure 3.11. A digital low-pass filter with a cut-off
frequency 1 Hz was provided to eliminate any noise associated with the measurement, as in
[110], [112], [114]–[116], [141], [142] where it was reported that plant signals are slow
oscillatory signals at a very low frequency. This cut-off frequency was experimentally chosen
at this stage, and a more rigorous exploration to find an optimum cut-off frequency will be
presented later. A LED light source was used for providing white-light at maximum
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brightness. Here, the number of photons used for photosynthesis by plants was used as a basis
for measurement of the incident light (in PAR units). Similar experiments and
electrophysiological measurements on cucumber plants have been reported previously in
[108].
The actual readings from a quantum meter, provide the measure of the photosynthetically
activated radiations (PAR) at different wavelengths. It is never consistent for white light and
fluctuates within a tiny bandwidth (for different wavelengths of light composition). Since a
quantum meter was not available, the light intensity was measured using a standard LUX
meter, and the PAR units calculated from it (using cool white fluorescent lamp as reference
[143]). The conversion from LUX to PAR units is shown in Table 3.2.

Figure 3.12: Connections between the devices employed to capture
the electrical signals of the plants when subjected to light stimulus

Table 3.2: Conversion from Lux to PAR

LUX

PAR (μmol m-2 s-1)

1

0.0135
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In order to get a robust model, the light pulse widths were varied during the experiments for
20 different plants, of two different species, and are given in Table 3.3. Each experiment
involved a new plant and the data collected from it is referred to as Dataset (1, 2...and so on).
The aim of this exploration was to evaluate the behaviour of the plants to the presence (and
absence) of light as a stimulus. The response included start-up transients, which was included
in the overall behaviour of the plants. These transients were useful for evaluation of the
models as a means to capture the plant’s natural response.
Table 3.3: Variations in white-light pulse widths for each datasets (for 20 different plants)

Datasets
Main
Dataset 1
Dataset 2
Dataset 3
Dataset 4
Dataset 5, 6,10-19
Dataset 7, 8

Time (seconds)
Second light
Third light
pulse
pulse

Plant species

First light
pulse

Laurus nobilis

232.40

293.20

260.00

231.00

147.80

151.80

167.00

148.00

123.2

120

120

-

119.99

119

121

-

140.99

119.99

121

-

180

180

180

-

180

180

180

-

Zamioculcas
zamiifolia
Zamioculcas
zamiifolia
Zamioculcas
zamiifolia
Zamioculcas
zamiifolia
Zamioculcas
zamiifolia
Cucumis
sativus

Fourth light
pulse

Altogether, 19 experiments were performed for data collection by the project partners (as part
of the EU project PLEASED) in Rome and Florence, Italy.

3.6 Signal pre-processing
As a starting point, the electrical signals from the plants were smoothed (moving average)
using 10,000 samples (sampling rate was 1000 samples/sec), to reduce the stochasticity. This
was done with an assumption that the on/off time of the light pulse event is embedded in the
deterministic part (the trend) more than the stochastic part (the random part). The smoothing
window of 10,000 samples was applied to all the datasets for uniformity. The raw versus
smoothed signals are shown in Figure 3.13 in terms of number of samples. This smoothing
function was applied to all the remaining 19 datasets and these are shown in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.13: Raw versus smoothed electrical signal response of plant

Figure 3.14 (a) shows the electrical signal responses of the main dataset, when exposed to
light pulses of varying widths. The y-axis of Figure 3.14 (a) shows both the amplitude of the
electrical responses and the light intensities on parallel axes. Figure 3.14 (b) shows the 19
independent test datasets used to verify whether a similar response is seen for light pulses in
order to aim for a common modelling framework.
A hypothesis was adopted that a common modelling framework would enable successful
prediction of the stimulus for different plants. Whenever the light pulse was switched on or
off, a change was observed in the gradient of the electrical response of the plants in all cases.
These electrical responses were induced on the leaf tissue of the plants. Note that the
extracellular measurements of the membrane potential on a plant leaf is a mixture of the
individual responses of the guard cells, mesophyll cells, and the epidermal cell [116]. The
morphology of the membrane potential of these cells can be different from what was recorded
on the surface of the leaf tissue. The intention is to arrive at a black box model and thus the
collective morphology of the membrane potential found on the tissue will suffice for the
purpose of model building.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.14: Plot of the variations in electrical signal response of the plant with respect to the
incident light stimulus (a) main dataset (b) 19 independent test datasets

3.7 Results of forward and inverse modelling
Assuming that the electrical signals generated from plants came from a black box system,
with the measured stimulus (light) and response (electrical signal) dataset, dynamical models
were developed using the concept discussed in Section 3.4. For the present simulation
studies, the System Identification Toolbox of MATLAB [134] were used to develop the inputoutput linear and nonlinear forward/inverse models. The idea was to develop a model whose
predicted output best fitted the experimentally recorded or measured output, when the same
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input was applied. Since this was the first exploration, some constraints were applied while
trying to determine the best models. These constraints were varying certain model parameters
such as input-output units and poles-zeroes and results were obtained within those constraints
(Table 3.1).
The percentage fit shown in Figure 3.15 to Figure 3.21, to compare relative accuracies of
different estimators, is given by the normalized root mean squared error (NRMSE) as
equation (3.34).

y − yˆ 
fit = 1 −
 × 100
y − y 


(3.34)

where ŷ is the simulated or predicted model output, y is the measured output, and y is the
mean of the output. When yˆ > y , fit was negative.
Figure 3.15 shows the plots having the best fits, using linear model variants ARX, ARMAX,
BJ and OE, for both forward and inverse scenario of the main dataset. The y-axis shows the
% fit with gradual increase in pole-zero order (as represented by na , nb , nc , nd , nf for various
models previously described) from 1 to 10, as shown in the x-axis. Delay ( nk ) has been kept
constant at 1 for all models. Of all four variants of linear LSE, the BJ model outperforms the
others in both forward and inverse modelling, consistently giving higher accuracy.

Figure 3.15: Linear models for forward and inverse modelling using the main dataset
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It can also be seen that in forward modelling, the ARX model shows a high variation in
percentage fit as the pole-zero order is varied, whereas ARMAX, BJ and OE models were
more consistent while predicting the output electrical signal. In case of inverse modelling, the
ARX model was more consistent than the other three models, but with a poorer fit compared
to the others. ARMAX, BJ and OE showed a sudden jump in accuracy at a combination of
pole-zero order as 7 (i.e. 7 poles, 7 zeros, and 1 sample delay).
All the linear model estimators performed poorly in both forward and inverse modelling
settings. Similar simulations were undertaken using nonlinear modelling with NLARX
variants wavelet network, sigmoid network and tree-partition, with a gradual increase in the
number of regressors for input and output signal in both forward and inverse modelling. The
modelling consistently gave negative percentage fits, the results have not been reported here.
On the contrary, the NLHW estimators (with different static input-output nonlinearity) in
most cases yielded better prediction accuracy as shown in Figure 3.16 to Figure 3.21.
Figure 3.16 shows the NLHW model with one dimensional polynomial as the nonlinearity
type. This case uses two different pole-zero orders, 5 and 10 as starting points, and varied the
number of input-output units for each order. While considering the forward model, a lot of
variance was seen in percentage fit between input-output units from 1 to 4. Thereafter, from 5
to 8, the percentage fit seems to stabilize, and beyond 8 input-output units the fit suddenly
drops.

Figure 3.16: NLHW model with one dimensional polynomial as nonlinearity for forward
and inverse modelling using the main dataset
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The inverse modelling setting saw less variability in percentage fit when using pole-zero
order of 5, but more variability when the pole zero order was set to 10, although the accuracy
is improved for input-output units of 3 and 8-10. Again it was noticed that by using one
dimensional polynomial type nonlinearity, the best fit was around 40%.
While using the dead-zone type nonlinearity, as shown in Figure 3.17, a stable prediction was
observed during forward modelling for pole-zero orders higher than 2. However for inverse
modelling with the same estimator configuration, it was found that the variation in the
percentage fit was quite high. Again the fit was somewhere around 40% for both forward and
inverse modelling.

Figure 3.17: Nonlinear model with dead-zone as nonlinearity for forward
and inverse modelling using the main dataset

In Figure 3.18, saturation type nonlinearity, in forward modelling, gave consistent prediction
accuracy of around 52% for pole-zero orders above 1. In the inverse modelling case, some
sort of consistency in accuracy was seen for pole-zero orders between 2 and 5 and randomly
varying otherwise. The best fit during inverse modelling, using saturation type nonlinearity,
was again around 40%.
For piecewise linear type static nonlinearity as the NLHW estimator, both the input-output
units and also the pole-zero orders were varied for each case. Thus a surface plot was
obtained of percentage fit as a function of these two, which is shown in Figure 3.19. The
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input-output units were varied from 5 to 40, incrementing by 5 at a time. For each chosen pair
of input-output units, the pole zero order was varied from 1 to 10. During forward modelling,
the percentage fit was around 50% when using input-output units of 20 onwards and polezero orders between 2 and 8. Inverse modelling also had a percentage fit around 50% when
the pole-zero orders were between 1 and 6 and input-output units were 35 and 40.

Figure 3.18: Nonlinear model with saturation as nonlinearity, for forward and inverse using the main dataset

Figure 3.19: Nonlinear model with piecewise linear as nonlinearity for forward
and inverse modelling using the main dataset
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When using sigmoid type nonlinearity, Figure 3.20 shows that during forward modelling,
percentage fit peak occurred at around 50% when input-output unit was 30 and decreased
thereafter. For inverse modelling, a peak fit of around 80% occurred for number of units of
35 and pole-zero order of 10.

Figure 3.20: Nonlinear model with sigmoid as nonlinearity, for forward
and inverse modelling using the main dataset

Figure 3.21: Nonlinear model with wavelet network as nonlinearity, for forward
and inverse modelling using the main dataset
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Lastly, Figure 3.21 shows the wavelet network type of static nonlinearity. During forward
modelling a fairly consistent prediction accuracy (although in terms of negative percentage
fit) was noticed, except pole-zero orders of 6 and 8. During inverse modelling a high
variability in the prediction accuracy was observed with gradual increase in pole-zero order.
The best found forward models are shown in Figure 3.22, which were the linear BJ model
with 6 pole-zero order and the NLHW model with piecewise linear type nonlinearity (10
pole-zero order and 25 input-output units). In the case of inverse modelling, the best
configurations were achieved using NLHW with sigmoid nonlinearity with pole-zero order of
10 and 35 input-output units, amongst the nonlinear estimators, and BJ with pole-zero order
of 7 amongst the linear estimators. This is shown in Figure 3.23.

Figure 3.22: Best linear and nonlinear model estimates during forward modelling using the main dataset
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Figure 3.23: Best linear and nonlinear model estimates during inverse modelling using the main dataset

From the best forward and inverse models, shown in Figure 3.22 and Figure 3.23
respectively, the rising and falling of electrical signals and switching on and off of light
pulses were captured as on-time (ton) and off-time (toff). The method of computing on-time
and off-time can be seen (although only non-linear models are shown as an example) in
Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.25.

Figure 3.24: Measuring best and worst prediction of peaks and rise times/fall times
of the plant electrical signal (forward modelling)
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Figure 3.25: Measuring best and worst prediction of peaks and ton, toff
of the predicted light-pulse (inverse modelling)

Next, the best and worst predictions were calculated from on-time and off-time for the light
pulse (the difference between actual and predicted values) in the inverse modelling case.
Similarly, rise time and fall time instants for the electrical signal (difference between actual
and predicted values) in the forward modelling case were computed. These were denoted by
Δton, Δtoff. The difference between the actual and predicted peaks of light intensity (inverse)
and electrical signal (forward) denoted by Δpeak were also noted.
The methodology for defining the best and worst prediction accuracy for ton, toff and peak,
amongst different light pulses is shown in Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.25 respectively from the
forward and inverse modelling perspective, with the best and worst values of these three
parameters reported in Table 3.4 and Table 3.5.
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Table 3.4: Best forward model results with % fit, rise time instant (ton), fall time instant (toff)
and peak of the electrical signal response for the main dataset

Estimator
configuration

Best Case
% fit

Worst Case

∆ ton

∆ toff

∆ peak

∆ ton

∆ toff

∆ peak

(sec)

(sec)

(Volts)

(sec)

(sec)

(Volts)

Piecewise
linear-10,10,1
(nonlinear)

55.81

+17

+14

+0.00079

–50.4

+62

+0.0431

BJ-6,6,6,6,1
(linear)

16.78

+39.3

+11

–0.00111

+107.2

+46

–0.00608

Table 3.5: Best inverse model results with % fit, switching on (ton) and switching off (toff)
and peak of the light pulse for the main dataset

Estimator
configuration

Best Case
% fit

Worst Case

∆ ton

∆ toff

∆ toff

(sec)

∆ peak
(μmol/m2/sec)

∆ ton

(sec)

(sec)

(sec)

∆ peak
(μmol/m2/sec)

Sigmoid10,10,1
(nonlinear)

80.23

+7.1

+5.2

–2.0

+9.5

+6.0

–45

BJ-7,7,7,7,1
(linear)

30.26

+13

+26

–6.7

+18.8

+51.2

–63

A positive value of ∆

ton or ∆ toff denotes the simulated result occurs before the actual rise or

fall time of the pulse respectively, whereas a negative value denotes the simulated value
occurs after the actual event. Similarly, a positive value of ∆ peak denotes a higher predicted
peak amplitude than the actual value, while a negative value for ∆ peak denotes the predicted
value is lower than the actual value.
The estimator configurations BJ-6,6,6,6,1 for forward model and BJ-7,7,7,7,1 for inverse
model in Table 3.4 and Table 3.5 represent the values for nb , nf , nc , nd and nk , which denotes
the order of the polynomials for the deterministic and stochastic part of the model structure
and the delay unit respectively (see Section 3.4.2.3). Similarly for the NLHW class of models
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with piecewise linear and sigmoid type static nonlinearity, the number of poles, zeroes and
delay-unit is represented by 10,10,1 (i.e. 10 poles, 10 zeroes, 1 delay unit) respectively.
The main dataset (on Laurus nobilis) was used for the rigorous parameter estimation of
different model structures, which showed that the NLHW model gave the best results for both
forward and inverse model settings. The top three NLHW estimator settings (termed as model
1, 2 and 3), were therefore selected for both the forward and inverse problem, which yielded
the best accuracies on the main dataset. These estimator configurations are given in Table
3.6.
Thereafter, the NLHW estimator configurations thus chosen were applied to 19 other
independent datasets (17 Zamioculcas zamiifolia and 2 Cucumis sativus) to see if they
consistently produce acceptable forward and inverse predictions. The results are reported in
Table 3.7, from which it is evident that even in some of the other datasets, the NLHW models
produced positive prediction accuracy. Any accuracy above 60%, for datasets 1-19, has been
highlighted in bold (the main dataset is highlighted in blue).
The inverse models also produced comparable accuracy using the top three model
configurations. Although the electrical signals in different plants were slightly different
shapes, as can be seen in Figure 3.14 (a) and (b), the forward and inverse estimation
accuracies seemed promising. The best settings of the estimators were found from the main
dataset and hence some deviation or fall in prediction accuracy by the same estimator
configuration for the other datasets was expected.
Note that the plant has been modelled as a Single Input Single Output (SISO) system
(between light stimulus and obtained electrical response) and has ignored the impact of
changing other factors such as temperature and humidity on plant electrophysiology, since
their variation within the experimental time period was negligibly small.
As the photosynthetic light intensity was varied (i.e. light switched on and off), the
polarization of the guard cells changed too, thereby affecting the K+ ion concentration and
this affected the ionic current recorded. In contrast, a natural (un-manipulated) variation of
temperature and humidity can always be considered to be constant during the experiment
conducted over a short period of time [40], and hence would not influence the ionic current
within the plant cells.
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Table 3.6: Top three estimator settings for the main dataset during forward and inverse modelling

Class of
model

1

Nonlinearity
in NLHW
estimator
Sigmoid

2

Wavelet

-

-

8

8

1

3

Sigmoid

35

35

1

1

1

1

Piecewise Linear

25

25

10

10

1

2

Piecewise Linear

40

40

6

6

1

3

Piecewise Linear

25

25

9

9

1

Model
number

Inverse
Models

Forward
Models

Input
Units

Output
Units

Poles

Zeroes

Delay

35

35

10

10

1

Table 3.7: Top three fits for each datasets during inverse modelling using the same model parameters

Dataset
Main

Temp.
(°C)
23.8

Humidity
(%)
49

1

24.4

2

Inverse Models (% fit)
Model-1 Model-2 Model-3

Forward Models (% fit)
Model-1 Model-2 Model-3

80.23

72.36

69.53

55.81

55.76

54.42

55

59.70

5.23

7.72

26.09

0.62

25.72

24.2

57

64.88

18.45

7.58

40.81

40.46

40.32

3

23.7

52

38.04

31.32

17.80

85.49

94.97

83.86

4

24.6

49

–2.91

26.34

36.49

14.01

62.98

19.50

5

22.8

47

45.29

48.06

63.90

59.24

33.43

44.14

6

22.4

54

2.07

12.73

62.17

27.00

70.44

14.28

7

26.3

47

56.38

28.15

55.81

91.88

42.43

91.88

8

23.3

49

28.04

54.76

53.46

21.50

50.28

78.57

9

23.3

49

22.01

73.90

8.75

86.86

91.85

85.74

10

24.4

53

36.39

53.41

54.12

42.09

65.40

20.40

11

24.6

52

2.23

9.22

56.50

67.81

66.27

65.14

12

24.6

52

5.64

53.41

3.18

67.76

26.05

66.03

13

23.7

52

69.51

17.78

41.79

50.44

39.10

18.81

14

24.8

56

72.99

26.46

34.30

23.56

77.90

79.38

15

23.1

50

25.34

60.90

47.93

90.41

91.81

93.31

16

23.1

35

30.42

75.06

67.38

97.70

98.34

46.49

17

23.1

50

31.30

71.77

53.55

91.18

11.00

90.48

18

23.1

50

72.95

31.45

54.02

74.95

18.77

25.08

19

24.9

58

50.43

30.44

67.81

72.20

57.42

57.18

Avg.

-

-

39.54

40.06

43.18

59.33

54.76

55.03

There are also some theoretical arguments that a change in temperature of at least 10° C is
necessary to generate action potentials in plants [125]. Since within the duration of each
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experiment, the temperature change was negligible, it has not been considered in the
modelling.
In Table 3.7, the ambient temperature and humidity within the Faraday cage has been
reported for each experiment (which were noted from the original database), but due to their
static nature they have not been considered as additional inputs for the modelling. There was
the possibility of an increase in leaf temperature if the light source was very close to the
plant. However, since the light source used for the experiments were LEDs, which produce
cool lighting, the temperature inside the Faraday cage only was measured as an indicator of
the ambient as well as the plant surface temperature. A larger deliberate variation in
temperature (heat or cold shock) could be undertaken as an additional input to investigate
thermal effects on such models in future research.
The average of the fit values for all three models (for both Inverse and Forward modelling)
are given in the last row of Table 3.7. These averages show that the top three models (and
their poor fits on the test data) are not reflective enough of the plants as a system. Hence,
there is a need to find the models from a pool of larger datasets (rather than just one dataset),
and also to test them on another pool of separate test datasets. In order to gather more
datasets, separate experiments were conducted as explained below.

3.8 New Experimental data exploration
As seen earlier, the results were not consistent and reliable. This is because the electrical
response of the plants did not show any consistency compared to the main dataset. Hence,
new experiments were set up with new plants. To achieve more robustness, the models need
to be determined by exploring more data and then testing them on different data again. The
exploration so far revealed that some models give a good fit for some datasets, while others
such as NLARX does not. The same set of models will be explored as used on the main
dataset, except that NLARX will be omitted.
In order to gather new data, exactly the same experimental setup was used. A
microcontroller-controlled light bulb kit (Arduino shield) was obtained from Autohometion
[144] and programmed for square light pulses of fixed widths (the Arduino code is listed in
Appendix A) using the library provided by the manufacturer [145]. This shield is compatible
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with Arduino and has a 2.4 Ghz radio transceiver on board that was used to control the smart
LED bulbs.
The DTP-1309 light sensor originally used was replaced, as its software was outdated and in
error, and the manufacturer had discontinued support for this sensor. Thus, a custom-built
light intensity sensor (BH1750FVI) was used in conjunction with a NodeMCU wifi-enabled
microcontroller to make light sensor readings every 10 secs, using an open source library
available online [146]. The sensor readings were uploaded to a cloud IoT platform [147]. To
ensure its accuracy, the readings from the custom-built sensor were compared with those
from the commercial sensor on several occasions. From a sample of 30 comparison sensor
readings, negligible average deviation of about 10 lux was found between the two sensors.
Figure 3.26 shows this new experimental setup, using the same DAQ (NI USB 6008, used by
project partners in Florence/Rome). Using this setup, 30 new experimental datasets were
collected from 15 experiments (two channels per experiment). Of these 30 new datasets, 18
were set aside for identifying the top models for forward and inverse modelling, while 12
were set aside for testing. Along with these 18 datasets, all 20 previous datasets were also
used for training, making 38 training datasets altogether.
For the new experiments, five Chrysanthemum plants, approximately 10 weeks old, were
obtained locally. Each plant was used for three experiments each, at different times. Thus, 18
datasets from three plants (3 plants x 3 experiments x 2 channels) were used for training,
while 12 datasets from two plants (2 plants x 3 experiments x 2 channels) were used for
testing. The response of the Chrysanthemum were found to be far more repeatable, and clear
trends were found during switching on/off of the light pulses when compared with the old
datasets comprising Cucumber and Zanzibar Gem plants.
These data for finding and testing the top models are shown in Figure 3.27 and Figure 3.28
respectively.
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Figure 3.26: New experimental setup to collect data by controlling light pulses using an Arduino
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Figure 3.27: Electrical responses of Chrysanthemum – 18 new experimental data
used for identifying the top models

Figure 3.28: Electrical responses of Chrysanthemum – 12 new experimental data
used for validating the top models

The data collection was done at 1 KHz sampling rate, exactly as before. The light pulses were
of 120 seconds duration, followed by a 160 seconds of darkness. Three such pulses were
repeated in each experiment. As can be seen from Figure 3.27 and Figure 3.28, the responses
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from all the Chrysanthemum plants were found to be much more responsive to white light
pulses (i.e. clear trends are visible) than most datasets shown in Figure 3.14.
The top three models found for each dataset during forward and inverse modelling scenario
are given in Table 3.8 to Table 3.11.
The number of Poles, Zeros and Delays for any model is given as set of three digits such as
221. Delay was kept at 1 for all models. Similarly, the number of input/output units is
described by N e.g. when N = 8, it means input/output units = 8. Other abbreviations are:
Piecewise Linear (PL), Sigmoid Network (Sig), Wavelet Network (Wav), Box Jenkins (BJ)
and One Dimensional Polynomial (Poly_1D) which were found to give the best results for
different datasets.
Table 3.8: Top three models during forward modelling scenario for training with new datasets

Forward Models
New
Datasets
Exp 1
Exp 2
Exp 3
Exp 4
Exp 5
Exp 6
Exp 7
Exp 8
Exp 9
Exp 10
Exp 11
Exp 12
Exp 13
Exp 14
Exp 15
Exp 16
Exp 17
Exp 18

Model 1

%

Model 2

%

Model 3

%

PL 881/N=5
Wav 10101
Sig 771/N=35
Wav 111
PL 10101/N=15
PL 661/N=20
PL 991/N=25
Wav 10101
PL 221/N=35
PL 991/N=15
PL 221/N=40
PL 221/N=40
PL 221/N=30
PL 661/N=40
PL 221/N=30
PL 10101/N=20
Wav 991
Wav 991

63.94
56.04
82.61
64.83
80.04
75.00
85.77
81.82
82.22
74.04
79.25
79.77
61.05
53.90
83.57
84.98
72.21
75.68

PL 991/N=30
PL 661/N=25
Sig 661/N=20
Sig 111/N=35
PL 661/N=10
PL 661/N=35
PL 441/N=40
PL 771/N=20
PL 771/N=20
PL 221/N=35
PL 221/N=5
PL 661/N=25
PL 221/N=35
PL 661/N=30
PL 10101/N=10
PL 10101/N=25
PL 331/N=35
PL 331/N=35

63.93
53.14
82.34
61.60
79.15
74.92
85.76
81.12
82.22
71.24
79.23
79.75
61.04
53.89
83.53
84.97
71.65
75.25

PL 991/N=35
PL 661/N=20
Sig 881/N=40
Sig 111/N=30
PL 331/N=20
PL 771/N=40
PL 881/N=35
PL 441/N=40
PL 991/N=10
PL 771/N=40
PL 221/N=35
PL 221/N=35
PL 221/N=40
PL 441/N=10
PL 221/N=15
PL 331/N=30
PL 10101/N=40
PL 881/N=40

62.93
44.02
82.23
60.98
76.49
74.72
85.74
81.09
82.16
71.22
79.23
79.72
61.03
53.82
83.35
84.96
71.64
75.23
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Table 3.9:Top three models during forward modelling scenario for training with old datasets

Forward Models
Old
Datasets
Main
dataset
Dataset 1
Dataset 2
Dataset 3
Dataset 4

Model 1

%

Model 2

%

Model 3

%

PL 10101/N=25

55.81 PL 661/N=40

55.76 PL 991/N=25

54.42

PL 881/N=40
BJ 771
PL 10101/N=40
Wav 661

45.61
57.05
94.97
83.15

42.46
50.02
92.84
82.86

37.99
46.78
92.59
82.37

Dataset 5

Wav 661

87.52 PL 10101/N=25

59.24 Wav 771

57.28

Dataset 6
Dataset 7
Dataset 8
Dataset 9
Dataset 10
Dataset 11
Dataset 12
Dataset 13
Dataset 14
Dataset 15
Dataset 16
Dataset 17
Dataset 18

PL 661/N=40
PL 991/N=25
PL 771/N=20
PL 661/N=40
PL 661/N=40
PL 10101/N=25
PL 441/N=40
Wav 661
PL 991/N=25
PL 991/N=25
Sig 661/N=20
Wav 111
PL 10101/N=25

70.44
91.88
99.20
91.84
65.40
67.81
95.71
94.97
79.38
93.31
99.94
94.26
74.94

40.63
55.47
95.96
86.86
42.60
66.22
93.55
50.44
77.90
91.81
99.42
91.17
62.91

PL 661/N=30
PL 10101/N=35
Sig 111/N=10
Wav 661
PL 10101/N=25
BJ 771
PL 221/N=35
PL 661/N=40
PL 881/N=35
BJ 771
Sig 881/N=40
PL 661/N=10
Sig 771/N=35

36.62
48.69
94.69
86.82
42.09
59.41
92.68
39.1
50.43
67.5
99.41
37.69
58.58

Dataset 19

PL 10101/N=25

72.20 BJ 771

71.57 PL 10101/N=35

65.81

PL 881/N=35
PL 10101/N=35
Sig 881/N=20
Wav 771
PL 881/N=35
BJ 771
PL 221/N=35
PL 10101/N=25
PL 881/N=35
PL 661/N=40
Sig 881/N=20
PL 10101/N=25
PL 661/N=40
PL 661/N=40
PL 221/N=30
PL 10101/N=25
PL 881/N=40
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PL 661/N=30
PL 441/N=40
PL 221/N=35
Wav 991

Table 3.10: Top three models during inverse modelling scenario for training with new datasets

Inverse Models
New
Datasets
Exp 1
Exp 2
Exp 3
Exp 4
Exp 5
Exp 6
Exp 7
Exp 8
Exp 9
Exp 10
Exp 11
Exp 12
Exp 13
Exp 14
Exp 15
Exp 16
Exp 17
Exp 18

Model 1

%

Model 2

%

Model 3

%

Wav 10101
Sig 551/N=5
Wav 661
Sig 111/N=30
Wav 221
PL 551/N=20
Sig 991/N=5
Sig 111/N=25
Sig 441/N=40
Sig 111/N=40
Sig 10101/N=30
Sig 10101/N=30
PL 10101/N=40
PL 881/N=5
Sig 111/N=20
Sig 111/N=20
Wav 441
Wav 441

93.95
49.14
96.13
66.75
94.00
80.50
86.80
93.27
87.68
86.02
92.42
93.09
89.96
81.39
85.33
87.12
91.23
94.92

Sig 441/N=20
Sig 661/N=40
Sig 10101/N=40
Sig 111/N=40
Sig 991/N=35
PL 551/N=10
Sig 551/N=10
Sig 991/N=30
Sig 991/N=30
Sig 111/N=25
Sig 10101/N=20
Sig 10101/N=20
Sig 10101/N=35
Sig 441/N=30
Sig 661/N=35
Sig 661/N=35
Sig 221/N=35
Sig 221/N=35

85.91
34.56
94.03
64.58
90.35
78.18
86.79
88.89
83.94
85.78
91.32
91.74
88.11
80.64
83.35
85.27
84.41
87.84

Sig 661/N=35
Sig 991/N=20
Sig 661/N=35
Sig 111/N=20
PL 221/N=15
PL 551/N=15
Sig 551/N=25
PL 221/N=10
Sig 661/N=35
Sig 551/N=5
Sig 441/N=10
Sig 441/N=10
PL 661/N=25
PL 331/N=20
PL 661/N=15
PL 661/N=15
PL771/N=15
PL771/N=15

85.57
32.46
90.22
62.73
78.25
77.72
85.62
86.95
81.96
85.66
91.21
91.87
85.75
79.23
80.74
82.48
78.99
82.65
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Table 3.11: Top three models during inverse modelling scenario for training with old datasets

Inverse Models
Old
Datasets
Main
dataset
Dataset 1

Model 1

%

Model 2

%

Model 3

%

80.23

Wav 881

72.36

Sig 111/N=35

69.53

76.70

PL 551/N=20

75.47

Sig 221/N=25

74.78

64.88

Sig 441/N=20

56.12

PL 661/N=40

55.71

59.79

58.01

PL 991/N=30

57.81

56.48

Sig 991/N=35

50.24

61.15

Sig 441/N=40

56.91

57.79
77.49

Sig 441/N=40
Sig 221/N=25

57.35
76.35

Dataset 3

Sig
10101/N=35
PL 661/N=40
Sig
10101/N=35
Sig 221/N=20

Dataset 4

Sig 111/N=40

77.55

Dataset 5

Sig 111/N=35

63.90

Dataset 6
Dataset 7

Sig 111/N=35
PL 661/N=40
Poly
1D_5_Poles/
Deg = 10
Wav 881
PL 661/N=40
Sig 111/N=40
Poly
1D_5_Poles/
Deg = 10
PL 661/N=40
PL 661/N=40
Wav 441
PL 661/N=40
Wav 881
Sig
10101/N=35

62.17
78.02

Sig 221/N=15
Poly 1D_5_Poles/
Deg = 10
Poly 1D_5_Poles/
Deg = 10
PL 661/N=40
PL 551/N=20

58.26

Sig 441/N=40

53.48

Sig 111/N=35

53.46

73.90
59.62
81.02

Sig 221/N=20
Sig 441/N=20
Sig 111/N=35

60.78
58.95
56.49

Sig 221/N=15
Sig 551/N=25
Wav 441

59.54
57.31
56.40

60.63

Sig 441/N=40

55.43

Sig 441/N=30

54.16

80.81
74.49
88.99
79.11
71.77

PL 551/N=20
PL 551/N=20
Sig 221/N=35
Sig 221/N=25
Sig 441/N=20

80.06
73.31
82.23
76.84
58.87

Sig 221/N=25
Sig 10101/N=35
Sig 551/N=25
Sig 221/N=15
PL 661/N=40

78.95
72.99
77.24
76.23
57.98

72.95

Sig 221/N=20

62.00

PL 991/N=30

60.46

79.98

Sig 991/N=35

52.34

Poly 1D_5_Poles/
Deg = 10

58.27

Dataset 2

Dataset 8
Dataset 9
Dataset 10
Dataset 11
Dataset 12
Dataset 13
Dataset 14
Dataset 15
Dataset 16
Dataset 17
Dataset 18
Dataset 19

Sig 111/N=40

The model exploration was carried out using a script to automate and optimise the whole
process. The scripts were written to automatically output the results into Excel sheets and at
the end of the simulation, an intimation will be sent out through an automated email so that
another dataset could be used for model exploration. This script is provided in Appendix B.
The exploration revealed 44 different models for the Forward modelling scenario and 42
different models for the Inverse modelling scenario. These models were found by noting the
top three models for each dataset. To validate and choose the overall top three models, all 86
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models (44 forward and 42 inverse) were tested on the 12 datasets retained for this purpose.
The top three generic models (based on the average fit for all the 12 test datasets) were then
recommended to best capture the relationship between the light as stimulus and plant
electrical signal response. The average results of all the models which were tested on the 12
separate datasets retained are given in Table 3.12 and Table 3.13.
From these tables, it is noted that Piecewise Linear (PL) for forward and Sigmoid Network
(Sig) for inverse modelling scenarios, were the best structures found. The average fits and the
models are given in Table 3.14 for reference. These average fits are found to be much better
than those obtained during the first exploration.
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Table 3.12: Evaluation of top 44 models during forward modelling scenario, on 12 test datasets
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Table 3.13: Evaluation of top 42 models during inverse modelling scenario, on 12 test datasets
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Table 3.14: Top three models found after evaluating 12 held out test datasets

Forward modelling
scenario

Inverse modelling
scenario

Models

Avg. fit %

Models

Avg. fit %

PL 331/N=35

73.42

Sigmoid 441/N=30

73.73

PL 771/N=20

73.33

Sigmoid 991/N=5

69.00

PL 661/N=35

73.17

Sigmoid 991/N=20

68.24

Thus, it can be said that the top three models reported in Table 3.14 for both forward and
inverse modelling scenarios provide the best and reliable results for plant electrical signal
response to light. Hence a mathematical relationship has been established between stimuli
and plant electrical response in the form of modelling.

3.9 Summary
By using the electrical response data of 20 plants to incident light stimulus (three different
species, Laurus nobilis, Zamioculcas zamiifolia, and Cucumis sativus), the rising and falling
edges of the light were predicted within a forward and inverse modelling dynamical system
framework. The best prediction for detecting the instants of turning on/off and peak intensity
of light was obtained by a set of NLHW models over linear and NLARX models. NLARX
produced negative percentage fits consistently and hence have been ignored. The top three
NLHW model settings, which showed reasonable prediction ability for the main dataset, were
tried on 19 other datasets. The results showed the top three model settings produced 39-43%
fit during inverse modelling and 55-59% fit for forward modelling scenarios. Only a few
datasets were found to have fit of around 60% and above, and the models performed poorly
on the remaining datasets. This was as expected as the models were found from one main
dataset and tried on 19 others.
The electrical response of these 19 other plants were different from the response of the Bay
leaf plant (main dataset) which was used to train the models. Hence new experiments with
Chrysanthemum plants were conducted with light pulses as stimuli, and 30 new datasets were
added. This new data showed consistent and repeatable trends. Thus combining 20 old and 30
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new datasets, provided 50 datasets for exploration of the models and independently validating
them. Of the 50, 12 datasets were set aside for validating the top three models resulting from
the best fits on the 38 datasets used.
It was found that the average fit percentage increased drastically to around 73% (models
found from 38 datasets and tested on 12 datasets). The significance of using more data from
multiple species of plant overrules any species bias and so it can be said that the final models
are generic. As with any data analysis exploration, the more data are available, the better the
results and the analysis. Although the results presented in this chapter are based on 50
datasets, there is the possibility of adding more species for further experimental data
collection and exploration of the models. The addition of independent test data makes the
models much more generic. Also as a first study, the goal of establishing a mathematical
relationship has been achieved.
This method of system modelling, based on the system identification approach, can be further
explored by using plant electrical response data to determine a variety of stimuli such as
introduction of gas or chemicals to the soil, thus paving the way towards conceptualizing
plant-based environmental biosensors. Although the system identification technique was
employed as a first step to determine whether there was enough information contained within
the plant electrical signals about the applied light stimulus within the model constraints (e.g.
ignoring temperature and humidity, limited variation of parameters such as input-output units
and poles-zeroes), in future the model constraints could be changed such as expanding the
number of poles and zeros in separate orders (keeping in mind that poles

≥ zeros for realizing

proper transfer functions). In fact, all the constraints mentioned in Table 3.1 could be
changed. This work will provide a solid foundation for future work on plant electrical signals
using system identification techniques to explore the on-off times and amplitudes of other
stimulus types.
The black-box modelling may not be suitable if the goal is to interpret the stimulus type (from
multiple categories) and that too from a short segment of the electrical signal response of the
plants. The necessity for analysing a short segment of the electrical signal response is for
conceptualising an environmental sensor (based on the plant electrical signal response) which
will have a very short decision time to predict which stimuli affected the plant. Not knowing
when the stimuli affect the plants, any segment from the response should be able to give an
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indication of the stimuli. However, as a first exploration, the goal of showing the possibility
of establishing a forward as well as an inverse relationship between the light as a basic
stimulus and the plant electrical signal response in terms of fit and on/off times has been
achieved. Now the focus shifts to more complex stimuli and analyse whether those stimuli
can successfully be mapped to the plant electrical signals.
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4 Exploring Strategies for Classification of External
Stimuli Using Statistical Features of the Plant
Electrical Response
4.1 Introduction
To achieve the goal of using plants as biosensors, capable of detecting which external
stimulus is affecting them, the requirement is to develop a methodology by which it is
possible to detect multiple environmental stimuli from the electrical response of the plants.
One approach seemed to be a supervised learning methodology where certain features,
extracted from the raw plant electrical signals, may be used to build classification models.
The work so far worked has been on light, essential for the optimal growth of plants. This
stimulus is important especially in the case of precision agriculture and greenhouse irrigation.
From the ability of a plant to sense its natural environment, the exploration should address
whether a unique response is being provided by the plant that can be extracted by standard
measurement techniques. Such a response should be processed and give meaningful results,
providing clues about the stimulus to which the plant was exposed. This requirement is the
focus of this chapter, where plants were exposed to more complex stimulus, under laboratory
conditions, to extract their electrical signal responses. These responses were then analysed to
see if the stimulus can be identified from them.
System Identification techniques enabled the time of application of the stimulus as well as its
amplitude to be found. In this chapter, methods are employed which help identify the type of
stimulus. This provides two options for extracting information from plant electrical signal
response: finding the time and amplitude of the stimulus (established using basic light pulse
as stimulus), and identifying the type of stimulus.
This chapter extends the experiments to four different stimuli: Sodium Chloride (NaCl in two
different quantities – 5 ml and 10 ml), Sulphuric Acid (H2SO4), and Ozone (O3), which were
applied to different plants in a laboratory setting to generate the plant electrical signal
response. It also explores whether the short duration of the electrical signal could help detect
the type of external stimulus. To achieve this, 11 statistical features were explored, which
were computed from the raw, non-stationary, signal time series, to predict the stimulus
applied by using classification algorithms in six classification settings. To achieve this, four
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different discriminant analysis based algorithms and one minimum distance based algorithm
were explored, which successfully established that there is enough information in the raw
electrical signal to detect the type of stimulus, i.e. classify it. The aim was also to identify
which features and which classification algorithm provided the best results for the available
data. As an initial exploration using the classification methodology, univariate and bivariate
feature explorations were carried out.
Although there have been some recent attempts on signal processing, feature extraction and
statistical analysis using plant electrical responses [110], [112]–[116], [141], there has been
no attempt to associate features extracted with different external stimuli. As far as is known,
no work has been carried out to detect the type of external stimulus, and thus this exploration
is the first of its kind.
The methodology of classification of stimulus type (also referred to as class) from the plant
electrical signal was based on three fundamental parameters:
•

Plant electrical signal pre-processing

•

Feature extraction

•

Classification

First, a trained model was obtained using a set of data (i.e. a set of feature values) and then
the model was tested on another set of data (i.e. a separate set of feature values) to validate it,
as shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Methodology for classification of stimulus from plant electrical signal response

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 provides details of the
experimental data collection. Section 4.3 discusses the signal processing steps carried out on
the data collected. Section 4.4 provides information about the features extracted. The method
for ranking of the features (in binary classification settings) is discussed in Section 4.5. The
methodology behind the classifiers is discussed in Section 4.6, while Section 4.7 discusses
the results.
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4.2 Experimental data collection
Four sets of experiments were conducted with H2SO4, NaCl (5 ml) and NaCl (10 ml) each as
the stimulus, and eight sets of experiments were conducted with O3 as the stimulus. Table 4.1
gives the details of the experiments conducted and resulting blocks of data collected. The data
blocks were obtained after dividing the entire signal into blocks of 1000 samples.
Table 4.1: Different stimulus, plants species and number of data-blocks obtained

Number of data-blocks
(each block containing
1000 samples)

Plant species
used

Concentration
and application

Ozone (O3)

Tomato/Cucumber

16 ppm for a minute,
every 2 hours

1881

Sulphuric acid
(H2SO4)

Tomato

5 ml of H2SO4 0.05 M
in the soil once

496

Sodium Chloride
(NaCl) – 5 ml

Tomato

5 ml of NaCl 3 M
in the soil once

812

Sodium Chloride
(NaCl) – 10 ml

Tomato

10 ml of NaCl 3 M
in the soil once

612

Stimulus

For experiments with NaCl and H2SO4, four different tomato plants (similar age, growing
conditions and heights) were used, each plant being exposed to the stimulus only once. Thus
for 12 experiments (i.e. four experiments for each of the three stimuli), 12 tomato plants were
used. For O3 as the stimulus, six cucumber plants and two tomato plants were used for 8
experiments, each plant being subjected to only one experiment (but involving multiple
applications of the stimulus).
Three stainless steel needle electrodes were used for each plant, one at the base for reference,
one in the middle and the other at the top of the stem as shown in Figure 4.2. The electrodes
from Bionen s.a.s. were 0.35 mm in diameter and 15 mm long, similar to those used in EMG,
and were inserted around 5-7 mm into the plant stem so that the sensitive active part of the
electrodes (2 mm) was in contact with the plant cells [148]. The electrodes were connected to
the amplifier-Data Acquisition (DAQ) system in the same way as previously (see Section 0)
[148]. The plants were then enclosed in a plastic transparent box with proper openings to
allow the presence of cables and inlet/outlet tubes, and exposed to artificial light conditions
(LED lights responding to plant’s photosynthetic needs, mimicking a day/night cycle of 12
hours each). Each experiment was conducted in a dark room to avoid any external light
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interference. The whole setup was then placed inside a Faraday cage to limit the effect of
electromagnetic interference, as shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Experimental setup showing a tomato plant inside a plastic transparent box, kept inside a Faraday
cage. The placement of the electrodes on the stem is also shown.

After the insertion of the electrodes into the plant, a waiting period of about 45 minutes was
allowed for the plant to recover before starting the stimulation. Electrical signals acquired by
the electrodes were provided as input to a 2-channel high impedance (1015 Ω) electrometer
(DUO 773, WPI, USA) while data recording was carried out through the 4-Channel DAQ
(LabTrax, WPI) and its dedicated software, LabScribe (WPI) [149].
The sampling frequency was set to 10 samples a second for all the recordings (as it was
deemed sufficient to capture the electrophysiological response of the plants appropriately).
For the treatments with liquids, i.e. H2SO4 (5 ml, 0.05 M) or NaCl (5 or 10 ml of 3 M
solution), a syringe was placed outside the Faraday cage and connected to a silicone tube
inserted into the plant soil. This was used to inject the solution, as shown in Figure 4.3(a). O3,
produced by a commercial ozone generator (mod. STERIL, OZONIS, Italy) [150], was
injected into the box through a silicone tube (1 minute spray every 2 hours, 16 ppm), while a
second outlet tube withdrew the O3 from the box into the chemical hood, as shown in Figure
4.3(b). The concentration of O3 inside the box was monitored using a suitable sensor.
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Figure 4.3: Tube system for introducing pollutants into the box

4.3 Pre-processing the entire signal
The raw plant electrical signal response, obtained from various experiments, were processed
in order to
•

Increase the number of data to train the classifiers with, for obtaining a robust
classification model [151]

•

Transform the increased data from non-stationary to stationary signals, so that each
data point can be considered as independent and identically distributed (IID)

These pre-processing steps are described briefly below.

4.3.1 Increasing the number of data through segmentation - Resampling
method
Each dataset was obtained after one (for H2SO4, NaCl 5 ml and NaCl 10 ml) or multiple (for
O3) applications of that particular stimulus. This is illustrated in Figure 4.4 where the
application of the stimulus is marked by a vertical dotted line with the post-stimulus part of
the time series on the right side and the background or pre-stimulus part indicated on the left
side of this line. Multiple applications of the O3 stimulus is shown by multiple markers.
In general, there were sudden spikes in the signal after the application of H2SO4 and O3 as
stimuli. However, for the NaCl 5 ml and 10 ml stimuli, the changes in the electrical signal
response were relatively slow. These characteristics were observed for most of the datasets
used in this work. Thereafter, for each experiment, the data was divided into a post-stimulus
part and a pre-stimulus part for each experiment. Each of the pre- and post-stimulus parts
were appropriately labelled to identify the experiment and channel number (each experiment
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had two channels, see Section 4.2). Where multiple O3 stimuli were applied, the data was
divided so that the signal duration between consecutive applications of the stimulus is
considered a separate post-stimulus response (a possibility existed that subsequent response
due to O3 may have included signatures of the previous application of the O3. This was
ignored in this work). The result was several post- and pre-stimuli datasets for all four
stimuli. Next, each of these datasets was segmented into blocks of fixed window length of
1000 samples (100 seconds), which is shown in Figure 4.4.
The reason for exploring the possibility of classifying stimuli from a small segment of plant’s
electrical signal response, was an environmental sensor should be able to capture a small
segment of data from any part of an incoming stream of signals and be able to classify the
stimuli successfully.

Figure 4.4: (Top) The vertical dotted lines mark the application time of the four stimuli.
(Bottom) Separating the plant electrical signal into background and post-stimulus
parts and then dividing them into smaller blocks of 1000 samples (dashed circles).
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The segmentation methodology, which is a part of resampling methods proposed in standard
machine learning literature [135] has been used for some time [152]–[159] to analyse various
time-series. This method, especially used to analyse ECG and EEG signals, are an important
topic for processing temporal information contained within a long, and often highdimensioned, series. Several segmentation procedures have been developed, which compare
the characteristics of segments of time with the whole time series on which the segmentation
is carried out. The resulting segmented series are then used for analysis based on statistical
methods, clustering, decision tree, etc. Depending on the purpose, the time series can be
analysed at the level of individual segments, the number of segments, or as the entire series.
By creating internally homogeneous segments of the time series, it is also possible to identify
significant changes in the behaviour of the series, the change-points, and other temporal
information [160].
Usually, the process of segmenting a time series is as follows:
•

Some known data behaviour is observed that defines precisely the time duration of
each segment.

•

Thereafter, a detailed analysis is carried out on these segments for classification,
assessment and/or prediction of behaviour of the observations.

The same segmentation technique is applied in this analysis due to shortage of data available
for carrying out classification. However, as classification using plant electrical signals has
never been attempted before, it was not known which part of the plant electrical signal
response contained the embedded information about the applied stimuli. Hence the entire
response was segmented into blocks of fixed window length. Through this, we adopted the
hypothesis that there is enough information about the applied external stimulus within any
block of 1000 samples (or 100 seconds) from the entire time series data.
Although segmentation method is widely used as a part of resampling method, the drawback
of this resampling approach is that it considers the data in each segment as being independent
and identically distributed (IID) and considers correlation only within the segment [135].
More specifically, dividing long time series signals (with fewer independent realisations) into
smaller segments ignores the correlation lost between successive segments. This is often a
valid assumption for practical time series classification problems if the goal is to detect the
cause of the time series by looking at a small portion of the signal [135]. In the next section,
the steps taken to remove the correlation between the segments is described.
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4.3.2 Transforming non-stationary data to IID sample
The plant electrical signal is a typical non-stationary biological signal [47] which needs to be
transformed into stationary signal so that any segments from this signal can be considered as
IID samples for training the classifier [135]. This is carried out so that there are more number
of data to carry classification. Two approaches could be taken for pre-processing the plant
electrical signals to transform them from non-stationary to stationary signals.
These steps are given below [135]:
•

When using raw signals – use segmentation method to divide the entire signal into
segments of fixed window lengths. Thereafter use these segments from both pre- and
post-stimulus parts of the signals, for feature extraction. The mean of each feature is then
calculated from the pre-stimuli parts and this mean was subtracted from the
corresponding feature of the post-stimulus parts. This ensured that the resultant prestimulus mean subtracted features of the post-stimulus parts, reflected only the change in
the statistical parameters due the introduction of the stimulus. Hence any bias due to the
difference in pre-stimulus starting points was diminished (more details about the
background subtraction method is provided in 4.7.2).

•

Explore optimum filtering criteria for the plant electrical signals (see Chapter 5) and use
this to filter the entire raw electrical signal. Thereafter, use the segmentation method on
the filtered signals to get individual blocks which could be used extracting features for
training the classifiers.

By using these two methods, each of the epochs/segments/blocks were assumed to be IID
samples belonging to the same class as the entire time series. In this chapter, the first method
was employed as a first exploration to validate the hypothesis that a small segment of raw
plant electrical signal contains sufficient information about the type of the stimulus to
provide a good classification accuracy.
A successful classification of the stimuli type from the features of such a small signal block
would enable a fast decision time if and when implemented as a sensor in a natural
environment, because a smaller buffer-size is needed compared with the whole length of the
signal acquisition, making it easier for possible online implementation. Since this is the first
exploration of its kind, the choice of 1000 samples was made, to enable sufficiently good
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classification accuracy to be obtained. However, there is scope for further exploration of an
optimum window length to classify the stimuli which was explored in Chapter 5. The
classifier was trained using only the blocks of samples belonging to the post-stimulus part of
the plant signal.
The stimuli-induced plant signals contain both deterministic and random dynamics, i.e. local
and global variations in amplitudes and values of different statistical measures (for different
data segment lengths) [47], [54], [82], [108], [161].

4.4 Extracting statistical features from segmented time series
11 features were explored, which are predominantly used in the analysis of other biological
signals [162]. Different descriptive statistical features were calculated, such as mean (μ),
variance (σ2), skewness (γ), kurtosis (β) as given in (4.1) and Interquartile range (IQR = Q3 –
Q1, i.e. the difference between the 1st and 3rd Quartile).
µ = E [ xi ] , σ 2 = E [ xi − µ ] , γ = E  ( xi − µ ) σ  , β = E  ( xi − µ ) σ 
3

2

4

(4.1)

In the calculation of these four basic moments, xi is the segmented raw electrical signals
(each segment containing 1000 samples) and E[.] is the mathematical expectation operator.
Apart from these five, the remaining six features taken were – Hjorth mobility, Hjorth
complexity, detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA), Hurst exponent, wavelet packet entropy,
and average spectral power, which are briefly described below.

4.4.1 Hjorth’s parameters
The Hjorth mobility and complexity, described in [163]–[165], quantify a signal from its
mean slope and curvature by using the variances of the deflection of the curve and the
variances of their first and second derivatives.
As shown in Figure 4.5, let the signal (depicted by measurement of amplitudes at discrete
time intervals) be

a with

an

being the amplitude value at time

t n . The measure of the

complexity of the signal is based on the second moments in the time domain of the signal,
and the signal’s first and second derivatives.
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Figure 4.5: Identifying variations in slope and curvature of a signal [163]

The finite differences of the signal or time derivatives can be seen in (4.2).

dn = an′ = an − an−1 , where n = 1,2,⋯, ( N ) , and
dn′ = dn − dn−1 , where n = 1,2,⋯, ( N )

(4.2)

The variances are then computed as following [163].



1 N


σ a2 = ∑ an2
N n =1



N

1
2
2
d
(
)
 σd =

n
(N) ∑
n =1



N

1
2
2
σ dd
=
d
−
d
( n n−1 ) 
(N) ∑


n =1

(4.3)

These variances are used to calculate the Hjorth mobility (mH ) and the Hjorth complexity
(cH) [163]–[165] as shown in (4.4).
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σd


 mH = σ

a



2
2 
c = σ dd − σ d 
 H
σ d2 σ a2 


(4.4)

4.4.2 Detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA)
DFA has been introduced for identifying long range correlations in non-stationary time series
data. By using a scaling exponent (α), one can describe the significant autocorrelation
properties of signals with a provision of capturing the non-stationary behaviour as well [166],
[167]. The different values of α represent certain auto-correlation properties of the signal
[166], [167]. For a value of less than 0.5, the signal is described as anti-correlated. A value of
exactly 0.5 indicates an uncorrelated (white noise) signal, whereas a value greater than 0.5
indicates positive autocorrelation in the signal. When α = 1, the signal is defined to be 1 f
(pink) noise and a value of 1.5 indicates the signal to be random walk or Brownian noise
[166], [167].

4.4.3 Hurst exponent
The Hurst exponent (H) is a dimensionless estimator similar to DFA, and is used as a
measure of the long term memory of a time series data xi [168], [169]. The value of the Hurst
exponent lies between 0 and 1, with a value between 0 and 0.5 indicating anti-persistent
behaviour. This denotes that a decrease in the value of an element will be followed by an
increase and vice versa. This characteristic is also known as mean reversion, which is
explained as the tendency of future values to return to the longer term mean value. The mean
reversion phenomenon gets stronger for a series with exponent value closer to zero [168],
[169]. When the value is close to 0.5, a random walk (e.g. a Brownian time series) is
indicated. In such a time series, there is no correlation between any element and predictability
of future elements is difficult [168], [169]. Lastly, when the value of the exponent is between
0.5 and 1, the time series exhibits persistent behaviour. This means the series has a trend or
there is a significant autocorrelation in the signal. The closer the exponent value gets towards
unity, the stronger the trend is for the time series [168], [169].
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4.4.4 Wavelet entropy
A time series may be represented in frequency and/or time-frequency domains by
decomposing the signal in terms of basis functions, such as harmonic functions (as in Fourier
analysis), or wavelet basis functions (with consideration for non-stationary behaviour). Given
such a decomposition, it is possible to consider the distribution of the expansion coefficients
in this basis pace. Quantification of the degree of variability of the signal could be done using
the entropy measure, where high values indicate less ordered distributions. The wavelet
packet transform based entropy (Wentropy or WE) measures the degree of disorder (or order)
in a signal [170]–[172]. A very ordered underlying process of a dynamical system may be
visualized as a periodic single frequency signal (with a narrow band spectrum). The wavelet
transformation of such a signal will now be resolved in one unique level with value near 1, all
other relative wavelet energies being minimal (almost zero) [170]–[172].
On the other hand, a disordered system represented by a random signal will portray
significant wavelet energies on all frequency bands. The wavelet (Shannon) entropy gives an
estimate of the measure of information of the probability distributions. This is calculated by
converting the squared absolute values of the wavelet coefficients

si of the ith wavelet

decomposition level, as shown in (4.5).

( )

WE = −∑ si2 log si2

(4.5)

i

4.4.5 Average spectral power
The average spectral power ( P ) is the measure of the variance of signal power, distributed
across various frequencies [173]. It is given by the integral of the power spectral density

( )

jω
(PSD) curve X e

2

of the signal x( t ) within a chosen frequency band of interest (bounded

by the low and high frequency ωl, ωh respectively) as shown in (4.6)
P=∫

ωh

ωl

2

X ( e jω ) d ω

(4.6)

The features mean, variance, skewness, kurtosis, IQR, Hjorth’s parameters, DFA and Hurst
exponent, were computed using the MATS toolbox [162], whereas wavelet-entropy and
average spectral power were computed using scripts written in MATLAB.
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4.4.6 Normalization of features
The 11 features which were extracted from the electrical signal response of the plants (blocks
of 1000 samples) were normalized using the formula in (4.7) so that the feature values lie
within a minimum {0} and a maximum {1} in order to avoid any unnecessary emphasis of
some of the features on the classifier weights due to their larger magnitude than the others.

xɶ = ( x − xmin ) ( xmax − xmin )
Here, xɶ is the normalized feature value, xis the original feature value,

(4.7)

xmax and xmin are the

maximum and minimum values of the feature vector respectively.

4.5 Ranking of features – Fisher ratio
Since there were 11 features altogether, it was essential to find out which features gave the
best separation between two different stimuli. For this reason, a criterion called Fisher
discriminant ratio (FDR), which is the ratio between the means and the standard deviation of
the features of the two classes A and B, were used. This is given by the following equation

FDR =

( µ A − µB )

(σ

2
A

2

+ σ B2

)

(4.8)

Based on FDR, higher ranking will be assigned to those features which have higher
difference in the mean values and small standard deviation, implying compact distantly
located clusters. The higher the value of the Fisher ratio for a feature, the better that feature is
in quantifying the separation between the two classes involved.
The mean and variances in this case should not be confused with those of the raw signal in
(4.1). Because multiple stimuli are used in this work, the FDR based feature ranking is
applied to each of the stimulus pairs.

4.6 Theoretical background of discriminant analysis based
classification techniques
The next step was to use the extracted features to actually distinguish between the stimuli,
using some form of decision-making algorithm. Such an algorithm should be able to find a
recognizable pattern amongst the features for a particular stimulus and therefore be able to
differentiate between different patterns, i.e. for different stimulus. This problem of identifying
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the similar and dissimilar patterns is a part of pattern recognition/machine learning or
classification theory [174]. In a typical m-class classifier problem, the need is to identify the
class of an unknown sample that could be achieved by a well-trained classifier.

Figure 4.6: Example of a training dataset containing feature values for two classes: A and B

A classifier is basically an algorithm, which is developed using certain mathematical rules,
and used on training data sets containing features extracted from different classes (here, the
features were extracted from segmented signals) as shown in Figure 4.6. Although the class
labels in Figure 4.6 are shown as A and B for there, they are usually numeric. The feature
values are also referred to as predictors or independent variables. The training data sets
provide an insight into how future data from a particular class might look. Usually, if the
training data for a particular class is widely varied (i.e. there are enough data points from
each class), the better trained and generalized will be the classifier algorithm for observations
for that particular class [151], [175]. In principle, a classification approach consists of two
steps as follows.
1) Training, where the class labels (different classes, identified by different class labels,
here representing different stimuli) of a certain portion of the known (training)
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datasets is used to create a model which maps the class labels to the feature vectors
belonging to that class.
2) Testing, where the trained model thus obtained is used to predict the class labels for a
group of unknown feature vectors (test dataset). The test dataset is not used for
creating the model and is set aside separately for testing the already created model.
However, the class labels in the test dataset are known to the user so that the model
prediction can be validated against the known labels for ascertaining the model
accuracy. The testing could either be done using different cross-validation schemes or
on an independent dataset or a combination of both. Once it is found that the testing
phase is successful using the trained model, the algorithm (and the trained model) can
be used to identify which class an unknown data belongs to.

4.6.1 Choice of classifiers
A variety of algorithms can be used to determine how accurately classification identifies the
four different stimuli. Four discriminant analysis based and minimum distance based
classification methodologies were chosen for their simplicity. In cases where the class
distinction is easily achievable, discriminant analysis classifiers such as Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA) could be effective. Where such distinctions are not straightforward, nonlinear
classifiers such as kernel-based techniques like support vector machine (SVM), which are
relatively complex, can be applied.
A discriminant is a function which maps an output class label to an input variable. A
discriminant function which is linear in the input variables is termed as linear discriminant
function [151], [175], [176]. The aim of discriminant analysis is to reduce the dimensionality
of the input feature space and project an n-dimensional input data (for n features) to a single
dimensional space/line. However, not all projections will optimally separate the different
classes. Fisher’s linear discriminant analysis is used to find the optimal direction of the
projected space/line which separates all the classes optimally. For a two class problem, this is
shown in Figure 4.7 [151], [175], [176].
The figure clearly shows that the separation of the two classes is well defined in projection
Wa (the red line) but not on projection Wb (the blue line). It can be inferred that the direction
in which the variance of the classes is minimal, is the optimal direction for projection (as it
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avoids overlapping of the projected clusters). The method for computing the optimal
projection is discussed in Section 4.6.3.
The choice of a classifier (discriminant or complex kernelized SVM) may sometimes be
determined by looking at the distribution plot of the features of the two groups. If the
distribution plots show two well-separated means, a simple linear or other discriminant
analysis based classifiers should be able to classify the data sufficiently.

Figure 4.7: Projection of two classes (Class A and Class B) in a 2-dimensional feature space

Figure 4.8 gives an example of this, where the distribution of two different observations is
shown (i.e. two different classes, created using random numbers) with means close to each
other ( µ1 = 2.3 and

µ2=2.5) with standard deviations of σ

1,2

= 0.1.

Observe that the distributions

are not clearly separated. By contrast, in Figure 4.9 (a) shows two distribution plots, with
means at

µ1 =2.3

and

µ2=5

with standard deviations of σ1,2 = 0.1, with a clear separation

between the distributions. Figure 4.9 (b) shows two such clearly separable distributions,
represented as a 2D scatter plot, where each axis represents a feature.
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Figure 4.8: Histogram plots of two different distributions with means close to each other

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.9: (a) Histogram plots of two different distributions with means well separated from each other; (b)
Scatter plot showing two classes in 2 dimensional feature spaces

Figure 4.9 (b) shows that if the data is well separated, it is easier to draw a straight boundary
line between the two. In such cases, a discriminant analysis based classifier is usually a
sensible option. In cases where the distributions are not easily separable, nonlinear classifiers,
which can draw nonlinear boundaries between the groups, is the correct option to use.
Unnecessarily involving a complex nonlinear classification technique often gives high
classification accuracy on the training dataset, but is prone to over-fitting. The present work
focused on four different discriminant analysis classifiers and one distance based classifier
(Mahalanobis distance), using MATLAB for training on the datasets available.
Different discriminant analysis classifiers were used because of their simplicity, to see the
characteristic changes traced in the features due to the stimuli. Two approaches could be
taken in classification: 1) choice of meaningful statistical features followed by simple
classifier, 2) simple features followed by a complex classifier. The former option is preferable
in the current work since it may help in understanding the changes in statistical behaviour of
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the signal which might be indicative of some consistent modification of the underlying
biological process. Also, since this exploration was the first of its kind, a decision was made
to use simple classifiers initially.

4.6.2 Cross Validation
Cross validation schemes are often employed to avoid the introduction of any possible bias
from the training dataset and to enhance the generalization capability of the classifier [175].
This work used the leave one out cross validation (LOOCV) scheme where, if there are N
data-points, then N–1 samples are used for training the classifier and the remaining sample is
used to test the trained model. Thereafter, the single test sample will be included in the next
training set, and again a new sample from the previous training set will be set aside as the
new test data. This loop will repeat N times, till all the samples have been tested and the
average classification accuracy for all the N instances has been calculated. The final result is
the average of all the N runs ensuring that data belonging to all classes (i.e. all class labels)
are well shuffled and the best average estimate of the final classifier accuracy is obtained
[175]. The advantage of LOOCV over other N-fold cross-validation schemes is that the
introduction of undesired class bias is minimal.

4.6.3 Binary Classification – two classes A & B
When two classes need to be identified, the class means could be either close to each other
(Figure 4.8) or well separated from each other (Figure 4.9). In either case the spread of the
data (variance) plays a crucial role in separating the two classes.
Figure 4.9 shows an ideal case of binary class separation, where the straight line (b) is the
decision boundary that separates the two classes. This is also seen in Figure 4.7, where the
decision boundary is seen to be orthogonal to the optimal plane of projection (of single
dimension, with maximal separability for the two classes), denoted by Wa. The Wa,
corresponding to the direction of optimal separation of the two classes, is determined by
maximizing the ratio of the difference of the means of the two classes and the sum of the
class variances. Once the optimal projection has been obtained (through training the
classifier), some kind of threshold on this projection can be set which will help assign a new
observation to one of the two classes by the inner product of the weight vector Wa
(representing the optimal projection) and the new observation. By the term new observation,
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is denoted the n-dimensional feature vector fi extracted from the new observation (i.e. from a
new block of 1000 samples of the plant electrical signal) belonging to class i (say, O3).
y = (Wa ) f i
T

(4.9)

From the linear combination of the features (components) from the new observation, comes
the scalar dot product shown in equation (4.9). T can be set as some threshold value (usually
the midpoint of two class labels), so that if y ≥ T , then i = A , else i = B , where A, B are the
two classes we are trying to classify [151], [175], [176].
Thus, the dimensionality of the observation is being reduced from n-dimensions to a single
dimension by merely projecting it onto a line, through linear combinations.
The line of projection with maximal separation between the two classes can be found by
looking at the mean of each class. The mean vector of each class can be written in generic
form as

µi =

1
Ni

where

∑f

(4.10)

i

xi ∈i

f i is an n-dimensional feature matrix belonging to class i (i.e. Class A or Class B in the

binary class scenario), with total Ni components.
Also, the mean of the class on the projected line is given by (4.11) [151], [175], [176]:
 1
 Ni

µɶ i = Wa T 

∑

f i ∈i


f i  = Wa T µ i


(4.11)

Here µɶi is the projection of µi . Thereafter, the difference between the means of the two
projected classes can be used, shown in (4.12), as the objective function to be maximised.

µɶ i = A − µɶ i = B = Wa ( µ i = A − µ i = B )

(4.12)

However, referring back to Figure 4.9 (a), notice that the optimal separability also depends on
the standard deviation of each class. Thus the solution given by Fisher is to maximize the
ratio of the distance between the two class means and the within-class variation. This
variation, on the projected line y, is referred to as scatter and is given for each class as
follows [151], [175], [176]:
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sɶi 2 = ∑ ( y − µɶ i )

2

(4.13)

y∈i

Thus, the objective function to be maximized, in order to get a good separation between the
two classes, is J (Wa ) and is given by (4.14) [151], [175], [176]
µɶ A − µɶ B

J (Wa ) =

2

(4.14)

sɶ A 2 + sɶB 2

Here, sɶA + sɶB is defined as the total within class scatter for the two classes i = A, B
2

2

Equation (4.15) can be modified into [151], [175], [176]
sɶ i2 =

∑ (W a

T

fi − W aT µ i

)

2

(4.15)

or
sɶi2 = ∑ Wa T ( fi − µi )( f i − µi ) Wa
T

(4.16)

or

sɶi 2 = WaT SWa
i

(4.17)

Here, Si is defined as the covariance matrix. Thus, for the two classes, we get

sɶ2A + sɶB2 = WaT SWWa
where

(4.18)

is the within-class scatter matrix of the projected samples of both the classes [151],

SW

[175], [176].
Similarly, the difference of the means in the projected line is expressed in terms of the
differences of the means in the original feature space as follows [151], [175], [176]:

( µɶ A − µɶ B )

2

(

= WaT µ A − WaT µ B

)

2

= W a T ( µ A − µ B )( µ A − µ B ) W a
T

(4.19)

or

( µɶ A − µɶ B )

2

= WaT S BWa

(4.20)
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The term SB is called the between-class scatter matrix of the original feature vector [151],
[175], [176].
Hence, the Fisher criteria can be expressed by within-class and between-class scatter matrix
as follows [151], [175], [176]:
J (Wa ) =

WaT S BWa
Wa T SW Wa

(4.21)

Since the aim is to maximize the function J (W a ) given in (4.22), we can solve the
generalized eigenvalue problem [151], [175], [176]:

SW −1SBWa = λWa

(4.22)

where λ is the eigenvalue (a constant). The eigenvectors corresponding to the largest
eigenvalues constitute the projection where the separability of the two classes is maximised.
Thus Fisher’s linear discriminant, which is the optimal direction of projection on to a one
dimensional hyperplane for maximal separation of two classes, has been found [151], [175],
[176].
4.6.3.1 Linear discriminant analysis classifier
The linear discriminant analysis (LDA) algorithm, takes an input feature vector F and
assigns it to one of the classes (binary in this work). The output of an LDA is given by (4.23)
[151], [175], [176].
M

y = ∑ wjT f j + b

(4.23)

j =1

Here, wj are the components of the weight vector Wa (optimal projection) and f j are the
components of the M-dimensional feature vector F. b is the bias/offset which determines the
location of the class-separating hyperplane. The weight vector Wa determines the orientation
of the hyperplane. Thus, a real number y is given as a linear combination of all the input
features and their corresponding weights. This real number y reflects the observation in
reduced (single) dimensions. The LDA classifier performs well when the data is linearly
separable. Where the data is not linearly separable, more complex decision boundaries may
be required to separate the data [151], [175], [176]. For LDA, the covariance matrix is
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assumed to be identical for all classes and hence only one covariance matrix is estimated
(pooled) for all classes [151], [175], [176].
4.6.3.2 Quadratic discriminant analysis classifier
The linear discriminant function can be extended to include the products of pairs of
components of the features (variables) and (4.23) can be extended to (4.24) [151], [175],
[176].
M

M

M

j =1

j =1 k =1

y = ∑ wj x j + ∑∑ wjk x j xk + b

(4.24)

Therefore, the additional M ( M + 1 ) terms in the quadratic discriminant function in (4.24)
2

allow more complex decision boundaries to be drawn between the classes [151], [175], [177].
For QDA, it is assumed that the covariance matrix is separate for each class and hence
estimated separately [151], [175], [176].
4.6.3.3 Diaglinear and Diagquadratic classifiers
Diaglinear and Diagquadratic classifiers, also known as Naïve Bayes method, is based on the
assumption that the features (variables) are independent, thus ignoring any information
sharing between the features. That is why the non-diagonal elements in the covariance matrix
for the linear and the quadratic form (given by (4.23) and (4.24)), are presumed zero and only
the diagonal elements are taken into account [151], [175], [177].
4.6.3.4 Mahalanobis distance classifier
Instead of the usual Euclidean distance, when variances are different in different directions
the Mahalanobis distance is a common measure between two points (usually a point and the
mean of the multivariate data). The Mahalanobis distance classifier is used to classify a point
based on the least distance between the point and the class mean [151], [175], [177].
The Mahalanobis distance between a feature vector F and the mean vector mi, of a class
i ∈ A, B is given in (4.25) and explained briefly below [151], [175], [176]:

ri =

( F − mi )

T

⋅∑−1 ⋅( F − mi )

The estimate of the covariance matrix is denoted by ∑ . If

(4.25)

rA > rB , then the feature vector

belongs to class B, else it belongs to class A. In a 2D space (e.g. when two features are
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chosen), the region of constant Mahalanobis distance forms an ellipse. For spaces higher than
2D, ellipsoid or hyperellipsoids are formed. The Mahalanobis distance of 1 unit corresponds
to 1 standard deviation along all primary axes of variance (i.e. 2 primary axes when 2 features
are chosen, etc.). If ∑ happens to be the identity matrix, then the Mahalanobis distance
becomes the common Euclidean distance [151], [175], [177].

4.7 Results
This section presents the results obtained for a binary classification. Since four stimuli were
used, there were six possible binary classification settings and the classification results were
obtained for all six.

4.7.1 Conditions and measures
If a particular stimulus/class was present, it is termed as Positive. When the classification
algorithm correctly found the presence of a Positive in a set of observations (i.e. the test
dataset), it was called True Positive (TP).

Figure 4.10: Confusion matrix showing different measures of classification

When the algorithm detected a Positive out of the set, but in reality it was not a Positive, this
situation is called False Positive. Similarly, when the algorithm detected the presence of a
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Negative correctly (i.e. the presence of the other class in a binary class setting), this was
called True Negative. However, the detection of a Negative, where in reality it was a Positive,
is called a False Negative. Figure 4.10 summarizes the conditions and the various measures
which describes them. This figure is called the Confusion matrix and is widely used in
classification tasks [151], [177].
The five measures – Sensitivity, Specificity, PPV, NPV and Accuracy were computed for all
the binary classification scenarios here. Accuracy was taken into account to determine the
classification success of any two different stimuli detected through the features extracted
from the plant electrical signal response [151], [177].

4.7.2 Pre-processing for pre-stimulus parts of the data
Figure 4.4 showed the four plant electrical signal responses to four different stimuli started at
different amplitude levels. The background signal (even before the application of the stimuli)
was different in all four cases. This could have biased the final classification result due to the
background information already separated within the multiple features considered. As a
precautionary measure, this background information had somehow to be removed from the
signals. Because of these different backgrounds, a clear separation could be seen between the
stimuli for some features such as Hjorth mobility, Hjorth complexity and skewness, in Figure
4.11, where histogram plots for each of the features for each stimulus are plotted (without the
subtraction of any background information).

Figure 4.11: Normalized histogram plots for 11 individual features
showing stimuli separability (no background subtraction).
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This encouraged an inspection of only incremental values of the features under different
stimuli. The incremental values were obtained by subtracting the mean of every feature
extracted from the pre-stimulus part of the signal, from the corresponding feature extracted
from the post-stimulus part. The histogram plots of the incremental values of the individual
features, after the background was subtracted, are shown in Figure 4.12, which shows a less
separability in the stimuli, as expected. Therefore, the approach here was to carry out this
background subtraction prior to feature normalization.
These incremental values of the features were used to see how good they were in providing a
successful classification (using five different classifiers) between any two stimuli (six binary
combinations of four stimuli). As an example, although the histogram plots in Figure 4.12
shows clear separation of the distributions for NaCl and O3 using skewness as a feature (due
to their peaky nature), the frequency of occurrence of the histograms show that the
distributions have wider spread (for other classes) which has been reflected by the moderate
rate of classification reported in the next subsections using skewness as a feature. Figure 4.12
shows that though skewness shows a good discrimination between NaCl 5 ml and other
stimuli, Table 4.3 shows that the average classification accuracy using skewness as an
individual feature is very low, because skewness as an individual feature did not give good
classification results between the remaining stimuli combinations.

Figure 4.12: Univariate histograms of each of the 11 features
for four different stimuli (with background subtraction)
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4.7.3 Correlation between features to avoid redundancy
A correlation test was carried out to find out the inter-dependence between all the features.
The result of this test, given in Table 4.2, was obtained by checking the Pearson correlation
coefficient values between all feature pairs (across all classes). The Pearson correlation is
given by (4.26), where A, B are any two features with N elements.
ρ A, B =

N 
Ai − µ A
1

∑
N − 1 i =1  σ A

  Bi − µ B 


 σB 

(4.26)

where µ A , µ B represent the means of the features A, B, and σ

A

,σ

B

represents their standard

deviation.
Table 4.2: Correlation coefficient between 11 statistical features extracted from plant electrical signals (after
subtracting the mean of the pre-stimulus features from the post-stimulus ones)

µ

σ2

IQ R

γ

β

mH

cH

H

α

WE

P

f1 = µ

1.00

0.09

–0.03

–0.06

0.07

0.04

0.03

–0.11

–0.22

0.70

0.26

f2 =σ 2

*

1.00

0.83

0.01

0.10

–0.05

–0.23

–0.10

0.21

0.02

0.07

f3 = IQR

*

*

1.00

–0.04

0.02

–0.08

–0.31

0.01

0.53

–0.12

0.05

f4 = γ

*

*

*

1.00

0.29

0.00

–0.06

–0.09

–0.07

–0.08

0.00

f5 = β

*

*

*

*

1.00

–0.01

–0.23

–0.14

–0.03

0.14

0.06

f6 = mH

*

*

*

*

*

1.00

0.34

–0.07

–0.10

0.06

0.02

f7 =cH

*

*

*

*

*

*

1.00

–0.12

–0.28

0.06

0.09

f8 = H

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

1.00

0.64

–0.15

–0.16

f9 = α

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

1.00

–0.29

–0.06

f10 =WE

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

1.00

–0.09

f11 = P

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

1.00

Features
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A correlation value near to +1/–1) indicates a strong positive/negative correlation between a
feature pair, whereas a value closer to zero indicates the feature pairs are independent and
thus more informative about the underlying process. A good classification strategy should
ideally involve uncorrelated features, in order to avoid redundancy in training the classifier.
This work initially took all features into account and then ignored the ones with high
correlations.

4.7.4 Classification using univariate features
As a first attempt, the classification results were obtained in two ways – using univariate and
bivariate features, to make the analysis intuitive and simpler to infer. That is, instead of taking
all the features together to get a multivariate classification (which may give good
classification accuracy but becomes less intuitive due to the increase in complexity and
dimensions of the feature matrix), the results with 11 individual features and 55 possible
feature pairs, were explored as a starting point.
Table 4.3 presents the classification accuracies, obtained using each individual feature,
averaged across all the six stimuli combinations and all the five different classifier variants.
The features

f 1 ⋯ f11 were

ranked by classification accuracy obtained using each one of them

individually (for all binary stimuli combinations). The final ranked features were labelled
F1 ⋯ F11 ,

with

F1 being associated with the highest classification accuracy achieved and

F11

being associated with the lowest accuracy. Although the Fisher ratio was computed to rank
the features for every binary stimuli combination, it was not sufficient to determine which
feature provided the best accuracy for all binary stimuli combinations.
Table 4.3 shows that the feature mean on its own produced the best classification result for all
combinations. However, since the features were extracted from the raw non-stationary
signals, mean was not a very reliable feature to base any conclusions on because it could be
influenced by various artefacts and noise during measurement or from various environmental
factors (e.g. a sudden breeze could shake the electrodes connected to the plant body, etc.).
The next five best features (best average classification accuracies), when taken individually,
were Wavelet packet entropy (F2), Hjorth complexity (F3), Interquartile range (F4), Variance
(F5) and Average spectral power (F6). From here onwards, only these features were
considered as candidates for the top five features. Table 4.3 also reports the best accuracy
achieved by the best classifier using each of the single features to discriminate the four
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stimuli within a ‘one vs. the rest’ strategy (i.e. NaCl 5 ml vs. the rest, NaCl 10 ml vs. the rest,
and so on). This highlighted the possibility of isolating one particular class from the other
classes using a single feature, with a certain degree of confidence. The averaged results of
classification for six binary stimuli combinations using individual features has now been
produced. The next approach was to find the best classified binary stimuli combination using
only the top five individual features (F2 to F6) and using the five classifier variants. As a
result, five classification accuracies (for five individual features) were obtained for every
classifier for each of the six binary stimuli combinations. This resulted in 25 classification
accuracies obtained for each of the six binary stimuli combinations, as shown in Figure 4.13.
Table 4.3: Average accuracy and best accuracy for classification using individual features

Ranked Features

Average classification
accuracy for all
binary stimulus
combinations (%)*
70.87

Best classification
accuracy for all
one vs. the rest stimulus
combinations (%)**
73.00, Mahalanobis

F1

Mean (μ)

F2

Wentropy (WE)

69.79

62.26, Mahalanobis

F3

Hjorth Complexity (cH)

66.61

60.82, Mahalanobis

F4

Inter Quartile Range (IQR)

65.07

63.62, LDA/Diag-LDA

F5

Variance (σ2)

63.57

65.58, LDA/Diag-LDA

F6

Average spectral power ( P )

60.51

61.58, Mahalanobis

F7

DFA (α)

60.14

61.28, Mahalanobis

F8

Kurtosis (β)

58.06

62.64, Mahalanobis

F9

Hjorth Mobility (mH)

57.45

61.44, Mahalanobis

F10

Skewness (γ)

54.55

62.09, Mahalanobis

F11
Hurst Exponent (H)
52.38
61.40, Mahalanobis
* averaged across all six binary stimuli combinations and all five classifier variants. This column
infers how good a feature is in terms of classifying different binary stimulus combinations.
** averaged across four one vs. the rest stimuli combinations. This column infers how good a
classifier is in terms of one vs. the rest classification using the corresponding features.

Figure 4.13: Classification using five classifiers for the top five features
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All these 25 results were averaged for each stimuli combination and given in Table 4.4. This
shows the best discrimination possible is for H2SO4 and O3 (highlighted in bold) with an
average classification accuracy of around 73%. Additionally, discrimination between NaCl
(both concentrations) and O3/H2SO4 also shows promising results, with accuracy over 65%
and 63% respectively.
The average classification results presented in Table 4.4 gave a preliminary overview of how
a particular binary stimuli combination was classified on average, across all five classifiers
with the top five chosen features (when used individually). This encouraged a search, from
the best results achieved for each stimuli combination, to see whether there was any
consistent feature giving good classification results.
Table 4.4: Accuracy using top five individual (univariate) features (F2 through F6) and averaged across five
classifiers (average separability between different stimulus combinations)

Stimulus

NaCl 5 ml

NaCl 10 ml

H2SO4

O3

NaCl 5 ml

-

57.20%

64.02%

65.94%

NaCl 10 ml

*

-

63.17%

67.29%

H2SO4

*

*

-

73.03%

O3

*

*

*

-

Table 4.5: Best accuracy taking individual features for each stimulus combinations
(best separability between different stimulus combinations)

Stimulus

NaCl 5 ml

NaCl 10 ml

H2SO4

O3

NaCl 5 ml

-

74.36% (F3, LDA
classifier)

75.09% (F3,
Mahalonobis
classifier)

78.95% (F3, LDA
classifier)

NaCl 10 ml

*

-

72.13% (F8, LDA
classifier)

82.27% (F9, QDA
classifier)

H2SO4

*

*

-

94.95% (F2, QDA
classifier)

O3

*

*

*

-

From Table 4.5 it was evident that F3 (Hjorth complexity) gave the best result for three out of
six different binary stimuli combinations, with an accuracy over 74%. Overall, the best
accuracy was achieved for classification between H2SO4 and O3, with an accuracy >94%
using F2 (Wentropy) and QDA classifier. Although in Table 4.4, the discrimination between
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NaCl and O3/H2SO4 are shown in terms of the average accuracy, which might seem to be
relatively low (63% to 67%), the best cases for such a discrimination can be found in Table
4.5 (accuracies of 72% to 82%) between the same set of stimuli. Thus, out of all binary
combinations, O3 vs. H2SO4 achieved the best classification accuracy with the best results
obtained using Wavelet entropy and QDA classifier. It is also noted that the best classification
accuracies for NaCl 10 ml vs. H2SO4 was achieved using F8 and the best classification
accuracy for NaCl vs. O3 was achieved using F9. However, both F8 and F9 do not produce
overall good classification accuracies across all binary stimuli combinations, hence their
ranking is low.

4.7.5 Classification using feature pairs (bivariate)
This experiment sought to find out whether there was any improvement on the classification
accuracy when a feature pair was used, rather than individual features.
The effect of all possible feature pairs was looked at using 11 individual features (totalling 55
independent feature pairs) on the classification results between six different stimuli
combinations, averaged across all classifiers. These classification accuracies are shown in
Figure 4.14 together with the difference in accuracy (error) when the background is not
subtracted as discussed earlier.
The features mentioned as {1, 2 , ⋯
by { f 1 ,

f 2 ,⋯ , f11 }

, 1 1} in

Figure 4.14 were the unranked features designated

respectively in Table 4.2. Although the classification accuracies using all 55

bivariate combinations were observed, the combinations of the top five features ( F2 ⋯ F6
ignoring mean) were addressed, just as for the individual feature experiments. The results
obtained using each of these bivariate features, using all five classifier variants, were
averaged and are given in Table 4.6. These results were found to be better than the averaged
results obtained using just univariate features given in Table 4.4 (for all the binary stimuli
combinations, except NaCl 5 ml vs. H2SO4).
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Figure 4.14: (top) Classification accuracy for different feature combinations with background information
removed; (bottom) deterioration in accuracy for the features including background information.

Table 4.6 also shows that the top two best accuracies were obtained for stimuli combinations
of NaCl 10 ml vs. O3 and H2SO4 vs. O3 (highlighted in bold). From Table 4.4 and Table 4.6
can be inferred that H2SO4 vs. O3 combination is better classified than all other binary stimuli
combinations. Further, the best feature pairs, among binary combinations of all 11 features,
are given in Table 4.7.

Table 4.6: Average accuracy obtained using top five feature combinations (bivariate) and five classifiers
(average separability between different stimulus combinations)

Stimulus

NaCl 5 ml

NaCl 10 ml

H2SO4

O3

NaCl 5 ml

-

59.52%

58.21%

72.69%

NaCl 10 ml

*

-

64.66%

76.60%

H2SO4

*

*

-

74.60%

O3

*

*

*

-
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Table 4.7: Best accuracy for each stimulus combination using bivariate features (best separability between
different stimulus combinations)

Stimuli

NaCl 5 ml

NaCl 10 ml

H2SO4

O3

NaCl 5 ml

-

63.18% (F4-F6
with Diaglinear)

65.87% (F4-F6 with
LDA)

82.69% (F4-F5 with
Diaglinear)

NaCl 10 ml

*

-

73.18% (F4-F5 with
Diagquadratic)

92.06% (F4-F5 with
Mahalanobis)

H2SO4

*

*

-

87.48% (F4-F5 with
QDA)

O3

*

*

*

-

We observed that a combination of F4 (IQR) and F5 (variance) resulted in the best
classification accuracies for four out of six different stimuli combinations. For the remaining
two stimuli combinations, a feature pair of F4 and F6 (average spectral power) provided the
best classification accuracies. Again, comparing Table 4.5 with Table 4.7, notice that three
out of six binary stimulus combinations, NaCl 5 ml vs. NaCl 10 ml, NaCl 5 ml vs. H2SO4,
and H2SO4 vs. O3 were classified better with individual features than feature pairs.

4.7.6 Finding the most reliable combinations of feature/feature pair and
classifier variant
Individual features F2, F3, F8 and F9, and feature pairs F4 & F5 and F4 & F6, produced the best
classification results for one or more (out of the six) stimuli combinations. Each of these
individual features and feature pairs were explored for all stimuli combinations. Table 4.8
gives the results of classification when F2, F3, F8 and F9 were used as an individual feature
using all classifier variants for all binary stimuli combinations. Table 4.8 shows that F2 or F3
provided consistently better average classification accuracies than F8 or F9. Also notice that
although F2 provided a better classification for the stimuli combinations NaCl 10 ml vs. O3
and O3 vs. H2SO4, F3 provided more consistent and better results for the remaining
combinations. When considering a single feature for discriminating the four stimuli, the best
average result (73%) could be obtained using the F2 (Wentropy) with Mahalanobis classifier,
although it is highly correlated with the signal mean (F1) as shown in Table 4.2. Since mean
as a feature was ignored due to its susceptibility to artefacts, ideally Wentropy should also be
ignored. If Wentropy is ignored, then Hjorth complexity may be proposed as the next best
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individual feature along with LDA/Diaglinear classifier, for achieving an average
classification accuracy of around 71% across the six stimuli combinations.
Table 4.8: Accuracy (in %) of different classifiers for six stimuli combinations using the best individual features

Individual
feature

NaCl
5 ml vs
10 ml

NaCl
5 ml vs
H2SO4

NaCl
5 ml vs
O3

NaCl
10 ml
vs
O3

NaCl
10 ml
vs
H2SO4

O3 vs
H2SO4

Average
Accuracy
(%)

LDA

55.3

66.4

73.4

77.6

59.5

82.8

69.2

QDA

52.2

67.6

62.0

74.0

56.4

95.0

67.9

Diaglinear

55.3

66.4

73.4

77.6

59.5

82.8

69.2

Diagquadratic

52.2

67.6

62.0

74.0

67.3

95.0

69.7

Mahalanobis

55.5

73.1

73.7

78.2

63.8

94.4

73.1

LDA

74.4

73.9

78.9

66

68.3

66.9

71.4

QDA

74.1

47.1

61.6

71.5

67.5

41.8

60.6

Diaglinear

74.4

73.9

78.9

66

68.3

66.9

71.4

Diagquadratic

74.1

47.1

61.6

71.5

67.5

41.8

60.6

Mahalanobis

74.4

75.1

62.4

51.1

69.4

81.5

69.0

LDA

57.1

66.5

57.6

60.5

72.1

66.1

63.3

QDA

47.8

38.4

69.3

47.1

71.8

22.5

49.5

Diaglinear

57.1

66.5

57.6

60.5

72.1

66.1

63.3

Diagquadratic

47.8

38.4

69.3

47.1

71.8

22.5

49.5

Mahalanobis

57.7

58.2

38.5

81.3

71.3

81.0

64.7

LDA

60.4

73.9

68.5

66.0

56.0

35.8

60.1

QDA

49.7

47.7

76.4

82.3

48.7

81.6

64.4

Diaglinear

60.4

48.8

68.5

66

56

35.8

55.9

Diagquadratic

49.7

47.7

76.4

82.3

48.7

81.6

64.4

Mahalanobis

66.2

54.6

30.1

24.7

58.4

20.5

42.4

Classifier
variant

F2
(Wentropy)

F3 (Hjorth
Complexity)

F8
(Kurtosis)

F9 (Hjorth
Mobility)

Table 4.9: Accuracy of different classifiers for six stimuli combinations (in %) using the best feature pairs

Best
feature set
F4 & F5
(IQRVariance)

NaCl 5 ml
vs 10 ml

NaCl
5 ml vs
H2SO4

NaCl
5 ml vs
O3

NaCl
10 ml
vs O3

NaCl
10 ml vs
H2SO4

O3 vs
H2SO4

Average
Accuracy
(%)

LDA

56.61

62.61

82.53

81.57

69.24

85.09

72.94

QDA

57.78

61.62

82.24

86.06

64.69

87.49

73.31

Diaglinear

63.17

53.8

82.69

83.47

62.06

80.33

70.92

Diagquadratic

60.34

58.43

82.00

86.08

73.19

81.98

73.67

Mahalanobis

62.17

50.23

80.24

92.06

53.64

78.91

69.54

Classifiers

Avg. =
72.07%
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F4 & F6
(IQRAverage
spectral
power)

LDA

56.88

65.87

71.61

70.06

67.94

81.27

68.94

QDA

57.82

57.01

73.89

81.00

65.19

78.48

68.90

Diaglinear

63.18

54.59

68.67

78.16

64.92

71.39

66.82

Diagquadratic

58.11

60.57

79.19

75.70

67.96

79.66

68.31

Mahalanobis

62.61

52.99

62.72

79.62

58.08

60.84

63.20

Avg. =
67.23%

When using bivariate feature pairs, it is evident from Table 4.9 that the top two classification
accuracies (>73%) were obtained using the F4 & F5 combination and Diagquadratic and QDA
as classifiers. However when using the F4 & F6 feature pair for all stimuli combinations, the
classification accuracies for all stimuli combinations were inferior to those obtained using F4
& F5. Referring back to Table 4.2, shows that IQR (F4) and variance (F5) were highly
correlated with each other. However, as good results were being achieved using these two
features, it was proposed to calculate IQR and variance from a block of 1000 samples of raw
non-stationary signals, along with the QDA or Diagquadratic classifier, which would provide
an average of 73% classification accuracy (highlighted by italics in Table 4.9) in identifying
the external stimulus that caused the particular signature in the signal. However, this
statement is limited because of the datasets on which these explorations were carried out.
Figure 4.15 shows the plots separating the four stimuli, looking at 12 pairs of almost
uncorrelated features, which provided best average classification accuracies (obtained across
all stimuli combinations and using all five different classifiers). This is a 2D normalized
histogram (volume being unity). Except the first subplot with

f 2 − f3

(F4 & F5), all the

remaining combinations are almost uncorrelated and still give good classification
performance.
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Figure 4.15: Bivariate histograms of top feature pairs with highest classification accuracy
for all four stimuli

Average classification accuracy obtained is also shown (averaged over all stimuli
combinations and classifiers) using particular feature pairs (denoted by f1 , f 2 ,⋯ , f11 in the x and
y axis, as described in Table 4.2). The second best average classification accuracy was
achieved using variance ( F5 /

f2

) and skewness ( F10 /

f4 ) as features, which are almost

uncorrelated (correlation ~0.01 in Table 4.2). The accuracies obtained using variance and
skewness along with the five different classifiers is shown in Table 4.10.
Thus as a reliable measure of analysis, it can be proposed that the variance and skewness as
uncorrelated features, calculated from a block of 1000 samples of raw plant electrical signals,
along with the LDA/Diagquadratic classifier will be able to give an average (over all six
stimuli combinations) accuracy of around 72% during binary classification of the stimuli.
Again, this statement is limited to the datasets on which these explorations were carried out.
In the bivariate classification scheme, the mean (

f1

) has not been considered as one of the

features. Also, the best bivariate accuracies were achieved involving the variance (
with all the other features (

f4 … f11 ) in Figure 4.15, when ignoring the ( f 2

f3

f2

) along

) combination

due to their high inter-dependence. In summary, a more reliable classification scheme is
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expected (67%-70%) involving bivariate features, as shown in Figure 4.15, with respect to
the univariate features given in Table 4.3 (<67%, ignoring mean and Wentropy).
Table 4.10: Accuracy (in %) of different classifiers for six stimuli combinations using Variance and Skewness

Best
feature
set

F5 & F10

NaCl
5ml vs
10ml

NaCl
5ml vs
H2SO4

NaCl
5ml vs
O3

NaCl
10ml vs
O3

NaCl
10ml vs
H2SO4

O3 vs
H2SO4

Average
Accuracy
(%)

LDA

56.07

63.51

80.96

80.03

68.51

84.26

72.22

QDA

57.00

59.79

81.25

85.61

64.10

83.22

71.82

Diaglinear

63.07

52.61

81.18

82.42

62.41

78.78

70.07

Diagquadratic

59.69

58.52

81.45

82.09

71.54

81.73

72.50

Mahalanobis

61.63

49.12

78.19

90.36

53.14

76.58

68.17

Classifiers

Avg. =
70.96%

4.8 Summary
This chapter met the objective of showing that the raw plant electrical signals can also be
used to distinguish between more complex stimuli using simple binary classification
techniques.
The exploration using raw signals, was to assist in realizing a plant electrical signal based
bio-sensor to classify environmental stimuli. Binary classification as a methodology was used
to pursue the goal of mapping an external stimulus of small duration with the plant’s
electrical signal response.
The classification scheme was based on 11 statistical features extracted from post-stimulus
parts of the segmented raw signals. To account for any bias of the pre-stimulus parts, which
were different for different experiments, a pre-stimulus subtraction was carried out so that the
incremental feature values from the post-stimulus parts could be addressed. This was
followed by normalization and ranking of the features. These features were then used for
rigorous univariate and bivariate feature-based classification using classifiers based on four
different discriminant analyses and on one minimum distance. The correlation of features was
also investigated and features discarded that were highly correlated with each other.
External stimuli H2SO4, O3, and NaCl in two different amounts (5 ml and 10 ml) were
classified using the adopted approach with 11 statistical features, capturing both the
stationary and non-stationary behaviour of the signal. The classification yielded a best
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average accuracy of around 72% (across all stimuli and five classifier variants) when using
variance and IQR as feature pairs, and the best overall accuracy of around 73% (across all
stimuli) when using variance and IQR as feature pairs along with QDA/Diagquadratic
classifier. The fact that, by looking at the statistical features of plant electrical response, one
can successfully detect which stimulus caused the signal, is quite promising.
In the exploration presented in this chapter, the data from two channels per plant (per
experiment) were used to record the electrical response, and statistical features were then
calculated from both the channels and pooled. The location on the plant body for the data
extraction was ignored, as the work was focussed on the possibility of classification of
applied external stimuli from the signal extracted. Similarly, the effect of different species of
plants have also been ignored, except for the introduction of cucumber for the O3
experiments. The purpose is a classification scheme based on generic plant signal behaviour
and not on a specific species. However, such isolation forms a good study and could be taken
up as future scope of work. Possible confounding effects could occur from the position of the
electrodes or plant species, but such effects will be minimal due to the large number of data
samples used and the use of cross-validation to test the performance of the classifiers.
Moreover, the present classification scheme is based on the raw non-stationary plant signal.
In bio-signal processing literature [178], use of a high-pass filter is recommended to make a
bio-signal stationary instead of extracting features from the raw non-stationary signal. This
was avoided here since, with ad-hoc filtering, some useful information in the data might get
lost as the cut-off frequency for plant signal processing is not yet well established. That is
why incremental features were considered (i.e. subtracting the mean of the features in the prestimulus part from the features of the post-stimulus parts), for training the classifier, by
removing any possible bias of the channel or plants.
The segmentation of the signal in a block of 1000 samples also disregarded the temporal
information of the stimuli, since the question to be answered was whether classification was
indeed possible by looking at any segment of the post-stimulus part of the signal. Also, in a
practical application, the algorithm would not know when the response to a particular
stimulus started. So the classification needs to be based on the in-coming stream of live data.
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5 A Decision Tree Based Classification Strategy to
Detect External Chemical Stimuli from Raw and
Filtered Plant Electrical Response
5.1 Introduction
Chapter 4 explored classification using features extracted from raw signals and obtained
results for six binary stimulus combinations, involving four stimuli. This chapter explores
multi-class classification where an incoming stream of feature vectors can be classified as
belonging to a particular stimulus from a group of stimuli.
To carry out the multiclass classification, 15 features were used of which 11 are those
reported in the previous chapter [179]. Four additional features have been explored.
Discriminant analysis and minimum distance based classifiers are used to establish a decision
tree based classification system using One-Versus-One (OVO) [151], [175], and One-VersusRest (OVR) [151], [175] structures. The classifiers were validated in two ways:
1) Leave One Out Cross Validation (LOOCV) on ~73% of the available data
(retrospective study), and
2) Independent testing of the remaining ~27% of the available data (prospective study).
Datasets from experiments using three different stimuli were used: NaCl (combined datasets
from NaCl 5 ml and NaCl 10 ml), H2SO4, and O3, and can be found in [180].
The work presented in this chapter contains the following differences from the last chapter:
•

An exhaustive set of experimental data with 28,070 data blocks (each block
containing 1024 samples) were used for training the classifiers, about7.4 times greater
than the previous data used.

•

Cabbage was also included for extracting experimental data, in addition to Tomato
and Cucumber plants which were used for the previous experiments. This was done to
achieve more robust and generalized classification results.

•

Features from NaCl 5 ml and NaCl 10 ml were combined and labelled as NaCl in the
present work, and considered as a single class. This was to negate the fact that the soil
could contain some NaCl to begin with, and see whether any classification could be
achieved for NaCl as a class, irrespective of its quantity.
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•

Multivariate features have been used here to explore whether classification accuracies
improve, despite using the same variants of the classifiers as previously.

•

A systematic decision tree has been implemented here, whereas the previous
classification were average results for six binary stimuli combinations.

•

Along with retrospective study employing LOOCV, a separate retained dataset was
used for prospective study here.

The structure of the chapter is: Section 5.2 presents the experiments conducted to record the
electrical signals from plants. Section 5.3 presents the methodology for pre-processing,
feature extraction, and classification, which were carried out on the raw signals. Section 5.4
presents the results and discussion of classification of stimuli, followed by an introduction to
the analysis of filtered signals in Section 5.5. The results of filtered signal analysis are
presented and discussed in Section 5.6, while Section 5.7 compares the results of raw and
filtered signals.

5.2 Recording electrical signal from plants
Raw electrical signals from different experiments were acquired from different plants
involving O3, NaCl and H2SO4 as external stimuli, under lab conditions. Each experiment was
conducted on a new plant, thereby eliminating the risk of any residual effect of previous
experiments infiltrating the current electrophysiological response. The experimental setup
was exactly as described in previous chapter (Section 4.2).
Table 5.1 gives details of the experiments conducted to extract the datasets. For experiments
with H2SO4, 5 ml of the solution (0.025 M or 0.05 M) were applied once or twice. For
experiments with O3, the gas was injected into the box for 1 min every hour and the
maximum concentration ranged from 13 to 16 ppm. NaCl treatment consisted (in the addition
to whatever may be present in natural soil) of 5 or 10 ml of 3 M NaCl solution. These have
been combined as a single class, i.e. NaCl.
The experiments were conducted on multiple species of plants, Solanum lycopersicum
(Tomato), Cucumis sativus (Cucumber), and Brassica oleracea (Cabbage), so that a
generalized classifier could be built which is not species-specific but picks up the common
signature (representing the stimulus) in the electrical response. Whether some plants are more
sensitive to certain stimuli, is left for future exploration.
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Therefore, this chapter aimed at a more generalized and robust detection of chemical stimuli,
rather than focusing on quantification of the variability due to the species and concentration
of the stimuli.
Table 5.1: Details of the experiments with different chemical stimuli

Stimulus
Ozone (O3)
Sulfuric acid (H2SO4)
Sodium Chloride (NaCl)

Plant species used

Concentration

Number of
applications
of stimulus

Tomato & Cucumber
& Cabbage

16 ppm / 13.07 ppm

Multiple

Tomato & Cabbage

5 ml of 0.05 /
0.025 M solution

Once / twice

Tomato

5 / 10ml of 3 M
solution

Once

5.3 Methodology
The methodology adopted for the multiclass classification using features extracted from the
raw plant electrical signal was based on the following three processes:
•

Signal pre-processing

•

Feature extraction

•

Classification

5.3.1 Preprocessing and data Segmentation
Since plant electrical signals are slow by nature [47], it was conjectured that there would be
sufficient information about the external stimulus with ~1.5 min of data (at 10
samples/second). Thus the raw signals were divided into segments of 1024 samples using
well established resampling techniques [135] as explained in Section 4.3. Although blocks of
1000 samples was used previously in Chapter 4, here the block size was increased to 1024
samples so that in a future application, the data could be saved and processed in a platform
embedded in the plant.
From the time stamps it was known when the stimulus was applied for each experiment. The
portion of the signal prior to the application of the stimulus was termed the pre-stimulus part
of the time series, while the portion of the signal from the time of application of the stimulus
was termed the post-stimulus part. This produced several blocks of 1024 samples from both
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pre-stimulus and post-stimulus parts. This procedure was repeated for both channels used for
every experiment conducted.
In total, some 38,000 such blocks from the post-stimulus parts were obtained from different
experimental datasets. Of these, about 10,000 blocks (~27% of the total) were set aside for
prospective study, i.e. independent testing of the classifier settings. These were obtained from
completely separate experiments which were never used for training the classifiers.
The number of blocks used for each stimuli, from the post-stimulus parts, are shown in Table
5.2. This shows that the main imbalance in signal length was caused by O3 as a class, which
contributed more data blocks due to the longer duration of the experiments than NaCl and
H2SO4 [179].
Table 5.2: Blocks (of 1024 samples) for each stimulus in different validation schemes of the classifiers

No. of blocks belonging to post-stimulus
parts of each stimuli
Validation schemes

NaCl

H2SO4

O3

Retrospective study (LOOCV)

352

1340

26378

Prospective study (independent testing)

276

148

9692

The best classifier and feature combinations were selected first by employing the LOOCV
[181] on about 73% of the total data.
The reason behind using only 73% of the data to find the best feature-classifier combination
were to
a) avoid finding an over-fitted model of the total data, and
b) test the best classifier-feature combination obtained on a section of independent data,
i.e. to estimate the performance of this combination in classifying unseen data.
The aim was to find the most successful decision tree architecture out of the two
(OVR/OVO), consisting of the classifier and feature combination, which would give the best
multiclass classification result for both retrospective and prospective study.

5.3.2 Statistical feature extraction from segmented time series
In total, 15 features were extracted from each block of 1024 samples. Of these, 11 features
have been dealt with previously, and include the statistical features mean (µ), variance (σ2),
skewness (γ), kurtosis (β), Interquartile range (IQR). Also included were features capturing
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nonlinear and non-stationary behaviour [162]: Hjorth mobility, Hjorth complexity, detrended
fluctuation analysis (DFA), Hurst exponent, wavelet packet entropy, and frequency domain
feature average spectral power [179].
The additional four features are described below.
5.3.2.1 Hyperskewness and hyperflatness
Two out of these four additional features are higher standardized moments capturing the nonGaussian nature of the signal given in (5.1)
S N = 5,6 = ( ( x − µ ) σ )

N

(5.1)

When N = 5 this is described as hyperskewness and when N = 6 as hyperflatness, and are
further measures of the shape of the distribution of the data [182].
5.3.2.2 Fano factor
The third additional feature is the Fano factor or the index of dispersion described as
F = (σ 2 µ )

(5.2)

which also characterizes the shape of the underlying probability density function [183].
Different distributions will have different values fano factors. For example, the Poisson
distribution takes the value 1, the negative binomial distribution takes a value higher than 1,
signifying over-dispersion, and the binomial distribution takes a value between 0 and 1,
signifying under-dispersion.
5.3.2.3 Correlation dimension
Nonlinear dynamical systems can be characterized by invariant measures, which can be
estimated from a given time series. These invariant measures are indicators of the complexity
of the system dynamics and one such is the dimension of the systems attractor – the set of
points on the phase plot obtained from the system [162].
The fourth additional feature considered here is the correlation dimension (D) which is a
measure of the attractor’s fractal dimension [184]. The correlation dimension is estimated
from the density of pairwise distances of points, usually with a time delay embedding for
delay t and embedding dimension m. The correlation sum is first computed for a range of
distances r (Euclidean norm is used to calculate the distance) and then inspected for self-
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similarity in a log-log plot [184]. The slope of this graph gives the correlation dimension
[162].

5.3.3 Classification methodology
The mean of each feature vector from the pre-stimulus parts was subtracted from
corresponding feature vector from the post-stimulus parts, as explained in Section 4.7.2. This
way, a feature matrix is created representing incremental values of features due to application
of the stimulus.
The 15 pre-stimulus subtracted features, extracted from the blocks of the post-stimulus parts,
were normalized as previously (in Section 4.4.6).
Five classifier variants were used: LDA, QDA, Diaglinear, Diagquadratic, and the
Mahalanobis distance. The Diaglinear and Diagquadratic classifiers, also known as Naïve
Bayes classifier, use a simple linear and quadratic kernel along with only diagonal estimates
of the covariance matrix (thereby neglecting any cross-terms). The Mahalanobis distance
classifier modifies the distance measure instead of using the standard Euclidean version
[151], [175].
Two decision tree architectures were explored, for help in the multiclass classification
problem involving the three stimuli O3, NaCl, and H2SO4. These architectures are shown in
Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2. In both configurations, the features and classifier combinations
were explored which would produce the best results for both cross-validation and
independent testing. Thus a multiclass problem has been reduced to one or more binary
classification problems [185], [186] using two distinct decision tree structures, OVR [187]
and OVO [188].
5.3.3.1 One vs. Rest (OVR) Scheme
In the OVR scheme [189], [190], the three classes (stimuli) were classified in a two-node set
up. In the first node, the best separable class (of the three) was determined (depicted as Class
A in Figure 5.1) along with the best features-classifier combination. In the second node, the
remaining two classes were classified.
To determine the best separable class, three binary classification settings were set up for the
first node. In each binary setting, one of the stimuli was considered as one class and the other
two were combined as the rest (thereby reducing the problem to a binary classification
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scenario). For each of these settings, the features were ranked using the Fisher Discriminant
Ratio (FDR) [151], [175].
A systematic feature selection method, the Sequential Forward Search (SFS) algorithm [151],
[175] was carried out on the ranked features, with five different classifiers, for each of the
three binary classification settings (i.e. Class A vs. rest, Class B vs. rest and Class C vs. rest).
SFS uses incremental features for classification, starting with the highest ranked feature
(FDR) and moving on to the least ranked feature (i.e. feature 1, then features 1&2, then
features 1&2&3, and so on).

Figure 5.1: Decision Tree incorporating One Versus Rest (OVR) configuration for multiclass classification

Thus the best feature-classifier combination is determined for the best separable class. The
best feature-classifier combination for the remaining two classes was also determined using a
similar approach (i.e. ranking the features using FDR, then employing SFS along with five
different classifiers).
5.3.3.2 One vs. One (OVO) Scheme
For the OVO configuration [189], [190], three binary classification settings – O3 vs. H2SO4,
H2SO4 v.s NaCl and NaCl vs. O3, were simultaneously carried out (as shown in Figure 5.2). If
two classifiers affirmed the presence of a particular class then only that particular class was
predicted [191]. In the case of contradictory decisions by two classifiers, the assignment was
termed as unknown by the algorithm. For each binary classification setting, the best featuresclassifier combination was determined. The feature ranking for each of the three settings were
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again performed using FDR. SFS was employed again on these ranked features for all five
classifier variants to determine the best feature-classifier combination for each of the three
binary classifiers.

Figure 5.2: Decision Tree incorporating One Versus One (OVO) configuration for multiclass classification

5.3.3.3 Retrospective Study (Using LOOCV)
The results identifying each class in a binary classification were obtained in terms of
sensitivity and specificity given by the confusion matrix shown previously (Figure 4.10).
For cases where P ≈ N , accuracy of the classification is obtained using the traditional notion
of accuracy in (5.3).
Accuracy =

(TP + TN )
(P + N )

(5.3)

In the case of unbalanced data [192] involving two classes (i.e. when P ≫ N or vice versa),
the balanced accuracy [193]–[196] is often used to determine the accuracy of the
classification as shown in (5.4). The derivation of (5.4) is given in [194], [195] for a single
run of the classifier and for a fixed threshold.

Accuracy(balanced ) =

( sensitivity + specificity )
2

(5.4)

Since the dataset here is unbalanced due to different duration of exposure of the plants to
different stimuli, the balanced accuracy was used, called simply accuracy hereafter.
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Identifying a difficult class within an unbalanced dataset as attempted here has been the focus
of several recent works [197].
The best combination of features and classifier were explored to get the optimum
classification results within the available datasets. This was done in the following way:
•

The features for every binary classification setting (OVR and OVO) were ranked
using FDR.

•

Using these rankings, an SFS algorithm was employed with all five classifiers to find
the best feature-classifier combination.

The ranked features for each binary classification settings are provided in Appendix C.

5.4 Raw signals – Results and discussion
Figure 5.3 shows the univariate histogram plots of the features, extracted from the prestimulus information subtracted raw data, which helped visualize the class separation and
overlaps for each individual feature. It is evident that, in most cases, the individual features
did not allow a straightforward separation of the classes.

Figure 5.3: Histogram plots for 15 features (computed from raw data), showing overlap of classes

Since the separation of the classes using individual features were not that clear from the
histogram plots, an attempt was made at plotting the features on a 3-D LDA Basis space.
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5.4.1 Visualization of class separability on the LDA Basis
The LDA basis vectors (fisherfaces) [151], [175] were found by solving the generalized
eigenvalue problem given by (5.5)

SW −1SBW = λW

(5.5)

The terms SB and SW are called between-class and within-class scatter matrix respectively, for
the original n-dimensional feature vector extracted from the plant signals.
The eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalue gave the optimal projection when
the variance between the class features is maximized. The three dimensions of the LDA Basis
were obtained from eigenvectors corresponding to the three largest eigenvalues.
The separability of the three stimuli on 3-D LDA basis using raw signals was plotted in
Figure 5.4. The data shown are those which were used for training the classifiers during
retrospective study (~73% of total data). The basis vectors, designated as LDA Basis – 1, 2, 3,
were obtained by linear combinations of the feature values and weights of the features. Those
weights are the elements of the eigenvectors belonging to the three highest eigenvalues, when
solving the generalized eigenvalue problem given by (5.5).

Figure 5.4: LDA Basis showing separation of three stimuli using raw signals

In addition to showing the separability of all three stimuli in one plot, the separability of all
possible binary combinations of the three stimuli are also shown. Figure 5.4 shows that
H2SO4 and NaCl looks to be separated to a good extent. This separation appears to be better
than the separation of the other two binary stimuli combinations.
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5.4.2 Retrospective study using the raw plant signals
The classification accuracy obtained using the SFS algorithm on ranked features and using all
five variants of classifiers are shown in Figure 5.5 (OVR) and in Figure 5.6 (OVO). From
these diagrams, the classifier and feature combination giving the best accuracy for each
binary classification scenario can be identified. These results are obtained by carrying out
LOOCV on the ~73% training dataset for the retrospective study. The rank of each feature for
each binary classification scenario is given in Appendix C.

Figure 5.5: Accuracy vs. increment in features (SFS) for OVR setting (using raw signal) – first node setting

Figure 5.6: Accuracy vs. increment in features (SFS) for OVO setting (using raw signal)
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The term “top-N features” has been used while discussing the results. By this is meant that by
using all ranked features from the highest, i.e. 1st ranked to Nth rank. The best results obtained
during the retrospective study (~73% dataset, LOOCV) in OVR/OVO setting is given in
Table 5.3 from which is determined that NaCl was the best separable class, leaving H2SO4,
O3 as the next stimuli to be classified, i.e. Class {A = NaCl, B = H2SO4, C = O3} respectively
in the OVR setting.
Table 5.3: Best Classification Accuracy for the Raw Signal (Features + Classifier Combinations)

OVO

OVR

Stimuli

NaCl

Ozone

Rest

H2SO4

89.43% (top 14 features), LDA

78.11% (top 13 features), QDA

78.04% (top 13 features), QDA

NaCl

-

90.85% (top 15 features), LDA

90.47% (top 15 features), QDA

Ozone

*

-

79.58% (top 10 features), QDA

Table 5.3 demonstrates that, using features extracted from raw signal, ~90% classification
accuracy was achieved for NaCl vs. rest in OVR setting and ~78% accuracy was achieved for
H2SO4 vs. O3. For both results, QDA performed the best, along with top 15 and top 13
features for NaCl vs. rest and H2SO4 vs. O3 respectively.
It can also be seen that NaCl vs. H2SO4 and NaCl vs. O3 provided classification accuracies of
~89% (using top 14 features) and ~90% (using top 15 features) respectively. Both these
results were obtained by using LDA. This possibly suggests that electrical response of the
plant due to NaCl is statistically dissimilar to electrical response due to O3 or H2SO4.

5.4.3 Constructing the decision tree for prospective study using results
from retrospective study
The retrospective study determined that the decision tree in OVR configuration requires the
top 15 features (NaCl vs. Rest) with a QDA classifier at the first node to test an incoming
feature vector as belonging to NaCl. If that vector is not from NaCl, then at the second node,
the feature vector is tested for belonging to O3 or H2SO4, using the top 13 features and a QDA
classifier. The retrospective study determined that the decision tree in OVO configuration
would test an incoming feature vector for three binary classification settings simultaneously.
The classifier setting of NaCl vs. O3 requires the top 15 features with an LDA classifier. The
classifier setting of NaCl vs. H2SO4 requires the top 14 features with an LDA classifier. The
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classifier setting of O3 vs. H2SO4 requires the top 13 features with a QDA classifier. These
feature-classifier settings were used to design the decision tree for the prospective study.
One experimental dataset from each stimulus was set aside for the independent test dataset
for the prospective study. Figure 5.7 shows the test feature matrix, where each set had all the
blocks from the stimulus.

Figure 5.7: Test feature matrix for prospective study

These features were extracted from a block of 1024 samples from the post-stimulus section of
the signals (with pre-stimulus information subtracted) belonging to the test dataset, as given
in Table 5.2.
For each of the two decision tree configurations, OVR and OVO, a decision criterion, based
on the value of the discriminant function (in a binary class setting), interpreted which stimuli
the features pointed towards. The answers were then measured against the known class labels
of the test dataset and thus the accuracy of the configurations determined. The results for each
of the three stimuli were collected according to equation (5.6).
Accuracy prospective =

( ca + cb + cc )
( na + nb + nc )

(5.6)

Here {ca , cb , cc } denotes the correct number of blocks belonging to each of the three classes
detected by the decision tree. The total number of blocks belonging to the three stimuli are
denoted by {na , nb , nc } taken from Table 5.2.
However, when the OVR/OVO configurations were tried on unseen data, using the same
feature-classifier combinations found in the retrospective study, the results of classifying the
three stimuli were poor. These results are provided in Table 5.4 and show that H2SO4 and
NaCl were poorly detected, while O3 was mis-classified.
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Table 5.4: Prospective study results using best settings obtained from retrospective study

Stimulus

OVR

OVO

Correctly detected blocks / total blocks tested

H2SO4

2 / 148

2 / 148

NaCl

0 / 276

0 / 276

10114 / 9692

10114 / 9692

O3

Therefore, the feature-classifier settings which produced good results for both retrospective
as well as prospective study were revisited.

5.4.4 Redesigning the Decision Tree for Prospective Study
The results of prospective and retrospective studies obtained using five different classifiers
were now compared using SFS. It was decided to again check the effect of incrementing
features (using SFS algorithm) in order to see which features and classifier produces good
results for both studies. First, the classifier in every node was kept the same, for both OVR
and OVO. The features at every node were also incremented simultaneously. With these
settings, the results produced for both retrospective and prospective study are shown in
Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9. Thus, rather than having different classifiers at different nodes of
the two decision structures, the same classifiers were kept at every node. The aim was to
obtain good results for both retrospective and prospective study.

Figure 5.8: Comparison of retrospective and prospective results for OVR configuration,
using five different classifiers and SFS
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of retrospective and prospective results for OVO configuration,
using five different classifiers and SFS

It can be seen that the Mahalanobis classifier in an OVR setting produced the best results for
both retrospective (~87%) and prospective (~90%) study, using the top five features.
Although the prospective results were around 77% when using the Naïve Bayes (diaglinear
and diagquadratic) classifiers with the top feature, the retrospective results were limited to
below 70%. The LDA and QDA also showed a mediocre performance, as seen in Figure 5.8.
Likewise in an OVO setting, the Mahalanobis classifier again outperformed others by
producing the best results for both retrospective (~92%) and prospective (~90%) studies.
Overall, it was noted that by using the top five features in an OVO setting with Mahalanobis
classifier gave the best classification accuracy for both retrospective and prospective studies.
Earlier, a multiclass classification was addressed using two decision tree architectures. The
exploration found that the best features-classifier combinations obtained from retrospective
study did not work on the prospective study. From the alternate configuration, using the top
five features in an OVO setting with the Mahalanobis classifier could achieve good
classification accuracy for both retrospective (~92%) and prospective (~90%) studies. These
features (given in Appendix C) are IQR, Hyper-flatness, Kurtosis, DFA, Variance, Wavelet
entropy, Hurst exponent, Hyper-Skewness, and Average spectral power. A correlation
analysis was carried out (given in Appendix C), as done previously, but it found that few
features are correlated (e.g. IQR and Variance, DFA and Hurst exponent etc.). Since good
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classification accuracy is being obtained despite using these correlated features, they are
proposed as suitable for classification. The results are also an improvement over those
reported in Chapter 4.

5.5 Analysis of Filtered Signals
This section focuses on the information contained within the stochastic part of the plant
electrical signals by applying high pass filtering to the raw signals to remove inconsistent
trends or drift. The same set of 15 features was extracted as reported earlier and used for
classification. A comparison is presented of the classification performance of the raw and
filtered signals by exploring whether there was any improvement in the classification process
when using the detrended, random, part rather than the raw signal containing small local
fluctuations superimposed on relatively larger change in the trends.
To filter the raw signals, focusing only on the stochastic part, the optimum filter parameters
must be determined. Since no prior filtering criteria exist for processing these signals, the
optimal filter characteristics for the data available to us had to be explored [198].

5.5.1 Designing an optimum filter for the removal of drift from signals
In general, it is not known which range of frequencies contain useful information about the
external stimulus. The aim was to calibrate the pre-stimulus parts (due to different amplitude
level for each experiment being different at the onset) and adjust them to a common view, so
that changes in the post-stimulus part could be quantified.
Standard analysis of other bio-signals, such as EEG analysis, shows that the vital cognitionrelated biological responses are generally in the high frequency bands. Thus a search was
attempted to find an optimum frequency band for plants’ electrical signal responses, based on
plant-specific and experimental condition-specific characteristics. The filter was initially
designed to have minimum discrimination in the unstimulated signals – even if they came
from different plants, channels, etc. It was found that the strong low frequency components,
which often contain the drift and artefact (in time domain), were not consistent in different
channels and different plants. The presence of these low frequency drifts aid in discriminating
the pre-stimulus parts of the signals for different plants and channels as shown in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: Plant response due to four different external stimuli
(vertical lines indicate the stimulus application time)

This made the task of discriminating the stimulated plant responses quite difficult because the
true response may often get buried under strong low frequency drifts. These inconsistent low
frequency drifts had to be removed to achieve more consistency, so that the optimum
frequency bandwidth could be addressed for the identification of the externally applied
stimulus. Therefore, the filter had to detrend the raw signals by pre-processing before
extracting other informative statistical features from the detrended signal, which might
contain high frequency information that were worth preserving [178].
A comparison was carried out of the optimal settings of four classes of digital IIR filter. The
approach assumed that some statistical characteristics of the unstimulated plant signal (after
filtering) should be similar, e.g. zero mean, uniform variance and energy, as commonly
employed for processing other bio-potentials [178]. Ideally, the pre-stimulus part of different
signals should form clusters in some statistically meaningful feature space, with their
centroids lying as close as possible. Therefore, the IIR filters were designed so that the prestimulus part of the signals overlapped and formed a common reference for different plants
and recording electrodes. By doing this, any change in the electrical response due to the
application of an external stimulus could be analysed as a deviation from this reference or the
filtered background signal. Since the signals show nonlinear input-output relationships and
strong non-stationary behaviour [116], [142], the use of wavelets was a natural choice for
estimating the frequency domain response. The performance of the IIR filters were judged by
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an objective function which used non-stationary time-frequency domain decomposition using
wavelets. The use of wavelets was not as filters but to provide selection criteria for the IIR
filters with much fewer tuning parameters compared to Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters.
Choice of the filter was crucial, because no prior knowledge of the frequency spectrum for
plant’s true electrical response exists. Traditionally, band-pass filters were used for most
biological signals, like ECG, EEG, EMG [178], to eliminate the effect of low frequency
drift/artefact and high frequency measurement noise. As the sampling rate in the experiments
is 10 Hz, according to the Nyquist criterion, there is no frequency component above 5 Hz,
which is relatively low for biological signal processing [178]. Therefore, instead of removing
the spectrum from both sides as in bandpass filter, a high pass filter was chosen since the
higher side of the spectrum (5 Hz) was almost insensitive to measurement noise because of
the low sampling rate. In contrast, choosing the filter’s cut-off frequency at the lower end had
more impact on shaping the frequency spectrum and the time domain response of the random
part of the signals.
This is especially important since a lower value of the filter cut-off frequency (ωc) may allow
significant amounts of artefact/drift to go into the plant signal, but a higher value of ωc may
remove some significant information from the frequency spectrum. The main challenge was
in balancing this trade-off between losing significant information and not allowing low
frequency drifts and artefacts to contaminate the spectrum. Figure 5.11 shows, as an example,
the effect of applying a digital high-pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 1 Hz
for two plants with two channels.
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Figure 5.11: Time and frequency domain representation of the raw and filtered signal
using a Butterworth filter with ωc = 1 Hz.

Due to the low frequency drifts present in the time domain, it is evident from Figure 5.11 that
the frequency spectrum of the raw signals has high power at low frequencies, which could
mask any underlying biological response of the plant that presents at relatively higher
frequencies. Clearly, the IIR filter forces the signal to have almost zero mean and uniform
variance in both the pre- and post-stimulus part and therefore may help in characterizing the
stimulus in terms of other higher order statistical features.
Although the time domain representation looks similar for the filtered signals, their frequency
responses were different. Especially the gain and ripple in the low frequency region, cut-off
frequency as well as type of digital IIR filter which needed to be optimally tuned, using some
criterion (distribution of energy along different wavelet was chosen as a basis for the prestimulus signals) ensured similar statistical behaviour of the pre-stimulus part.
The objective function for the optimization-based tuning of IIR filters was chosen as the
energy contents of different nodes in wavelet packet decomposition for both pre- and poststimulus parts of the signal, acquired under similar laboratory settings. The IIR filter
parameters were tuned so that it produced almost overlapping clusters of the distribution of
energy along different wavelet basis for the pre-stimulus signals, but non-overlapping clusters
for the post-stimulus parts. The wavelet decomposition of the IIR filtered signal was
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restricted up to level 2, to keep the number of basis vectors small (Q = 4 in this case), and to
make the analysis consistent and computationally efficient. After applying an IIR filter
(which required further optimization), the signal was segmented in smaller non-overlapping
windows of M = 256, 512 and 1024 samples. The wavelet energy in all four nodes at level 2
for segmented signals of length M was projected into a 4-dimensional feature space. Some/all
of the filter parameters were then optimized, such as filter order, cut-off frequency, passband,
and stopband ripples (N, ωc, Rp and/or Rs) for the four IIR filter variants, so that it enforced
the centroids (in the feature space) of the pre-stimulus signals in different experiments (D), to
lie as close as possible. The objective function (J) was framed as the sum of the Euclidean
distances of the centroids ( C id ) under different experiments from the mean of all these
centroids ( µCi ), as shown in (5.7).
Q
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The objective function in (5.7) was minimized (using the Nelder-Mead Simplex algorithm in
MATLAB) with an initial guess of ωc0 = 1Hz, N 0 = 7, Rp0 = 0.5dB, Rs0 = 80dB .
Parameters of four IIR) filters were then tuned – Butterworth, Chebyshev type-I and II, and
Elliptic – to explore which filter structure minimized the distance between the centroids of
the clusters, formed using distribution of wavelet packet energy along different wavelet basis,
for the pre-stimulus part.
The optimized parameters of the IIR filters are shown in Table 5.5 for the four different
structures and three data segmentation sizes (M = 256, 512 and 1024). It was found that the
Chebyshev type-II filter yielded the minimum cost function (Jmin) for the 256 non-overlapping
samples of data segmentation. For the 512 and 1024 samples of data segmentation, the
Chebyshev type-II filter outperformed the other three filter structures in minimizing the
discrimination of the pre-stimulus information, under different experimental conditions. The
ripples in passband and stopband are designated as Rp and Rs respectively.
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Table 5.5: Optimum IIR filter settings for different filters

Filter Type

Butterworth

Chebyshev Type I

Chebyshev Type II

Elliptic

Segment
Size

Jmin

ωc (Hz)

N

Rp (dB)

Rs (dB)

256

17.48

1.50

4

-

-

512

19.77

1.50

4

-

-

1024

24.41

1.50

5

-

-

256

16.71

1.43

3

1.00

-

512

19.73

1.37

6

0.96

-

1024

23.62

1.50

4

1.00

-

256

11.64

0.77

6

-

100

512

12.55

0.77

6

-

100

1024

13.50

1.34

6

-

70.19

256

17.58

1.45

6

0.43

60.00

512

18.61

1.37

4

1.00

60.00

1024

23.57

1.50

4

1.00

60.00

5.5.2 Pre-processing, feature extraction and classification
The same datasets used in Section 5.3.1 were used again. This time, the signals were filtered
using the filter parameters from Table 5.5. About 73% of the total datasets were used for
retrospective study (using LOOCV) while the remaining 27% set aside for prospective study.
The same datasets were set aside for prospective study as reported earlier, except that they
were filtered. Figure 5.12 shows the steps followed for pre-processing and classification.

Figure 5.12: Steps for classification of environmental stimuli from plant electrical signal
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The entire filtered signal was divided into blocks of 1024 samples. The same set of 15
features as reported earlier, were extracted and these features were then normalized so that
their values lay between {0} and {1}.
The classification methodology adopted for filtered signals was the same as for the raw
signals. OVR and OVO decision tree structures were constructed, with five classifier variants
of LDA, QDA, Diaglinear, Diagquadratic, and the Mahalanobis distance.
The retrospective study was first addressed to find the best feature-classifier combinations
using LOOCV. Thereafter, the same feature-classifier combinations was tested on unseen
data.

5.6

Filtered signals – Results and discussion

Figure 5.13 shows the univariate histogram plots of the features, extracted from the filtered
data, which helped visualize the class separation and overlaps for individual features. In all
cases, the individual feature did not allow a straightforward separation of the classes.

Figure 5.13: Histogram plots for 15 features (computed from filtered data), showing separation of classes

5.6.1 Visualization of class separability on the LDA basis
The separability of the three stimuli in LDA basis was investigated, as shown in Figure 5.14.
H2SO4 and NaCl looks to be separated to a good extent. This separation also appears to be
better than the separation of the other two binary stimuli combinations exactly as found from
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the raw signals. However, the separation could only be known quantitatively with the results
of the classification.

Figure 5.14: LDA Basis showing separation of three stimuli using filtered signal

5.6.2 Retrospective study using filtered plant signals
The classification accuracy obtained using the SFS algorithm on ranked features with all five
variants of discriminant analysis classifiers is shown in Figure 5.15 (OVR) and Figure 5.16
(OVO). The classifier and feature combination giving the best accuracy can be easily
identified (as the maxima of the curves) for each binary classification scenario. These results
were obtained by carrying out LOOCV on the 73% training dataset for the retrospective
study. Table 5.6 shows the top features and classifiers with the best results for different binary
classification scenarios (in percentage accuracy). For every such scenario, the features were
ranked using FDR, and hence not all scenarios will have the same features at the same
ranking. The features, as ranked by FDR, are provided in Appendix C.
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Figure 5.15: Accuracy vs. increment in features (SFS) for OVR setting (using filtered signal)

Figure 5.16: Accuracy vs. increment in features (SFS) for OVO setting (using filtered signal)

Table 5.6 shows that 100% classification was achieved between NaCl and H2SO4 using the
top 6 features and a QDA/Mahalanobis classifier. This result is significant since both stimuli
are administered through the soil (and hence the uptake is through the roots).
A similar result was obtained for NaCl and O3 although using the top 15 features, along with
a QDA/Mahalanobis classifier. Here, O3 was administered by a spray all over the plant, so the
absorption was mainly through the leaves. The need for a 15-dimensional feature space to
distinguish between the two stimuli probably means that how the stimuli were applied to the
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plant is irrelevant, i.e. whether through the root or leaf. However perhaps it also shows that
the electrophysiological effect in the plant due to NaCl is different to a greater extent than the
other two stimuli as it produced a 100% classification result.
The best result for O3 and H2SO4 was approximately 76%, using the top two features and a
Mahalanobis classifier, which was not as good as that obtained using NaCl as stimulus. This
observation possibly points to the fact that the electrophysiological effect due to O3 is not as
separable from the effect of H2SO4.
Table 5.6: Best Classification Accuracy for the Filtered Signal

Scheme
Stimulus

OVO

OVR

NaCl

O3

Rest

H2SO4

100% (top 6 features),
QDA / Mahalanobis

76.53% (top 2 features),
Mahalanobis

76.53% (top 2 features),
Mahalanobis

NaCl

-

100% (top 15 features),
QDA / Mahalanobis

100% (top 14 features),
QDA / Mahalanobis

O3

*

-

76.34% (top 15 features),
Mahalanobis

5.6.3 Constructing the decision tree for the prospective study using results
from the retrospective study
Table 5.6 shows that NaCl vs. Rest gave the best classification accuracy of 100%, using the
top 14 features (as ranked using FDR) along with a QDA/Mahalanobis distance classifier. So,
in the first node of OVR, class A = NaCl is the best separable stimulus from the rest. Hence,
the decision tree will first test if an incoming feature vector belongs to NaCl or not. If it is
tested to be not being NaCl, then the remaining binary classification to be evaluated in the
second node would be O3 vs. H2SO4 (= class B and class C respectively in OVR structure)
using the top 2 features and a Mahalanobis distance classifier.
In OVO configuration, three binary classifier settings were used. As can be seen from Table
5.6, NaCl vs. O3 and NaCl vs. H2SO4 achieved 100% accuracy using the top 6 and top 15
features respectively, with either a QDA or Mahalanobis distance classifier. The O3 vs. H2SO4
achieved the best result of 76.53% using the top 2 features with a Mahalanobis distance
classifier.
Following the retrospective study, it was noted that the decision tree in OVO configuration
will test an incoming feature vector for three binary classification settings simultaneously.
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The classifier setting of NaCl vs. O3 would require the top 15 features with a
QDA/Mahalanobis classifier. The next classifier setting of NaCl vs. H2SO4 would require the
top 6 features with a QDA/Mahalanobis classifier. The last classifier setting for O3 vs. H2SO4
would require the top 2 features with a Mahalanobis classifier. The voting of any two
classifiers will confirm the presence of a particular stimulus. The ranked features are given in
Appendix C.
The test feature matrix for the prospective study was exactly as previously. When the
OVR/OVO configurations using the results from the retrospective study were tried on unseen
data, the results were poor at classifying the three stimuli. These results are provided in Table
5.7. Observe that H2SO4 and O3 were poorly detected and NaCl was mis-classified as over
detected.
These results also included any variation of classifier found by the retrospective study (e.g. in
Table 5.6, both QDA and Mahalanobis distance classifiers were responsible for finding the
best results for NaCl vs O3. Hence both these classifiers were tried for prospective study).
Table 5.7: Prospective study results using best settings obtained from retrospective study

Stimulus

OVR

OVO

Correctly detected blocks / total blocks tested

H2SO4

5 / 148

0 / 148

NaCl

10109 / 276

10114 / 276

2 / 9692

2 / 9692

O3

5.6.4 Redesigning the decision tree for the prospective study
The best settings obtained during the retrospective study did not yield good results during the
prospective study. Hence, the aimed was still to find those feature-classifier settings (for a
decision tree architecture) which not only produced good results on known datasets, but also
on unseen datasets. This would give a realistic overview of how good (or bad) the featureclassifier combination was. In order to proceed further, the two decision trees were tested on
both retrospective and prospective study in the following manner:
•

Keep the same classifier variant in every node (two nodes for OVR, three nodes for
OVO)

•

Increment the feature at every node simultaneously, using a Sequential forward search
(SFS) method
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As with the case for raw signals, SFS was employed and the correctly classified blocks from
each of the three stimuli noted for each of the classifier variants. The accuracy was computed
using the same formula as before.
The results obtained for both retrospective and prospective study in OVR configuration are
shown in Figure 5.17. It is clear that using the top 3 to the top 7 features with a Mahalanobis
distance classifier produced classification results better than 82% in the prospective study.
Similarly, using the top 3 and above features with a Mahalanobis classifier produced a
classification result better than 92% in the retrospective study. The best results were obtained
using the top 4 features with a Mahalanobis distance classifier, which yielded ~93% during
retrospective and ~89% during prospective study.
Among the Naïve Bayes classifiers, the diagquadratic classifier performed well using the top
feature only, providing accuracy greater than 82% in both retrospective and prospective
studies, whereas the diaglinear classifier provided only a mediocre performance of around
59% during the prospective study. Among other classifiers, QDA provided an accuracy better
than 82% in retrospective and 83% in prospective study by using the top feature, whereas
LDA produced a classification accuracy better than 80% and 59% in retrospective and
prospective studies respectively.

Figure 5.17: Retrospective vs. prospective study results for OVR configuration,
using five different classifiers and SFS
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The results obtained for both retrospective and prospective study in OVO configuration are
shown in Figure 5.18. The best results for classification accuracy were better than 88% in
retrospective and 83% in prospective study, and was obtained by using the top 5 features and
a Mahalanobis classifier. The LDA produced the best classification accuracy of ~86% during
the retrospective study and ~67% in the prospective study using the top eleven 11. The QDA
produced a classification accuracy of ~85% and ~83% during retrospective and prospective
studies respectively, using only the top feature. Among the Naïve Bayes classifiers, the
diagquadratic classifier again performed well using only the top feature, providing accuracy
of around 85% in the retrospective and ~83% in the prospective studies, whereas the
diaglinear classifier provided a mediocre performance of around 60% in the prospective study
and somewhat acceptable performance of ~75% in the retrospective study.

Figure 5.18: Retrospective vs. prospective study results for OVO configuration,
using five different classifiers and SFS

In summary, using the top four features extracted from the stochastic part of the plant
electrical response, with a Mahalanobis classifier, provided the best multiclass classification
accuracy of ~93% in the retrospective study and ~89% in the prospective study in an OVR
setting. The detailed list of features is provided in Appendix C.

5.7

Comparison of classification results between raw and

filtered signals
The exploration using raw signals found that the best results were ~92% during the
retrospective study and ~90% during the prospective study which were obtained using the top
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five features with a Mahalanobis distance classifier in every node of a OVO structure. The
features included IQR, Hyper-flatness, Kurtosis, DFA, Variance, Hyper-skewness, Wavelet
entropy, Hurst exponent, and Average spectral power.
The exploration using filtered signals, where the same features were extracted from filtered
signals, found the best results obtained were ~93% during the retrospective study and ~89%
during the prospective study using top four features with a Mahalanobis distance classifier in
an OVR setting. These features included Mean, Wavelet entropy, IQR, Hjorth complexity,
DFA, and Variance (see Appendix C).
Although the classification results achieved using features extracted from raw signals were
better than those extracted from filtered signals, the difference was only marginal. It is
possible that the marginal increment arose from raw signal having the trend intact, which
maybe added more information (captured by the features) to the classifiers. The results also
showed that the trained models were not over-fitted to the training data and were generalized
well enough to produce good results even on unseen data.

5.8 Summary
This chapter investigated the design of a decision tree classifier employing five different
classifiers and 15 statistical features extracted from filtered plant electrical signals. Two
multiclass strategies were used, OVO and OVR, along with retrospective and prospective
testing to establish its generalization capability. Both raw and filtered signals were used for
analysis and found that NaCl in general was the best separable stimulus compared to O3 and
H2SO4. Future work would be the implementation of the decision tree algorithm and the
statistical features in hardware.
In both Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, the available time series were windowed and the segments
were used for classification. With such segments, around 90% classification was achieved
which was independently validated by using separate retained datasets (prospective study). It
is possible that this windowing could lose some information and correlation, which might aid
better classification.
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6 Extraction of features for classification by
considering the entire time series with trend
6.1 Introduction
Chapter 4 used segmentation methodology to segment the plant electrical signal response into
windows of fixed length of 1000 samples to increase the number of data points with which
various classifiers were trained for binary classification. This was reasonably successful
provided classification accuracy of around 70%. Chapter 5 addressed multiclass classification
using a custom designed decision tree. The same segmentation methodology was used on raw
and filtered datasets and obtained an improved classification accuracy of around 88%. The
raw signals provided better results than the filtered signals, possibly due the presence of
trends in the raw signal which provided more information about the applied stimuli.
However, the windows were assumed to be independent and identically distributed (IID)
samples, with no correlation between the segments because of the pre-processing steps which
were carried out (subtraction of background or filtering). It is now necessary to consider
whether some information could have been lost due to the segmentation method. This
information, in the form of correlation between the samples throughout the entire duration of
the time series, can possibly provide more information to the classifiers and hence improve
the classification accuracy. The nature of the trend present in the signal could also be different
for different stimuli. In other words, the shape of the plant’s electrical response could vary
due to different stimuli applied to the plants.
This chapter explores the possibility of performing classification using features which best
capture the shape or the morphology of the raw plant electrical signals. Since the entire
duration of the time series will be used, any long-range correlation present within the samples
is not discarded.
To capture the morphology of the raw signals, only the post-stimulus parts were considered
for feature extraction to see how the shape of the signal changes following application of the
stimuli. One of the best ways to capture this trend or shape of the signal is through curvefitting functions whose coefficients can describe the trend accurately. These coefficients can
be used as the features for classification.
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For continuity, the same set of classification algorithms, i.e. LDA, QDA, Diaglinear,
Diagquadratic, and Mahalanobis distance, can be used with the curve fit coefficients as
features.
A similar approach demonstrated the use of a Mahalanobis distance classifier for
classification of object trajectory-based video motion clips, assuming that the clusters of the
trajectory points are distributed normally in the coefficient feature space [199].

6.2 Methodology
Initially, the curve fit coefficients from four different models were used, i.e. Polynomial,
Gaussian, Fourier, and Exponential, to capture the dynamics of the trend for the entire
duration of the raw signal (post-stimulus part only) to the three stimuli, NaCl, H2SO4, and O3.
Thereafter, these coefficients were treated as features and normalized as previously. However,
no ranking of features was required as the coefficients were taken together and not
individually, which will be explained in detail later. Using the normalized coefficients as
features, three sets of binary classifications were carried out to evaluate the results.
To ensure that the coefficients correctly captured the morphology of the signal, an R-squared
value difference between the simulated response and actual response was calculated. A high
R-squared value means that the simulated curve fit function is accurately following the trend
present within the actual signal.
Figure 6.1 shows the methodology of binary classification using curve fit coefficients.

Figure 6.1: Classification using Curve fit coefficients
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The reason for using binary classification was to enable a customised OVO decision tree to
be designed, exactly as in Chapter 5, in order to carry out a prospective study on separate
retained test datasets.
Figure 6.2 shows the four different curve fit functions chosen. For each of these curve fit
types, a systematic variation in degree/order/terms was explored for extracting the
coefficients, which were then used for classification of the stimuli. The range of variation of
the parameters is given in Table 6.1.

Figure 6.2: Four different curve fit types used to explore the coefficients as features for classification

6.2.1 Polynomial Curve Fit
Polynomial models for curve fits are given by equation (6.1), where n is the degree of the
polynomial to be fitted to the time series, which results in n + 1 order (number of
coefficients) of the polynomial function. Here, the number of coefficients (feature space) is
limited to 10 so 1 ≤ n ≤ 9, since the number of time series were limited (total time series used
were 412). This was done to avoid any form of over-fitting while training the classifiers
[151].

⌢ n +1
y = ∑ Pi x n +1− i

(6.1)

i =1
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Polynomial fits are usually used for simple empirical models, especially for interpolation and
extrapolation of data. Here, it was used for characterizing the data using a global fit. One of
the main disadvantages of polynomial fitting is that the fit might be very good within a data
range, but can diverge outside this range. Since the coefficients were used as features across
different time series and they were used for classification, a good generic data fit was
possible.

6.2.2 Gaussian Curve Fit
The Gaussian model fits peaks of the data and is defined by (6.2).

⌢
y = ∑ ai e
n

  x −b  2 
i
 −
 
  ci  



(6.2)

i =1

where a is the amplitude, b is the centroid/location of the data, c is related to the peak width
and n is the number of peaks to fit. Here, 1 ≤ n ≤ 4 to keep the number of coefficients down
due to the limited number of time series available for classification.

6.2.3 Fourier Curve Fit
The Fourier series is a sum of sine and cosine functions which is used to describe a periodic
signal, as described by (6.3).
n
⌢
y = a0 + ∑ ai cos ( jω x ) + bi sin ( jω x )

(6.3)

i =1

where a 0 models the intercept term in the data (which is a constant) and is associated with
i = 0 in the cosine term. ω is the fundamental frequency of the signal and n is the number of
terms (harmonics) used to fit the time series. Here, 1 ≤ n ≤ 4 to keep the number of
coefficients down due to the limited number of time series available for classification.

6.2.4 Exponential Model Curve Fit
The MATLAB curve fit capability provides one- or two-term exponential models which are
given by (6.4).

⌢
 y = ae bx
⌢
bx
dx
 y = ae + ce

(6.4)
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Exponential functions are usually used to define time-series when the rate of change of a
quantity is proportional to the initial value of that quantity. If the coefficients b or d are
negative, then the equation represents an exponential decay.
Table 6.1: Curve fit types and parameters

Fit type

Degree / No. of terms

Polynomial

1≤n≤9

Gaussian

1≤n≤4

Fourier

1≤n≤4

Exponential

1≤n≤2

Curve fiting was carried out using a custom MATLAB script, which executed the curve fit
type and directly input the coefficients into dedicated Excel spreadsheets. This script is given
in Appendix D.

6.3 Experimental datasets
The number of time series comprising the post-stimulus parts of the signals are given in Table
6.2. Few of these experimental datasets were new and not used in previous chapters, and are
shown in column 3. Data from each channel was considered as a separate time series (two
channels per plant were used for each experiment). Also, each experiment consisted of
multiple exposure when using the O3 stimulus. The signal response between two successive
stimuli were considered as a separate time series as sufficient time (approx. 60 min) was
allowed between two successive exposures.
Table 6.2: Number of time series used for each stimulus

Total number of time series

Number of new datasets
included in total

NaCl

16

0

H2SO4

52

6

O3

343

180

Stimulus

The entire duration of the post-stimulus part for each time series were used to fit the four
different models.
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6.4 Results and Discussion
This section presents the classification results obtained during the retrospective study (i.e.
using LOOCV) for three different binary stimuli combinations. However, it is also necessary
to look at the Goodness of fit of the various curve fit types, in order to understand what kind
of result for classification can be expected. These are shown using box-plots of the R-squared
values of the fit for the types of curves.
R-squared is used as a statistical measure to find out how close the actual data is to the fitted
regression line. By definition,
R squared =

Explained variation
Total variation

(6.5)

and its value always ranges between 0 and 1 (i.e. 100%). A value of 0 indicates that the
chosen model cannot explain any of the variability of the data centred on its mean, while 1
indicates that the chosen model explains all the variability of the data. As a consequence, a
higher Rsquared value translates to a better fit for the model to the data [200]. The Rsquared
values for each curve fitting type for the three stimuli are shown using Box-Plots to get a
good overview of the Goodness of fit, as shown in Figure 6.3 to Figure 6.6. This way, any
classification results can be related to the accuracy of the curve fit coefficients in capturing
the morphology of the signal. Figure 6.3 shows the R-squared values for the Polynomial
curve fit, ranging from 1st to 9th degree, for the three different stimuli.

Figure 6.3: R-squared values for Polynomial curve fitting
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Figure 6.3 clearly shows that for Polynomial degree 1 and 3, the median of the R-squared
values lie around 0.5. For degree 2, although the median is higher than 0.5, the range of
lowest to highest values (shown by the whiskers) are large for H2SO4 and O3. This spread
reduces from Polynomial 4th degree onwards, but also results in significant outliers for O3 in
particular.

Figure 6.4: R-squared values for Fourier curve fitting

The R-squared values for Fourier curve fits in Figure 6.4 show that the median is above 0.8
with the interquartile range getting narrower as the order increments, denoting consistent fit.
However the outliers are more visible for O3 as the order increases.
For Gaussian and Exponential curve fits, the R-squared values as seen from Figure 6.5 and
Figure 6.6 respectively, lie very close to 0 with incrementing terms. The negative R-squared
values indicate that the chosen model fits worse than a horizontal line, and is therefore the
wrong model to fit the data and does not follow the trend.
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Figure 6.5: R-squared values for Gaussian curve fitting

Figure 6.6: R-squared values for Exponential curve fitting

The binary classification results (three combinations using three stimuli) are now addressed,
using each of the curve fit coefficients as features for classification. The results need to be
evaluated by looking at Sensitivity, Specificity and Accuracy together (defined previously), to
get a feel for the performance of the classifiers in detecting both classes (i.e. stimuli) rather
than just Accuracy which can be artificially high if one of the two classes are misclassified
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[151]. The Polynomial curve fit coefficients are shown in Figure 6.7 (a, b, c). Each figure
shows the variation in degree of the curve fit type and for each classifier type (five variants).
The figures also show the plots of the Accuracy, Sensitivity, Specificity, PPV, and NPV.
The best classification results were obtained by using Polynomial coefficients of degree 5 and
above. These are consistent for all five classifiers used, although LDA/QDA outperforms
other classifiers with a higher value for Sensitivity, Specificity and Accuracy.

Figure 6.7 (a): Binary classification results using Polynomial Curve fit Coefficients

Figure 6.7 (b): Binary classification results using Polynomial Curve fit Coefficients
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Figure 6.7 (c): Binary classification results using Polynomial Curve fit Coefficients

Figure 6.8 (a,b,c) shows the classification results using the coefficients of Fourier curve fit
using different orders. Some of these parameters exhibit a higher value for 3rd or 4th orders,
although the results were not as consistent as for the Polynomial curve fits. That is, the
accuracy was found to be high in a few cases but either sensitivity or specificity were low.
This signifies that classification of all the three stimuli would be difficult using just Fourier
coefficients.

Figure 6.8 (a): Binary classification results using Fourier Curve fit Coefficients
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Figure 6.8 (b): Binary classification results using Fourier Curve fit Coefficients

Figure 6.8 (c): Binary classification results using Fourier Curve fit Coefficients

Although the R-Squared values for Gaussian and Exponential curve fits were found to be
poor, classification was still attempted using coefficients from these functions to determine
how the poor fit contributed to the classification. Classification using Gaussian Curve fit
coefficients are shown in Figure 6.9 (a, b, c). As expected, the classification results show
inconsistent results, and were found to be somewhat better at 3rd and 4th terms.
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Figure 6.9 (a): Binary classification results using Gaussian Curve fit Coefficients

Figure 6.9 (b): Binary classification results using Gaussian Curve fit Coefficients
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Figure 6.9 (c): Binary classification results using Gaussian Curve fit Coefficients

Figure 6.10 (a,b,c) shows the classification results using Exponential curve fit coefficients.

Figure 6.10 (a): Binary classification results using Exponential Curve fit Coefficients
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Figure 6.10 (b): Binary classification results using Exponential Curve fit Coefficients

Figure 6.10 (c): Binary classification results using Exponential Curve fit Coefficients

The sensitivity, specificity and accuracy were poor for all three binary stimuli combinations
when using coefficients from exponential curve fittings.
The best results from all these figures were obtained using Polynomial coefficients and is
summarized in Table 6.3.
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A separate prospective study was performed to test the effectiveness of the classification,
using four time series for each stimulus that were retained for this purpose. Based on Table
6.3, an OVO decision tree was designed to test against the retained data (see Figure 6.11).
Using this decision tree, the results obtained are given in Table 6.4.
Table 6.3: Best Binary Classification results (retrospective study) using Curve fit coefficients

Classification results
Binary stimuli
combination

Fit type

Degree

Classifier

Sensitivity

Specificity

Accuracy

H2SO4 vs. NaCl

Polynomial

5th

LDA

90%

81%

88%

H2SO4 vs. O3

Polynomial

9th

QDA

97%

100%

98%

Polynomial

th

QDA

98%

100%

98%

NaCl vs. O3

9

Figure 6.11: Prospective test method using One Versus One classification decision tree

The test matrix was designed by including the coefficients required for each binary stimuli
combination given in Table 6.3, for all three stimuli. This way, it was easy to feed the
coefficients from the curve fit function of desired degree to determine to which stimuli it
belonged. The final classification of the test dataset was done using a One versus One
Decision tree.
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Table 6.4: Results from prospective study using retained data

Total retained time series

Number of correctly
classified time series

H2SO4

4

2

NaCl

4

2

O3

4

4

Stimulus

For the totally unseen datasets, only 2 out of 4 retained data were correctly classified for
H2SO4 and NaCl, whereas all 4 retained datasets were correctly classified for O3. This may be
because there were more O3 data (343 time series) for the classifiers to be trained on than
H2SO4 (52 time series) and NaCl (16 time series).
Classification using polynomial curve fit coefficients produced good retrospective results and
it also produced good prospective results for O3 as a stimulus as the underlying trend in the
data were better captured using Polynomial model. Although the Goodness of fit using the
Fourier curve fit were closer to that of the Polynomial, the classification results were not as
consistent.

6.5 Summary
This chapter explored the classification of stimuli applied to plants using Curve fit
coefficients. It was carried out exactly as previously, i.e. using LOOCV on binary stimuli
combinations. Coefficients from 5th and 9th degree Polynomial curve fit as features were
found to produce the best classification results. These results were then used to design an
OVO decision tree to test some retained data, of which H2SO4 and NaCl were classified only
half the time. However, using the same decision tree, O3 was detected every time. This can be
attributed to less training data for the former two stimuli.
The conclusion is that coefficients of Polynomial curve fitting models can be used for
classification of stimuli as they capture the entire trend of the raw plant electrical signal
response. This raw signal trend adds more information to the signal than the stochastic part
alone, explored in Chapter 5. Although only 12 time series were available to test the decision
tree, the comparison is not exact with those results obtained using the segmentation method
presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 due to larger number of training and testing samples
available. The exploration presented in this chapter provides another way to extract features
from raw plant electrical signals, and resulted in around 88% classification accuracy in the
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retrospective study. These results are much better than the binary classification results in
Table 5.3. This was expected due to the longer duration of the time series used to extract
features. However, the segmentation method does provide the insight that any segment from
the entire plant electrical signal response provides enough information to the classifier about
the stimuli affecting the plant.
Comparing the Classification accuracy (with high Sensitivity and Specificity values) with
those reported in Section 5.4.2, the results obtained using curve fit coefficients were much
better. Due to the limited data available for training, the prospective study resulted in only
50% classification accuracy for NaCl and H2SO4. Since more time series were available for
training, a classification accuracy as high as 100% for O3 was achieved.
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7 Conclusions and future work
The goal this dissertation was to find an answer to the question – does plant electrical signal
response has sufficient information about the time and type of stimuli which affects the
plants? In order to explore this, a step by step approach was taken which has been reported in
various chapters within this dissertation. This work establishes that plant electrical signal
responses can be used to find out the time and the type of a stimulus applied to the plant. Two
methodologies, system identification and classification, have been explored for extracting the
information about the time and type of stimulus.
The exploration commenced by trying to find an appropriate model, using the electrical
response data from 50 plants of four different species (Laurus nobilis, Zamioculcas
zamiifolia, Chrysanthemum, and Cucumis sativus), to predict some characteristics of an
incident light pulse stimulus. These characteristics included the instants of turning on/off and
peak intensity of the light pulse. The rising and falling edges of the light pulse were
successfully predicted with a forward and inverse modelling dynamical system framework.
The best prediction for these characteristics were obtained by a set of NLHW models
(Piecewise Linear and Sigmoid Network). The top 3 models showed good prediction ability
for the 38 training datasets, and resulted in 44 (forward) and 42 (inverse) model settings. All
these model settings were tried on 12 retained test datasets. The results from the tests
narrowed down the model settings for both forward and inverse scenarios to the top three,
which produced above 70% fit on an average. It was also found that if the shape of the signal
was different from the signal that was used to train the models, then the prediction accuracies
deteriorated. This system identification approach, can be further explored by using plant
electrical response data to determine a variety of stimuli such as gas, chemicals in the soil,
etc., thus paving the way towards conceptualizing plant-based environmental biosensors in
future.
Although this method was employed to find out whether there was enough information
contained within the plant’s electrical signals about the time and amplitude of the applied
light stimulus, it did not yield good results on independent datasets within the constraints
(e.g. ignoring temperature and humidity, limited variation of parameters such as input-output
units and poles-zeroes, etc.). These model constraints can be relaxed to explore whether the
results of further studies yield better results in future.
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The system identification modelling provided an important finding that it is possible to
identify the time of application of a stimulus from the plant’s electrical signal response. It
also pointed towards plants being non-linear systems, when considering the input stimulus
and output electrical signal response, and established a mathematical relationship between the
stimulus the signal response.
The next methodology explored was binary classification for predicting the stimulus type
from the plant electrical signal response. This was carried out using a small time duration of
the plant’s signal to extract simple statistical features with five different classifiers. To
explore whether the signal could be used to predict the type of stimulus, more complex
stimuli were used: Sulphuric acid (H2SO4), Sodium chloride (NaCl) solution, and Ozone
(O3). The classification covered 11 statistical features, extracted from segmented signals,
followed by feature ranking and rigorous univariate and bivariate feature-based classification
using five different classifiers.
The results of binary classification showed that external stimuli like H2SO4, O3 and NaCl
(5 ml and 10 ml) were successfully classified, using the adopted approach with 11 statistical
features, capturing both the stationary and non-stationary behaviour of the signals. The
classification yielded the best average accuracy of ~70% (across all stimuli and five different
classifier variants by using variance and skewness as feature pairs), while the best individual
accuracy was ~73.67% (across all stimuli and using variance and IQR as feature pairs with a
Diagquadratic classifier). The most significant outcome was that the statistical features of the
plant signal could successfully detect which stimulus caused the signal.
The third methodology explored was a decision tree based multiclass classification using raw
signals, where two decision tree architecture based classification systems were designed.
NaCl was found to be the best separable class in an OVR architecture, with O3 and H2SO4
being the next two classes to be classified. The best results were achieved using the top five
features in each of the nodes of the OVO with a Mahalanobis distance classifier. Using this
configuration achieved good classification accuracy for both retrospective (~92%) and
prospective (~90%) studies.
Similar exploration using filtered signals found that NaCl in general, was the best separable
class compared with O3 and H2SO4 in an OVR structure, providing accuracies of ~93%
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during retrospective and ~89% during prospective study, using the top four features with a
Mahalanobis distance classifier.
The most important findings were that raw signal produced marginally better results than
filtered signals, and that the settings which provided good results during the retrospective
study also worked well for the prospective study.
Based on the results obtained using small segments from both raw and filtered signals,
another exploration was carried towards classification by extracting Curve fit coefficients
from the entire duration of the raw signal data. This was attempted by fitting four curve types
to the raw time series with various parameters (e.g. degrees, no. of terms, etc.). These curve
fit coefficients were then used as features for classification resulting in above 90% accuracy
in the retrospective study. A separate prospective study was carried out with some retained
time series, which gave 100% accuracy for O3, but only 50% for the remaining two stimuli.
This may be because the classifiers were trained on more O3 data (343 time series) than for
H2SO4 (52 time series) and NaCl (16 time series).
One of the major limitations of the work presented in this dissertation, was the availability of
sufficient data. Hence the next section outlines what could be potential future work which
could be developed on the work presented in this dissertation.

7.1 Future work
The research presented in this dissertation provides a platform for exploring plant electrical
signal responses to various stimuli as means to monitor environmental parameters. The
exploration shows that information about both time and type of the applied stimulus are
embedded within the electrical signals. Depending upon the requirement, either of the
methodologies adopted in this dissertation may form the basis for further exploration. Based
on the current exploration, constraints and results obtained, the following future projects may
be taken further.

More laboratory based experiments need to be carried out:
Any machine learning based data analysis, will require sufficient data for training and testing.
Hence one crucial element of any future work must involve more laboratory based
experiments. Within these experiments, the following may be stressed on:
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Identification of dominant stimuli
How can the dominant stimulus out of multiple stimuli be determined? This entails
application of multiple types of stimuli to a single plant and recording its electrical responses.
Such signals should be processed so that the most dominant stimulus could be isolated. This
will help in realizing a more naturalistic plant electrical signal based classification system,
where multiple environmental parameters simultaneously affect the plants.
Exploration of electrical signal response of different species
In this dissertation, the data from multiple species of plants have been combined. However,
are there any particular species which are more responsive to a certain stimulus? Will the
results be any better if only those species of plants are used to generate the data? One of the
easiest ways to answer this will be to plot species wise data (i.e. features) on an LDA basis
and see if - for the same stimulus, data from different species are separable. If they are found
to be clearly distinguished, then perhaps the role of species in responding to different stimuli
is a future direction.
Feature exploration
Although this work used bottom up approach, where up to 15 features were used, a greater
number of features could be explored in a top down approach, i.e. starting with a larger set of
features and narrowing them down to a few good features. The advantage of using a larger set
of features is that more options are available to identify meaningful features which can
improve the classification accuracy.
Kernel-based classifiers
Future work could be the use of features explored here with SVM classifiers to see whether
any improvement of results occurs. Since a deliberate choice was made to keep the classifier
simple and non-kernel-based, but increasing the features during the retrospective study, does
reducing the features with kernel-based classifiers improve the results?

Lastly, future work must move on from laboratory based experiments to a more naturalistic
setting for data collection. This will enable, a step by step realization of plant electrical signal
response based environmental sensor which can be deployed in such naturalistic setting.
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APPENDIX - A
Arduino Code for controlling Light

/*
The program is designed to get a csv file containing schedule for light variation
experiments to be carried out.
ESP2866 (7) module is used to connect to the internet and download the csv from the
specified server.
PL1167 RF enabled RGBW bulb (9W) is controlled by an arduino with another PL1167 RF
module.
The colors on the RGBW bulb are varied according to the specified experiment.
Each line of the csv describes one experiment in the following format.

<COLOR,WAVE,DURATION>: W,S,10
COLOR CAN BE, R (RED), G (GREEN), B (BLUE) or W (WHITE)
WAVE CAN BE, S (Square), T (Triangle), ST (SawTooth).
DURATION: numeric value in minutes
*/

/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Code by Shre Kumar Chatterjee <skc105@ecs.soton.ac.uk>
Version: 2.00
Date: 12.08.2016
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * */
#include <SPI.h>
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#include <EEPROM.h>
#include <PL1167.h>
#include <Lytwifi.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <SoftwareSerial.h>
#include <WiFiInterrupt.h>

#define PL1167_CS_PIN

10

#define BULB_ADDRESS_HIGH 0
#define BULB_ADDRESS_LOW 0

String CLR = "W";

//Color: Allowed Values (RED) R, (GREEN) G, (BLUE) B, WHITE

(W)
String WAV = "S";

//Wave: Allowed Values (SQUARE) S, (TRIANGLE) T,

(SAWTOOTH) ST
int DUR = 16;

//In minutes, (Used in case of Triange and Sawtooth waves ignored in

case of Square Waves).
float onTime = 2;

//On time in mintues for square wave (Used only in case of Square

Wave).
int noOfWaves = 4;

//No of on square waves. Total Time for experiment =

noOfWaves*onTime+(noOfWaves-1)*offTime (Used only in case of Square Wave).
float offTime = (DUR-(noOfWaves*onTime))/(noOfWaves-1);
square wave (Used only in case of Square Wave)
int expDone=0;

SoftwareSerial mySerial(5, 6); // RX, TX
LYTWiFi myNetWork(mySerial);
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//Off time in mintues for

void setup() {
// put your setup code here, to run once:
Serial.begin(9600, SERIAL_8N1);
myNetWork.vfInitialize(PL1167_CS_PIN);
vfISRInit();
}

void loop() {
if(expDone==0){
myNetWork.vfSwitchOn(0, 0, C_UNICAST);
runExperiment();
myNetWork.vfSwitchOn(0, 0, C_UNICAST);
myNetWork.vfSetBrightnessValue(0, 0, 0, C_UNICAST);
expDone=1;
}
delay(6000);
}

void runExperiment() {
String strDur = String(DUR);
unsigned long time1 = millis();
if (WAV.equalsIgnoreCase("S")) {
Serial.println("Making Square Wave for " + strDur + " mins");
makeMultiSquareWave( CLR, noOfWaves, onTime, offTime);
} else if (WAV.equalsIgnoreCase("T")) {
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Serial.println("Making Triangle Wave for " + strDur + " mins");
makeTriangleWave(CLR, DUR);
} else if (WAV.equalsIgnoreCase("ST")) {
Serial.println("Making SawTooth Wave for " + strDur + " mins");
makeSawToothWave(CLR, DUR);
}
unsigned long timeSpent = millis() - time1;

Serial.print("All done in ");
Serial.print((timeSpent / 1000));
Serial.println("secs");
Serial.println("");

//myNetWork.vfSwitchOff(0, 0, C_UNICAST);
}

void makeMultiSquareWave(String CLR, int noOfWaves, float onTime, float offTime) {
float totalTime = (noOfWaves * onTime) + (noOfWaves - 1) * offTime;
Serial.print("Total Time ");
Serial.println(totalTime);
for (int i = 1; i <= noOfWaves; i++) {
Serial.print("Turning On for Time ");
Serial.print(onTime*60*1000);
Serial.println("mili secs");
makeSquareWave(CLR, onTime);
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Serial.print("Turning Off for Time ");
Serial.print(offTime*60*1000);
Serial.println("mili secs");
delayXmins(offTime);
}
}

void makeSquareWave(String CLR, float DUR) {
if (CLR.equalsIgnoreCase("W")) {
myNetWork.vfSetBrightnessValue(0, 0, 255, C_UNICAST);
delayXmins(DUR);
myNetWork.vfSetBrightnessValue(0, 0, 1, C_UNICAST);
} else if (CLR.equalsIgnoreCase("R")) {
myNetWork.vfSetRGBValues(0, 0, 255, 0, 0, C_UNICAST);
delayXmins(DUR);
myNetWork.vfSetRGBValues(0, 0, 1, 0, 0, C_UNICAST);
} else if (CLR.equalsIgnoreCase("G")) {
myNetWork.vfSetRGBValues(0, 0, 0, 255, 0, C_UNICAST);
delayXmins(DUR);
myNetWork.vfSetRGBValues(0, 0, 0, 1, 0, C_UNICAST);
} else if (CLR.equalsIgnoreCase("B")) {
myNetWork.vfSetRGBValues(0, 0, 0, 0, 255, C_UNICAST);
delayXmins(DUR);
myNetWork.vfSetRGBValues(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, C_UNICAST);
}
}
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void makeTriangleWave(String CLR, int DUR) {
float timeToPeak = (float)DUR / (float)2;
float stepSize = (float)timeToPeak / (float)255;
Serial.println("Increasing/decreasing Light intensity in " + String(stepSize * 1000, 4) + "
mili sec steps");
if (CLR.equalsIgnoreCase("W")) {
myNetWork.vfSetBrightnessValue(0, 0, 1, C_UNICAST);
for (int i = 0; i <= 255; i++) {
myNetWork.vfSetBrightnessValue(0, 0, i, C_UNICAST);
delayXmins(stepSize);
}
for (int i = 0; i <= 255; i++) {
myNetWork.vfSetBrightnessValue(0, 0, 255 - i, C_UNICAST);
delayXmins(stepSize);
}
} else if (CLR.equalsIgnoreCase("R")) {
myNetWork.vfSetRGBValues(0, 0, 1, 0, 0, C_UNICAST);
for (int i = 0; i <= 255; i++) {
myNetWork.vfSetRGBValues(0, 0, i, 0, 0, C_UNICAST);
delayXmins(stepSize);
}
for (int i = 0; i <= 255; i++) {
myNetWork.vfSetRGBValues(0, 0, 255 - i, 0, 0, C_UNICAST);
delayXmins(stepSize);
}
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} else if (CLR.equalsIgnoreCase("G")) {
myNetWork.vfSetRGBValues(0, 0, 0, 1, 0, C_UNICAST);
for (int i = 0; i <= 255; i++) {
myNetWork.vfSetRGBValues(0, 0, 0, i, 0, C_UNICAST);
delayXmins(stepSize);
}
for (int i = 0; i <= 255; i++) {
myNetWork.vfSetRGBValues(0, 0, 0, 255 - i, 0, C_UNICAST);
delayXmins(stepSize);
}
} else if (CLR.equalsIgnoreCase("B")) {
myNetWork.vfSetRGBValues(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, C_UNICAST);
for (int i = 0; i <= 255; i++) {
myNetWork.vfSetRGBValues(0, 0, 0, 0, i, C_UNICAST);
delayXmins(stepSize);
}
for (int i = 0; i <= 255; i++) {
myNetWork.vfSetRGBValues(0, 0, 0, 0, 255 - i, C_UNICAST);
delayXmins(stepSize);
}
}
}

void makeSawToothWave(String CLR, int DUR) {
myNetWork.vfSetRGBValues(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, C_UNICAST);
float stepSize = (float)DUR / (float)255;
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Serial.println("Increasing Light intensity in " + String(stepSize * 1000, 4) + " mili sec
steps");
if (CLR.equalsIgnoreCase("W")) {
for (int i = 0; i <= 255; i++) {
myNetWork.vfSetBrightnessValue(0, 0, i, C_UNICAST);
delayXmins(stepSize);
}
myNetWork.vfSetBrightnessValue(0, 0, 1, C_UNICAST);
} else if (CLR.equalsIgnoreCase("R")) {
for (int i = 0; i <= 255; i++) {
myNetWork.vfSetRGBValues(0, 0, i, 0, 0, C_UNICAST);
delayXmins(stepSize);
}
myNetWork.vfSetRGBValues(0, 0, 1, 0, 0, C_UNICAST);
} else if (CLR.equalsIgnoreCase("G")) {
for (int i = 0; i <= 255; i++) {
myNetWork.vfSetRGBValues(0, 0, 0, i, 0, C_UNICAST);
delayXmins(stepSize);
}
myNetWork.vfSetRGBValues(0, 0, 0, 1, 0, C_UNICAST);
} else if (CLR.equalsIgnoreCase("B")) {
for (int i = 0; i <= 255; i++) {
myNetWork.vfSetRGBValues(0, 0, 0, 0, i, C_UNICAST);
delayXmins(stepSize);
}
myNetWork.vfSetRGBValues(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, C_UNICAST);
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}
}

void delayXmins(int mins) {
unsigned long longDelayInSeconds = mins * 60 * 1000; //two minutes;
unsigned long p = 1;
while (p < longDelayInSeconds) {
delay(1);
p = p + 1;
}
}

void delayXmins(unsigned long mins) {
unsigned long longDelayInSeconds = mins * 60 * 1000; //two minutes;
unsigned long p = 1;
while (p < longDelayInSeconds) {
delay(1);
p = p + 1;
}
}

void delayXmins(double mins) {
unsigned long longDelayInSeconds = mins * 60 * 1000; //two minutes;
unsigned long p = 1;
while (p < longDelayInSeconds) {
delay(1);
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p = p + 1;
}
}
void delayXmins(float mins) {
float longDelayInSeconds = mins * 60 * 1000; //two minutes;
float p = 1;
while (p < longDelayInSeconds) {
delay(1);
p = p + 1;
}
}
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APPENDIX - B
MATLAB Code for System Identification

%This automated script outputs the results of System Identification Linear
%Models (ARX, ARMAX, OE and BJ) into a dedicated Excel sheet, for both
%Forward and Inverse relationships.
% skc105@ecs.soton.ac.uk;
% 14/09/2016

% ASSIGNING MULTIPLE PROCESSORS FOR COMPUTATION
isOpen = matlabpool('size') > 0
if(~isOpen)
matlabpool open local 2 %Keep the number of processors below 4...
end

clc
% Input_1 = LightPulse;
% Output_1 = smooth_D1;
tic
Ts = 0.001; %Sampling rate of 1KHz
Data_1 = LightPulse;
Data_2 = Data1_smooth;
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ze_fwd = iddata(Data_2,Data_1,Ts); % Creating iddata structure involving input and output,
% data = iddata(y,u,Ts) WHERE y=output,u=input
ze_inv = iddata(Data_1,Data_2,Ts); % Creating iddata structure involving input and output

ze_fwd.Tstart
ze_inv.Tstart

% NN1 = struc(1:5,1:5,0); %Using 'struc' to create a matrix of possible model orders for
na,nb,nk

%Estimating the transfer function for the data

% Opt = tfestOptions('Display','on'); % Choosing to view a progress report by setting the
Display option to on in the option set created by the 'tfestOptions' command
%
% np = 2;
% ioDelay = 0;
% mtf = tfest(Ze,np,[],ioDelay,Opt); % Estimating the transfer function.
filename = 'System_Identification_November_2016_Data16a';

%for N=5:5:40
for i=1:1:10
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j=i;
k=i;
l=1;
%ARX Model parameter estimation

% a(i,:)={i j k 1};

opt_arx = arxOptions('Focus','prediction');
opt_armax = armaxOptions('Focus','prediction');
opt_oe = oeOptions('Focus','prediction');
opt_bj=bjOptions('Focus','prediction');

marx_fwd_arx = arx(ze_fwd,[i j l],opt_arx);
marx_inv_arx = arx(ze_inv,[i j l],opt_arx);

marx_fwd_armax = armax(ze_fwd,[i j k l],opt_armax);
marx_inv_armax = armax(ze_inv,[i j k l],opt_armax);

marx_fwd_oe = oe(ze_fwd,[i j l],opt_oe);
marx_inv_oe = oe(ze_inv,[i j l],opt_oe);

marx_fwd_bj = bj(ze_fwd,[i i i i l],opt_bj);
marx_inv_bj = bj(ze_inv,[i i i i l],opt_bj);

present(marx_fwd_bj) % Displays model parameters with uncertainty information
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% yp = compare(ze,marx);

% sys = arx(ze,[3 2 1]);

[y_fwd_arx,fit_fwd_arx(i,1),x0_fwd_arx] = compare(ze_fwd,marx_fwd_arx);
[y_inv_arx,fit_inv_arx(i,1),x0_inv_arx] = compare(ze_inv,marx_inv_arx);

[y_fwd_armax,fit_fwd_armax(i,1),x0_fwd_armax] = compare(ze_fwd,marx_fwd_armax);
[y_inv_armax,fit_inv_armax(i,1),x0_inv_armax] = compare(ze_inv,marx_inv_armax);

[y_fwd_oe,fit_fwd_oe(i,1),x0_fwd_oe] = compare(ze_fwd,marx_fwd_oe);
[y_inv_oe,fit_inv_oe(i,1),x0_inv_oe] = compare(ze_inv,marx_inv_oe);

[y_fwd_bj,fit_fwd_bj(i,1),x0_fwd_bj] = compare(ze_fwd,marx_fwd_bj);
[y_inv_bj,fit_inv_bj(i,1),x0_inv_bj] = compare(ze_inv,marx_inv_bj);

xlswrite(filename,fit_fwd_arx,'Forward_Models','B3'); %B3
xlswrite(filename,fit_inv_arx,'Inverse_Models','B3');

xlswrite(filename,fit_fwd_armax,'Forward_Models','B14'); %B14
xlswrite(filename,fit_inv_armax,'Inverse_Models','B14');

xlswrite(filename,fit_fwd_oe,'Forward_Models','B25'); %B25
xlswrite(filename,fit_inv_oe,'Inverse_Models','B25');
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xlswrite(filename,fit_fwd_bj,'Forward_Models','B36'); %B36
xlswrite(filename,fit_inv_bj,'Inverse_Models','B36');

end

%~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
setpref('Internet','SMTP_Server','smtp.ecs.soton.ac.uk');
setpref('Internet','E_mail','skc105@ecs.soton.ac.uk');
sendmail('skc105@ecs.soton.ac.uk','Linear Models complete,Data16a') % ADD DATASET
NAME
%~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Non-Linear Models

for i=1:1:10

j=i;
k=i;

InputNL_deadzone = 'deadzone';
OutputNL_deadzone = 'deadzone';

InputNL_saturation = 'saturation';
OutputNL_saturation = 'saturation';

InputNL_wavenet = wavenet('NumberOfUnits','auto');
OutputNL_wavenet = wavenet('NumberOfUnits','auto');
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InputNL_poly1d = poly1d('Degree',i); %Degree is 1:10, represented by No.
%of Units in toolbox
OutputNL_poly1d = poly1d('Degree',i); %Degree is 1:10, represented by No.
%of Units in toolbox

marx_fwd_nlhw_deadzone = nlhw(ze_fwd,[i j 1],InputNL_deadzone,OutputNL_deadzone);
marx_inv_nlhw_deadzone = nlhw(ze_inv,[i j 1],InputNL_deadzone,OutputNL_deadzone);

marx_fwd_nlhw_saturation = nlhw(ze_fwd,[i j 1],InputNL_saturation,OutputNL_saturation);
marx_inv_nlhw_saturation = nlhw(ze_inv,[i j 1],InputNL_saturation,OutputNL_saturation);

marx_fwd_nlhw_wavenet = nlhw(ze_fwd,[i j 1],InputNL_wavenet,OutputNL_wavenet);
marx_inv_nlhw_wavenet = nlhw(ze_inv,[i j 1],InputNL_wavenet,OutputNL_wavenet);

marx_fwd_nlhw_poly1d_5 = nlhw(ze_fwd,[5 5 1],InputNL_poly1d,OutputNL_poly1d);
marx_inv_nlhw_poly1d_5 = nlhw(ze_inv,[5 5 1],InputNL_poly1d,OutputNL_poly1d);

marx_fwd_nlhw_poly1d_10 = nlhw(ze_fwd,[10 10 1],InputNL_poly1d,OutputNL_poly1d);
marx_inv_nlhw_poly1d_10 = nlhw(ze_inv,[10 10 1],InputNL_poly1d,OutputNL_poly1d);

[y_fwd_deadzone,fit_fwd_deadzone(i,1),x0_fwd_deadzone]

=

compare(ze_fwd,marx_fwd_nlhw_deadzone);
[y_inv_deadzone,fit_inv_deadzone(i,1),x0_inv_deadzone]
compare(ze_inv,marx_inv_nlhw_deadzone);
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=

[y_fwd_saturation,fit_fwd_saturation(i,1),x0_fwd_saturation]

=

compare(ze_fwd,marx_fwd_armax);
[y_inv_saturation,fit_inv_saturation(i,1),x0_inv_saturation]

=

compare(ze_inv,marx_inv_armax);

[y_fwd_wavenet,fit_fwd_wavenet(i,1),x0_fwd_wavenet]

=

compare(ze_fwd,marx_fwd_nlhw_wavenet);
[y_inv_wavenet,fit_inv_wavenet(i,1),x0_inv_wavenet]

=

compare(ze_inv,marx_inv_nlhw_wavenet);

[y_fwd_polyid_5,fit_fwd_poly1d_5(i,1),x0_fwd_polyid_5]

=

compare(ze_fwd,marx_fwd_nlhw_poly1d_5);
[y_inv_polyid_5,fit_inv_poly1d_5(i,1),x0_inv_polyid_5]

=

compare(ze_inv,marx_inv_nlhw_poly1d_5);

[y_fwd_polyid_10,fit_fwd_poly1d_10(i,1),x0_fwd_polyid_10]

=

compare(ze_fwd,marx_fwd_nlhw_poly1d_10);
[y_inv_polyid_10,fit_inv_poly1d_10(i,1),x0_inv_polyid_10]
compare(ze_inv,marx_inv_nlhw_poly1d_10);

end

xlswrite(filename,fit_fwd_deadzone,'Forward_Models','B47'); %B47
xlswrite(filename,fit_inv_deadzone,'Inverse_Models','B47');

xlswrite(filename,fit_fwd_saturation,'Forward_Models','B58'); %B58
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=

xlswrite(filename,fit_inv_saturation,'Inverse_Models','B58');

xlswrite(filename,fit_fwd_wavenet,'Forward_Models','B69'); %B69
xlswrite(filename,fit_inv_wavenet,'Inverse_Models','B69');

xlswrite(filename,fit_fwd_poly1d_5,'Forward_Models','B80'); %B80
xlswrite(filename,fit_inv_poly1d_5,'Inverse_Models','B80');

xlswrite(filename,fit_fwd_poly1d_10,'Forward_Models','B91'); %B91
xlswrite(filename,fit_inv_poly1d_10,'Inverse_Models','B91');

%~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

setpref('Internet','SMTP_Server','smtp.ecs.soton.ac.uk');
setpref('Internet','E_mail','skc105@ecs.soton.ac.uk');
sendmail('skc105@ecs.soton.ac.uk','NL Models Phase-1 complete,Data16a') % ADD
DATASET NAME

%~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

% matlabpool close
clc
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fit_fwd_pwlinear = zeros(10,8);
fit_inv_pwlinear = zeros(10,8);
fit_fwd_sigmoid = zeros(10,8);
fit_inv_sigmoid = zeros(10,8);

for N=1:8
for i=1:1:10
j=i;

% InputNL_pwlinear = pwlinear('NumberOfUnits',N*5); %N=5:5:40
% OutputNL_pwlinear = pwlinear('NumberOfUnits',N*5); %N=5:5:40
%
% InputNL_sigmoid = sigmoidnet('NumberOfUnits',N*5); %N=5:5:40
% OutputNL_sigmoid = sigmoidnet('NumberOfUnits',N*5);%N=5:5:40

marx_fwd_nlhw_pwlinear

=

nlhw(ze_fwd,[i

j

1],pwlinear('NumberOfUnits',N*5),pwlinear('NumberOfUnits',N*5));
marx_inv_nlhw_pwlinear

=

nlhw(ze_inv,[i

j

1],pwlinear('NumberOfUnits',N*5),pwlinear('NumberOfUnits',N*5));

marx_fwd_nlhw_sigmoid

=

nlhw(ze_fwd,[i

j

1],sigmoidnet('NumberOfUnits',N*5),sigmoidnet('NumberOfUnits',N*5));
marx_inv_nlhw_sigmoid

=

nlhw(ze_inv,[i

j

1],sigmoidnet('NumberOfUnits',N*5),sigmoidnet('NumberOfUnits',N*5));

[y_fwd_pwlinear,fit_fwd_pwlinear(i,N),x0_fwd_pwlinear]
compare(ze_fwd,marx_fwd_nlhw_pwlinear);
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=

[y_inv_pwlinear,fit_inv_pwlinear(i,N),x0_inv_pwlinear]

=

compare(ze_inv,marx_inv_nlhw_pwlinear);

[y_fwd_sigmoid,fit_fwd_sigmoid(i,N),x0_fwd_sigmoid]

=

compare(ze_fwd,marx_fwd_nlhw_sigmoid);
[y_inv_sigmoid,fit_inv_sigmoid(i,N),x0_inv_sigmoid]

=

compare(ze_inv,marx_inv_nlhw_sigmoid);

end
end
% end

xlswrite(filename,fit_fwd_pwlinear,'Forward_Models','B102'); %B102
xlswrite(filename,fit_inv_pwlinear,'Inverse_Models','B102');

xlswrite(filename,fit_fwd_sigmoid,'Forward_Models','B113'); %B113
xlswrite(filename,fit_inv_sigmoid,'Inverse_Models','B113');

matlabpool close

toc

%~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
SIMULATION
%IS COMPLETE ~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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SEND

EMAIL

AFTER

setpref('Internet','SMTP_Server','smtp.ecs.soton.ac.uk');
setpref('Internet','E_mail','skc105@ecs.soton.ac.uk');
sendmail('skc105@soton.ac.uk','All simulation complete, Data16a') % ADD DATASET
NAME
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APPENDIX - C
1. Acronyms
C. Dimension = Correlation Dimension
DFA = Detrended Fluctuation Analysis
H. Complexity = Hjorth Complexity
H. Mobility = Hjorth Mobility
H. Exponent = Hurst Exponent
H. Skewness = Hyper Skewness
H. Flatness = Hyper Flatness
IQR = Interquartile range
PSD = Average Spectral Power
W. Entropy = Wavelet Entropy

Correlation between features (computed from Raw signals)
Corr.
Dim

Mean

Var

IQR

Skew

Kurtosis

H.
Mob

H.
comp

Hurst
exp.

DFA

Wentropy

PSD

H.
skew

Corr.
Dim

1.00

0.19

0.09

Mean

0.19

1.00

0.02

0.13
0.01

0.01

-0.09

0.04

0.15

-0.13

0.20

-0.32

0.26

-0.04

-0.14

-0.33

0.05

0.07

0.00

0.24

0.31

-0.30

Var

-0.09

0.02

1.00

0.76

-0.04

-0.04

-0.04

0.05

0.16

0.04

0.05

-0.05

IQR

-0.13

-0.01

0.76

1.00

-0.17

-0.07

-0.07

0.26

0.49

0.01

0.01

-0.20

Skew

0.01

-0.14

0.04
0.04
0.01
0.04

0.17
0.07
0.04
0.07

1.00

0.24

0.02

0.00

-0.22

0.04

0.03

Kurtosis

-0.09

-0.33

0.24

1.00

0.06

-0.31

-0.19

0.10

0.01

H. Mob

0.04

-0.02

H. comp

0.15

0.05

Hurst
exp.

-0.13

0.07

0.05

DFA

-0.20

0.00

Wentropy

-0.32

PSD
H. skew

0.02
0.01
0.04

0.22
0.19
0.06
0.07

Fano
factor

0.68

0.29

0.00

0.44

0.97

0.00

0.00
0.17
0.11

-0.06

1.00

0.37

-0.05

0.00

-0.31

0.37

1.00

-0.04

0.26

-0.22

-0.19

-0.04

1.00

0.87

0.07

0.07

-0.30

0.16

0.49

-0.22

-0.19

-0.07

0.87

1.00

0.08

0.07

-0.24

0.24

0.04

0.01

0.04

0.10

-0.26

0.07

0.08

1.00

0.97

0.10

0.12

0.00

-0.26

0.31

0.05

0.01

0.03

0.01

-0.16

0.07

0.07

0.97

1.00

0.07

0.04

0.00

-0.04

-0.30

0.05
0.05

0.20
0.09

0.68

0.44

0.01

-0.06

-0.30

0.10

0.07

1.00

0.52

0.00

0.29

0.97

0.05

-0.30

-0.19

0.12

0.04

0.52

1.00

0.00

0.17

0.11

0.00

0.00

0.01

-0.03

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.00

H. flat

-0.09

-0.34

Fano
factor

-0.02

0.00
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0.24
0.19
0.00

-0.26

0.01

0.05
0.30
0.19
0.19

-0.02

0.02

0.05
0.06
0.09
0.07

-0.09

0.07
0.16

H.
flat
0.09
0.34
0.05
0.09

-0.06

0.01
-0.03
0.00
0.00

Feature Ranking (for Raw Plant Signals) Under OVR Scheme
Feature rank

NaCl vs. Rest

H2SO4 vs. Rest

O3 vs. Rest

1

IQR

DFA

W. Entropy

2

H. Flatness

W. Entropy

DFA

3

Kurtosis

H. Exponent

H. Skewness

4

DFA

H. Skewness

H. Exponent

5

Variance

PSD

PSD

6

C. Dimension

IQR

IQR

7

W. Entropy

H. Complexity

Skewness

8

PSD

H. Flatness

H.
Complexity

9

H. Mobility

Kurtosis

Mean

10

H.

Skewness

C. Dimension

Complexity
11

H. Skewness

Mean

Variance

12

H. Exponent

Variance

H. Mobility

13

Skewness

C. Dimension

H. Flatness

14

Fano factor

H. Mobility

Kurtosis

15

Mean

Fano factor

Fano factor
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Feature Ranking (for Raw Plant Signals) Under OVO Scheme
Feature rank

NaCl vs. O3

NaCl vs. H2SO4

H2SO4 vs. O3

1

IQR

DFA

DFA

2

H. Flatness

Kurtosis

W. Entropy

3

Kurtosis

H. Flatness

H. Exponent

4

Variance

H. Skewness

H. Skewness

5

DFA

IQR

PSD

6

C. Dimension

H. Exponent

IQR

7

W. Entropy

H. Mobility

H.
Complexity

8

PSD

C. Dimension

H. Flatness

9

H. Mobility

H. Complexity

Kurtosis

10

H.

Variance

Skewness

Complexity
11

Skewness

W. Entropy

Mean

12

H. Skewness

Mean

Variance

13

H. Exponent

Skewness

C. Dimension

14

Fano factor

PSD

H. Mobility

15

Mean

Fano factor

Fano factor
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Feature Ranking (for Filtered Plant Signals) Under OVR Scheme
Feature rank

NaCl vs. Rest

H2SO4 vs. Rest

O3 vs. Rest

1

Mean

Mean

Mean

2

H.

W. Entropy

W. Entropy

Complexity
3

IQR

IQR

IQR

4

DFA

PSD

PSD

5

Variance

Variance

H. Mobility

6

H. Exponent

H. Mobility

H. Exponent

7

Kurtosis

H. Exponent

Kurtosis

8

W. Entropy

Skewness

H. Skewness

9

H. Mobility

Kurtosis

H. Flatness

10

H. Skewness

H. Skewness

Skewness

11

H. Flatness

H. Flatness

H.
Complexity

12

Fano factor

C. Dimension

Variance

13

C. Dimension

H. Complexity

C. Dimension

14

PSD

DFA

Fano factor

15

Skewness

Fano factor

DFA
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Feature Ranking (for Filtered Plant Signals) Under OVO Scheme

Feature rank

NaCl vs. O3

NaCl vs. H2SO4

H2SO4 vs. O3

1

Mean

Mean

Mean

2

H.

IQR

W. Entropy

Complexity
3

DFA

H. Mobility

IQR

4

IQR

H. Complexity

Variance

5

H. Exponent

Variance

PSD

6

Variance

PSD

H. Mobility

7

Kurtosis

DFA

H. Exponent

8

W. Entropy

W. Entropy

Skewness

9

H. Mobility

H. Flatness

Kurtosis

10

H. Skewness

Skewness

H. Skewness

11

H. Flatness

H. Skewness

H. Flatness

12

Fano factor

Kurtosis

H.
Complexity

13

Skewness

Fano factor

C. Dimension

14

C. Dimension

C. Dimension

Fano factor

15

PSD

H. Exponent

DFA
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APPENDIX – D
MATLAB Code for Extracting Curve Fit Coefficients
% This script is written to automate Curve Fit on Raw Plant Electrical
Signals
%skc105@ecs.soton.ac.uk
% function[percentfit,coeffecients]=CurveFit_Shre(data,'fittype')
data = Ozone_Cabbage_4_Stimulus_5_Post_Ch4;
[rows,columns] = size(data);
j=1:1:rows;
j = transpose(j);
tic
cc = 'H416'; %Cell on which to write the COEFFICIENTS
rsq = 'F416'; %Cell to write RSQUARED values
RR = 'G416'; %Cell to write RMSE values
filename = 'Curve_Fitting_Gaussian';
% newOptions = fitoptions(fitOptions,Name,Value)
% f = fit(x,y,'exp1');
%~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
%Available options for Curve Fittings
% 'weibul' - There are no fit settings to configure
% 'exp1' or 'exp2' for Single term or two term Exponential
% x = linspace(0,4*pi,10);
% y = sin(x);
[gfit_1,gof1] = fit(j,data,'gauss1');
gfit_Coeffs_1 = coeffvalues(gfit_1);
xlswrite(filename,gfit_Coeffs_1,'Post Stimulus-1st Order',cc);
xlswrite(filename,gof1.rsquare,'Post Stimulus-1st Order',rsq);
xlswrite(filename,gof1.rmse,'Post Stimulus-1st Order',RR);
[gfit_2,gof2] = fit(j,data,'gauss2');
gfit_Coeffs_2 = coeffvalues(gfit_2);
xlswrite(filename,gfit_Coeffs_2,'Post Stimulus-2nd Order',cc);
xlswrite(filename,gof2.rsquare,'Post Stimulus-2nd Order',rsq);
xlswrite(filename,gof2.rmse,'Post Stimulus-2nd Order',RR);
[gfit_3,gof3] = fit(j,data,'gauss3');
gfit_Coeffs_3 = coeffvalues(gfit_3);
xlswrite(filename,gfit_Coeffs_3,'Post Stimulus-3rd Order',cc);
xlswrite(filename,gof3.rsquare,'Post Stimulus-3rd Order',rsq);
xlswrite(filename,gof3.rmse,'Post Stimulus-3rd Order',RR);
[gfit_4,gof4] = fit(j,data,'gauss4');
gfit_Coeffs_4 = coeffvalues(gfit_4);
xlswrite(filename,gfit_Coeffs_4,'Post Stimulus-4th Order',cc);
xlswrite(filename,gof4.rsquare,'Post Stimulus-4th Order',rsq);
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xlswrite(filename,gof4.rmse,'Post Stimulus-4th Order',RR);
clc
% xlswrite(filename,gfit_Coeffs,'Post Stimulus-2nd Order',cc);
%
% xlswrite(filename,gfit_Coeffs,'Post Stimulus-3rd Order',cc);
%
% xlswrite(filename,gfit_Coeffs,'Post Stimulus-4th Order',cc);

%
%
%
%
%

xlswrite(filename,p{1,5},'Post
xlswrite(filename,p{1,6},'Post
xlswrite(filename,p{1,7},'Post
xlswrite(filename,p{1,8},'Post
xlswrite(filename,p{1,9},'Post

Stimulus-5th
Stimulus-6th
Stimulus-7th
Stimulus-8th
Stimulus-9th

Order',cc);
Order',cc);
Order',cc);
Order',cc);
Order',cc);

filename_f = 'Curve_Fitting_Fourier';
% newOptions = fitoptions(fitOptions,Name,Value)
% f = fit(x,y,'exp1');
%~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
%Available options for Curve Fittings
% 'weibul' - There are no fit settings to configure
% 'exp1' or 'exp2' for Single term or two term Exponential
% x = linspace(0,4*pi,10);
% y = sin(x);
[f_fit_1,f_gof1] = fit(j,data,'fourier1');
ffit_Coeffs_1 = coeffvalues(f_fit_1);
xlswrite(filename_f,ffit_Coeffs_1,'Post Stimulus-1st Order',cc);
xlswrite(filename_f,f_gof1.rsquare,'Post Stimulus-1st Order',rsq);
xlswrite(filename_f,f_gof1.rmse,'Post Stimulus-1st Order',RR);
[f_fit_2,f_gof2] = fit(j,data,'fourier2');
ffit_Coeffs_2 = coeffvalues(f_fit_2);
xlswrite(filename_f,ffit_Coeffs_2,'Post Stimulus-2nd Order',cc);
xlswrite(filename_f,f_gof2.rsquare,'Post Stimulus-2nd Order',rsq);
xlswrite(filename_f,f_gof2.rmse,'Post Stimulus-2nd Order',RR);
[f_fit_3,f_gof3] = fit(j,data,'fourier3');
ffit_Coeffs_3 = coeffvalues(f_fit_3);
xlswrite(filename_f,ffit_Coeffs_3,'Post Stimulus-3rd Order',cc);
xlswrite(filename_f,f_gof3.rsquare,'Post Stimulus-3rd Order',rsq);
xlswrite(filename_f,f_gof3.rmse,'Post Stimulus-3rd Order',RR);
[f_fit_4,f_gof4] = fit(j,data,'fourier4');
ffit_Coeffs_4 = coeffvalues(f_fit_4);
xlswrite(filename_f,ffit_Coeffs_4,'Post Stimulus-4th Order',cc);
xlswrite(filename_f,f_gof4.rsquare,'Post Stimulus-4th Order',rsq);
xlswrite(filename_f,f_gof4.rmse,'Post Stimulus-4th Order',RR);
clc
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
filename_e = 'Curve_Fitting_Exponential';
% newOptions = fitoptions(fitOptions,Name,Value)
% f = fit(x,y,'exp1');
%~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
%Available options for Curve Fittings
% 'weibul' - There are no fit settings to configure
% 'exp1' or 'exp2' for Single term or two term Exponential
% x = linspace(0,4*pi,10);
% y = sin(x);
[exp_gfit_1,exp_gof1] = fit(j,data,'exp1');
efit_Coeffs_1 = coeffvalues(exp_gfit_1);
xlswrite(filename_e,efit_Coeffs_1,'Post Stimulus-1st Order',cc);
xlswrite(filename_e,exp_gof1.rsquare,'Post Stimulus-1st Order',rsq);
xlswrite(filename_e,exp_gof1.rmse,'Post Stimulus-1st Order',RR);
[exp_gfit_2,exp_gof2] = fit(j,data,'exp2');
efit_Coeffs_2 = coeffvalues(exp_gfit_2);
xlswrite(filename_e,efit_Coeffs_2,'Post Stimulus-2nd Order',cc);
xlswrite(filename_e,exp_gof2.rsquare,'Post Stimulus-2nd Order',rsq);
xlswrite(filename_e,exp_gof2.rmse,'Post Stimulus-2nd Order',RR);
clc
toc
% xlswrite(filename,gfit_Coeffs,'Post Stimulus-2nd Order',cc);
%
% xlswrite(filename,gfit_Coeffs,'Post Stimulus-3rd Order',cc);
%
% xlswrite(filename,gfit_Coeffs,'Post Stimulus-4th Order',cc);

%
%
%
%
%

xlswrite(filename,p{1,5},'Post
xlswrite(filename,p{1,6},'Post
xlswrite(filename,p{1,7},'Post
xlswrite(filename,p{1,8},'Post
xlswrite(filename,p{1,9},'Post

Stimulus-5th
Stimulus-6th
Stimulus-7th
Stimulus-8th
Stimulus-9th
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Order',cc);
Order',cc);
Order',cc);
Order',cc);
Order',cc);
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